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or pushtas; directly before us we look
down upon the Danube, with its many ships,
aDd on the city of Pesth, with her rectilineal
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On Easter Monday, the grassy slopes of the
Blocksburg offer the gay spectacle of a merry
multitude. In order to get there you have
either to climb up a steep, narrow mountain
path, or you may choose the circuitous road,
called the Walifahrstree, with its different
s nail chapels or stations where, on certain
days, the pious pilgrims offer their prayers
The preparations for the Easter festival are
very simple. Half a dozen tents are pitched
wherein gingerbread, candy and different kinds
of sweatmeats are sold. Some speculators
bring barrels of wine, or of beer; but each
family carries their own provisions with them.
Tire different groups scatter over the grass;
the children enjoy their plays in the open air;
the young people dance to the tune of an organ, the older ones play at cards, and frequently address themselves to the wine bottle and
more substantial provisions.
Thousands of
people wander about and amuse themselves,
each after their own taste, without pursuing
any particular object as the aim of their
excursion. Toward evening the different
families walk down to the wine taverns and
dancing saloons of the Raitzenstadt, where
they get rid of the rest of their purse and return home well satisfied with the holy day
spent on the Blocksburg.
The celebration of Easter Monday takes
place during the afternoon, but the Spring festival of Whitsuntide Monday extends over the
whole day. At the dawn of the morning caravans of people in their best Sunday dresses are
seen crossing the Suspension Bridge and passing through the opposite tunnel. Whole families leave the city heavily laden with baskets
and wallets of all sizes, wherein they carry
provisions and wine for the whole day. Every
hour brings new swarms which climb up the
woody slopes of the Sehwabenberg, which at
that sta'.on of the year are richly clothde with
the fragTaut blossoms of hawthome, elders and
lilacs.
The woods are naturally laid out like a park,
and offer splendid views over the distant mountain ranges and fertile valleys; luxuriuos grassplots invite everywhere the wanderers to rest.
Little by little a multitude gather round about
in the wood and stretched out under the shadow of the trees, eating,
drinking, talking an d
amusing themselves at different plays. Mus ic
and songs fill the air, and every new
arriving
troop is greeted with a loud and general Eigen.
At noon napkins are spread over the grass,
cold dishes and wine are taken out, and all enjoy themselves with perfect ease. Later in
the afternoon the beau monde of Pesth arrive
in their own carriages, or in hired vehicles, and
take their refreshments under the open verandahs of the splendid hotels, regarding the
gay spectacle of the variegated groups of people who amuse themselves with performing
the different national dances, the Mazurka,
the Polka, Ac., until a late hour in the evening.
Then the masses, grouped in families, prepare
to leave; the young people decorate each other with flowers and
blossoming branches, and,
singing and laughing, they return to the city
the whole passing off in perfect order and with
the best possible humor.
«
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N. A. FOSTER & CO.
The Portland Daily Press 1b published at
$8.00 per year in advance.
Tub Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance';
&2.2C-, il paid within six mouths; and $2.50, if payment bo delayed beyond six months.
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a

“bquare.

Rate* ©I* Advertising.
of space, in length of column, constitutes

fcl.hu per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week alter; three
or less, $1.00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under Lead of
“Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“hUciAL Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.60;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

insertions,

in^

$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every pan
ol the State) for $1.00
per square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended for the papei
should be directed to the EDITOR OF the Press,
and tho-e of a business character to the “Publishers.”
fider* JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining u
the Odice or Taper promptly transacted on application as above.
*

Friday Morning, August 18,1865.
NATIONAL

AMUSEMENTS

IN

HUN-

GARY.

The Hungarian is naturally inclined to melancholy, which seizes on him even in the
midst oi his greates* joy fulness.
His populai

and drinking songs sound like
dirges, and out
of the wildest exultation of his
stirring and
electrifying dancing music re-echoes a‘deep,
heart-rending sadness. While the German over his wine makes
merry and grows overbearing, ihe Hungarian is seized with melancholy
and iii humor.
This sadness, which comes
from liis innermost feeling, may easily be accounted tor by the history .of Hungary. The
Hungarian, proud of his country, which he believes to be the most famous and finest
part ol
the whole earth, outside oi which there is “no
true life,” yearns to play his part in the
world,
he is eager to rule and to
command, and to
exercise his influence over the
destiny of the
neighboring nations. Formerly Hungary was
one of the powerful nations of the world and
gave her laws to surrounding people; but for
centuries she is but an appendage to
Austria,
whose strength and power she
helps to increase.

She lias been wiped out from among the independent kingdoms, and without any national policy, deprived of all influence over the other European States, her
destiny is bound up
with that of the Austrian monarchy.
This
idea is unsupportable to the Hungarians; from
time to time they are aroused to a revolutionary movement tor reconquering their national
independence, and only a few years ago the
general belief was spread through the whole
.country that European politics were exclusively concerned with their country; that Louis
is apoleon was earnestly thinking of
setting
her free, and that England hud thready in store
a royal couple lor the
newly created throne ol
Hungary. The uniformity and sombre greatness of her immense and thinly settled
steppes
called Ptwhtav, is another reason tor explainthe
tliat
the
characing
melancholy
pervades

Lewiston Falls

properi^tionalto
aud Whitsuntide

day

ennese

sausages, cakes,

sweet

oranges, sweetthe restaurants
are well provided with bread, wine, the famous
V iannese fried chickens, Hwiss and Lipta
cheese, roast cheese and other dainties, Qipsics and wandering musicians occupy every
available corner, equilibrists exhibit their dangerous art, and beggars freely exercise their
trade.
At the eastern extremity of Huda rise the
steep clefts of a calcareous rock, called Ulocksberg, to a height of 500 feet, close to the banks
of the Danube, on whose top stands a fortress.
On Us southwestern side the rock forms a
lnoad ridge, which runs out into the Auler
and Schwnbenburg; on its northern side there
rue some fine
grassy slojies, which gradually
slide down into a narrow
valley occupied by
the picturesque city Raitzen-tovvn.
From Hiocksherg one
enjoys a grand and
rorignificent view to which few can be compared. I oward the north, the
fortress, with its
fine castle at the southern
extremity,
presents
itself to our eyes; a little farther on we
perceive a mqjestic.range of
intersectmountains,
ed by richly cultivated valleys, with
vineyards,
woods ami villages, and in the diui distance on
the horizon loom up the still
higher mountiins of Gran; toward the south we see the
of
the
immense
inning
bej
plains, with their

meats and other
•

•

| add to the Academic Course two Departments—a
Commercial and a Scientific and Industrial Department.

The

Commercial

good things;

Department,

The design of this Coarse Is to furnish
young men
with such instruction as will enable them' to
engage
at once in any branch of commercial business. It will
combine the Theoretical and Practical. Rooms suitable fer Banking, Business Offices,
Telegraphing,
Penmanship, Book-keeping, &c., have been engaged
in the New Town Block.
Competent and experienced teacher* have been engaged ; and more will be added as the exigencies of
this department shall require. It Is intended to furnish instruction equal to that obtained in the best
Commercial Colleges. One can easily perceive the advantages which may be derived from the connection
of tills department with the Academy, where a thor
ough knowledge of the Modem languages can be obtained— a knowledge indispensable to business men
In many /ariPbi our Union.
The

It ranches

Tauyht

Book-keeping in all Us forms; Commercial Law:
Commercial Arithmetic; Business Correspondence;
Telegraphing; Penmanship; Phonography, <Sfcc.
Are

Vnusual Facilities
Are offered to ladies desiring to pursue Penmanship
and Book-keeping. There will be a Course of Lectures on Commercial Law by gentlemen eminent in
the legal profession. Rooms open day and evening.
The

Scientific amt I mlust rial Department

The Biudies of this course will occupy two years,
and Include instruction by lessons in those branches
of the Abstract Mathematics not taken up in the
Academic Course; Land Surveying; Geometrical
Drawing; Mechanical Drawing; Architectural Drawing; Shades, Shadows and Linear perspective; Astronomy; Navigation; Leveling; Mechanics; Locations of Roads; Calculating Excavation and Embankment; Construction of Roads; Strength of Materials;
Bridge Construction; Mechanics of Machinery and

Engineering; Mechanical Principles of Architecture;
Masonry; Stone Cutting; Geology: Mineralogy; the
French and German Languages, and
History. Instruction will also be given by Lectures in Physical
Geography; Logic and Political economy.
much time will be given to field-work with the
Compass, Surveyor’s Transit and Engineer’s Level,
as the arrangement of studies will
permit.
THE STUDIES OF THE FALL TERM
(first of the course 1 are
As

Analytical
ountry, Survey f ay, Geometrical Dratviuy, and French,
C

TUITION.
FULL COMMERCIAL COURSE.
i

!

Payable

in advance and entitling the student
to the privilege of completing all the studies
or the department at any time after the

pay-

ment,

; Penmanship, twenty lessons,
ACADEMIC COURSE.
I Common English Branches, per term,

$40.00
3.00

5.50
Higher English Branches, per term,
6.00
Languages, per term,
6.50
Scientific and Industrial Course, per term,
6.50
Music with use of Instrument, per term,
15.00
Painting and Drawing, from
2.00 to 10.00
Board in families, per week, in< 'uding room,
from
3.00 to 4.00

Post Office Address of the Principal, W. T. Web-’
stek, Auburn, Maine.
Calendar.

Fall Term commences Monday, August 28th, 1865.
Winter Term commences Moivlay, Nov. 20th, 1865.
Spring Term commences Febi uary 12th, 1866.
Summer Term commences May 7th, 1866.
NAHUM MORRILL,
Sec’yol Board of Trustees.

Auburn, July 18th,

July

18C5.

Flour, Fork,
Lard

THEIR

20 S 4wd

Beef,

and Hams !

Patapsco Family

Should

Aud

a

large asKorment of

extra and Double Extra Favorite Brand*
of Canadian nnd Western.
!

X* O XX K

To Let

less than most

are

Inquire of

Cured

Hams I

by any other
the world, being over

commercial street.

July g—dlf

Boarding,

Hack mid Livery Stable!

At a,,,, h. Babcock’s Old
Stand,

FEDERAL street.
and the public that he b
he inumdn u, ttovofc

Jm J?. ,lnf r,m.hta, ,r,tnd,<
whOTt'

MR1*"-{“

HOARDING,
HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.
H3T” Particular attention paid to Boarders.
Carriages famished for Weddings, Parties onj
Funerals.
The stable having been famished with New Carriages, and good Hor.-ea, a share of patronage is solicAlso, FOR SALE one good second-hand Hack; one
2 wheelod Chaise; one Top Buggy; and one Carryall,
with pole and shafts.
BBANCIS B. HANSON,
julydldtf

w,,iJberally rewarded by leaving6 it
Mufler-s.

JPei*

4th—Dividends

are

MUTUAL

augodlw

WANTED!
WILL pay run cent.

i
1

IP. for all Pamphlets
■torfverml at the office
the Po. tlaud Smear Co.,
corner iJomuieroia! and Maple nta.
janlidt,
J. M. BROWN

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Deering and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

1 y

”

ONE and

FLOUR!

137 Commercial St.

rooms, with wood-house,
cellar cemented; furnace in cellar; plenty water. Possession given about middle September, 1865.
Terms easy. Enquire of
PEARSON & SMITH,
15 and 17 Willow Street.

Portland, July 27th, 1865.—dtf

HOUSE
House and

FOR

Exchange

Agt.

Deblois &

Jackson,
July 6.—dtf

Street.

the

Exchange

-FOR

ORDINANCE respecting the Collection of Taxes.
it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council in City Council
assembled, as follows,

BE

viz:

Section 1.—It shall be the duty of the Assessors
to make out and deliver to the Treasurer and
Collector,,
at the time of the commitment of the warrant for the
collection of taxes in each year, tax bills for all taxes
assessed upon all resident persons and estates, with
the name and residence of the same marked thereon.
Sec. 2.—The Treasurer and Collector shall imme-

BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO..

AVERY

fa the Year Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-jive.

8ALE

BATH,

ME.

BOLTS Superior Bleached
do All Long flax “G-overnment contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax

oru *

300

\
| Alma
Works,
} Arbroath.
I

j

300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.

ap22dtl

ileal estate for Sale.
story and halt
Alden St.

mA
on

Street.

diately issue the tax bills, and if the same are not
paid within four months thereafter, he shall issue a
summons to each delinquent person
assessed, and il

House, and lot 40

x

100

feet,

aug8dtf

FOR THE HAHDKERCMEF.

For Sale.
located in Freeport, 2$

miles from
the Depot,
PLEASANTLY
the old county road to Brunswick,
the old homestead known
the

such person shall not pay his taxes within ten days
after the receipt of such summons, or after the service thereof in the usual form, the said Treasurer and
Collector shall isssue his warrant for the collection of
said taxes according to law.
Sec. 3.—On all taxes assessed, interest shall he
charged at the rate of six per cent per annum, commencing sixty days after the commitment of said bills
to the Treasurer and Collector.
Sec. 4.—On all taxes paid within sixty days, from
the date of the commitment thereof, a discount of live
per cent on the amount shall be allowed.
Sec. 5.—Section ten of the Revised Ordinances on
taxes, page 235, and an ordinance “respecting discount ana interest on taxes,’* passed June 19, 1857,
and all Onlinanees and parts of ordinances inconsistent with the provisions of this, are hereby repealed.
Approved Aug. 15, 1865.
auglGd2w

VEHFdn

NEW

For particulars enquire at No. Ill Exchange

(I

V>

Townsend place,

as

containing

35

OFFICES
No. 7i MW die Street.
TWOAlso,
Store-house
Union Wliari.
22—dtf
over

on

July

v

WM. BOYD.
•>

For Sale
LOTS

to Lease.

or

T

(

ton

m

Oxford, Washington, Madison,
HOUSE
Munroe, Fremont, Grecnleaf and Fox streets
terms to suit.
to
july25iseolm

A.

jy(5—df

quested.

Oswego
In such

|

use

Kingeford’e Oswego Oorn Starch.
Aug. 7—<13m

rilHE Fall Term ol this institution will commence
1 Wednesday. August 900,1866, and will continue eleven weeks.
Mr. CHARLES f>. BARROWS, A. B., Principal.
Mr. Barrow s has high qualifications for his poBi

Fryburg, Aug. 2d,

1866.

D. B. SEW ALL,

Sec'v.
aug4d6tw3w

NOTICE.
rriHERE w ill be a Special Meeting of the Stockhoid1 er8 of the International Steamship Company at
their Office, corner Commercial and Union Streets,
on
SATURDAY, August 19th, 1865, at 16 o’cleck A.
M., to see if the Stockholders will vote to incease the
Capital Stock, and to act upon any other business
that may legally come before the metting.
Per Order of the Directors.
H. J. LIBBY,

Portland, August 3.—dtd

Sec’y.

REMOVAL.
take this method to Inform their
fjiHE undesigned
I customers and the public generally that they have

REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to tbelr new Bakery, Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will be pleased to see all tbelr old
customers and as many now ones as will be pleased to
give us a call.
R. W. SMARDON,
R. S.
S. E.

8CAMUAN,
SMARDON.

August 16—dtf

Corn!

Com!

W\ BUSHELS No. 1 high mlied Com In
store and for sale try
HERSEY, FLETCHER & Co.,
159 Commercial Street.
August 16, 1865.—d3w

OUUU

R E M O V jV L !

NCHUMACHErT
Fresco and Banner Painter,

From 41 Union to 200 /• ore St,
Opposite Ma.nl'vaitibebs’ and Tkaji us' Bank.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Joseph. Bradford,

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers’
and Calkers’ Tools, 4c,
Hat Removed from his old stand in Union Street
to No. 300 Pork St., w here he is
prepared to dll ail
orders for Carpenters’ and other Tools, ol the
very beet quality, at short notice ami on reasonatde
terms.

appli-

No. 200 Fore Street.

F. H. KANDALL

Carriages

and

Sleighs,

NEW AGENCY
-FOB-

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewinuMaehine,
At No. 11

KIMBALL,

MANUFAOTURICK

Where you will find a good assortment ot all the various patterns of Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will be
kept In good repair one year free ot charge. Thorough Instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,
Silk, Thread, £c., constantly on hand.
gy~ Particular at tcutfon given to repairing Wheeler £ Wilson Machines,
Call and see the beet Family Machine, before pur-

PREBL££TREI)T, (Near Preble House.)

PORTLAND, ME.
Sale

Booms,

110 and 112

Sudbury St., Boston,

juneltf

Mass

chaffing.

California

Exchange St.,

to

\

Cake
the shortest

label and name is on each tattle.
PERKINS, STERN & CO.,
“Pioneer House,”
Dealing Exclusively in California Wines
For sale In Portland by Grosman & Co.

IHf^This Company is organized with its headquarters in Hartford, Connecicut, an l with a principal
branch in Boston, for the purpose of
supplying Coal
at Cost to Stockholders throughout the New England
States; the Coal in all cases to be delivered by the
most direct and convenient routes of tVeight from
Philadelphia to the point oi its delivery.
For particulars enquire of the Agents for
Portland,

over

A

iVlAMt

piaso imjjiFolm!

nn«l

HO and 112

Federal at.

it

of Federal and Temple
on Federal Street, includtwo story Dwelling House,

A

No. 37 Middle Street.

Lease for

a

term of Years.
occupied by Charles

Store and Wharf now
Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square it.,
with a two story
building thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may25dtf
No. 6* Union Wharf.

rpIHE
H.

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lola in Cape Eliz-

SHIPS’

BEEF, PORK, LARD,
CHEESE, &c.
beef, Philadelphia market
Plate*
BEEF, EXTRA MESS BEEF, MESS BEEF,
MESS

LARD to Tea. and Tabs, CLEAR PORK,
and Vermont CHEESE,

PORK, Kew York

Molasses, Sugars, Teas, &c.,
FOB

SAI.K BY

THOMAS
ISO

August 8—d2w

LYNCH*

Commercial

Immediately.
Flour

and

Sauce

SEWING MACHINES!

No. .‘ID

ma

ns.

WTSSOR <C WHITSEY,

DRY

CE!
business, I

ROODS !
AUGUST 1st.

-My stock is full and complete in ovary department,

l^verv fenifly who wants any
goods for the next six
months to come will do well to supply themselves
as the prices are daily advancing.
Any one wishing to go into the Dry Go oils Trade
find this one of the best situations in Portland.
PMeesskm given immediately if desired.
Please call and examine.

Aug. 1—eod&wtf

ISO

Middle

IRON.

—

D

AX

Gravel

DK.

..Two

Uoot

iny

HE I

fifJT,

—^>nth
,,

Hand Fire
_

«

land

Also, a lot of How suitable
Engines. Apply to

lor

EZRA RUSSELL, CUiet Engineer
Chairman Committee on Porthire Department.
junelfiti
_

4,’

^

Morgan,

Corn Mill.
are prepared to GRIND CORN

Yorx «ireet. Office
THEfor customers at oftheir
Mill
Richardson V'iian.

Commercial st., head

Julyl7eodlm

*

E. E.

CPHA.M

!

Patent Pockets,
Improvements.
By mall immediately answered l»y
HENRY HEIMS,865 Washington St..

THE

oar

The draft ol the s|*ars eaw

store.

McGILVEKY, RYAN A UAVIS,

No. 161 Comm, rcial Strati.

junelfl—dtf

are

& SON

nerehlp

fe.

K,. tlACKSON

Portland,

firm ol
1I1AVE
for the

this

day formed
_

a

the

_

WRIGHT feCO,
purpose ol doing a General Commission Buslh»Tin* lurnhihed a Cash
p*rl“1r
hunJre<1 thousand mil reis (II*.

Tf,!*1

Sco^to##)hree
8-

Wall Street, New York,
4,‘r.4“hn Yri*hVInSo-69
the United Stated.
»*»<*"

0UT

We glre our Power o«
Attorney to'Mr G. G.
Wright, late ol the House of Maiwell, Wrighl

to.

for

T.
«

w»

Any business confided to our care will have our
best attention.
G. GRANVILLE WRIGHT.
Rio de Janeiro, May 9,1868.
JuuAK'odi’iu

Liverpool

7

and Bristol

RYAN Sc DAVIS,
A8oOTLFERY,
No* 161 Commercial Stree

?w*

partnenihlp under

SOX.

Deal Preljffilh.
«t *•'>'
Strips wanted to load Desls
Cham

u

July26

t&

OSCEOLA JACKSON.
June 12, 1MB—tf

or

Portland July 25.1865.

have this day formed acoparttlte atyle ol

lor the purpose of
doing agenorelCOAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s
Wharf, (hot of High Street,
S. R. JACKSON.

hereby cautioned against harbor-

my

_

CHAS. n» V. Jr
114 Middle St.
from the BUST unuumcturtu
give aatDfac'loii.

undersigned
rpHE
1
under

ALL
trusting Judith Roach, my wife,
ing
any oi
I .hall
fiunilv, without my written coaaent,
of
their
debfe
,4-no
contrecdn^r ^ d.,eVji
or

prices

On and after June L the fare between Portland and Bangor will be
♦S.oo; Rockland #2.00; oilier laml’ingson the River redo.-e,I in
>porf‘'»*. per ■ learner Regulator.
A. 80MERBV, Agent.
(Portland, May SI, 18S8—dtl

Notice.
persons

Orilere
every doeo-lptlrn
lolled. Towns supp lid at

so

Copartnership Notice.

Sails and lligging tor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the j
new Brig Atlanta, 44*0 tons old measurement,
he

saved in perfect order.

Fire Works j

Fase Reduced to the Penobscot River

OF

With Patent Combination Cushion.,
and all the latest

Any

acturere

1865.

Cur Work! »re
end warrant'll re
Oar loan t'lek Roukut are prelcrab e 11 llie • ort
lu pas-io «i hrnugu
one
e* they do not loeo the train
|une24endA wtt

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
EL I1ERSKY, Age.,,
No 16 Union Street.

Copartnership Notice.

Cheap.

second-hand FIRM INHose Carriages; all in

on

Street.

iiann

—

4,

Fire Works,
WORKS of
FIRE
frua tlte Country

COMPOSITION,

seen at

The War is Over.
L. YOR K is treating with great success all diseases, both Acute and Chronic, in Males and
Females. Consultations and Communications strictly confidential. A word to the wise is sufficient.—
Patients can be accommodated with board at the Infirmary on reasonable terms.
For particulars call on or address DR. D. YORK
Auburn, Maine, Box 81. Office and InfirmaryJ on
Lincoln Street, Lewiston Maine.
July 7—3mw*

For Sale

Steinway Jb Sons, of New York.
All InttrumenU void by us are warranted to give
saftfo/betiow.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
TunersCALVIN EDWARDS * CO.
Mareb *—ihfcwtl

Between Dover and Chapman Streets, Bouton.
July 11—w6m

Furnuee# uiicl mtoven.
S3tZ Order# from the Country reapecfcftilly solicited. Job Work done to order.
augOdti

subscribers

S. B. GO WELL,

81.

HEAVY

with all the modern improvement*, which they can
1I sell as LOW as can be
purchased elsewhere, oi the
We have made arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

JULY

IMPROVED

h ex nr

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kind# of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to #uit.
Sole Agent# in Portland for the Celebrated

Immediately,
Jill

Nails Ac*

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

jan26dtl

Parlor Stoves,

OF

IL ^

McUILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS.

WARREN’S

JFORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to &nnoUDC® that they are manufacturing ami
(Lheep constantly on hand

jpy****La

Sept 5—dtf

MAINE,

WORKERS

BOSTON.

At greatly REDUCED
PRICES, until nil sold
our, commencing

TUESDAY,

And

le

1#*“ Please mention this advertisement in address-

Spikes.

any port required.

FURNACE?, RANGES, Billiard
Tal>le«
Office and

IIAND.

BEING

SON,

Exchange Street,

O.iuking,

N. B.—A liberal allowance on freight will be
on orders at a distance
from us.

about to make a
change in my
shall offer my entire stock of

Bolt Yellow Metal,

MANUFACTURER

REASONABLE.

i\OTI

Copper,

Manufacturers of and Dealers lu

attention paid to

COMMERCIAL WHARF,
July 6.—eod 2m

&

PCHTLAND

OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER,

13

NOYES

N.

prepared to furnish suits of

at short notice and delivered at

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed Jb Safety

ing

are

CITY

A.

PIANO

JPiano Fortes,

Moiiton Block.

New Bedford Copper Company.
undersigned agents ol* the above Company,

annuallv.

&c\,

Good Babgais u Warranted.
SCHUMACHER A.IimVC,
Agents for New York Plano Porte Co., 394 Hudson
tebltkU!
Street, N. Y.
A

ily till ARCUS CUSTI8 dc CO.

YELLOW METAL A COPPER SHEATHING,

Tbeabubeb’b Office,
1
March 11, 1865.)
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this office, in sums to snit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three, four, and ten years’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable seml-

Thirty Days for a 50 T. Yacht,
Days for a Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat.

OTT

MEASURE,

May 3—dl/

Bolt

ers, at short notice, as

LARGE STOCK

FROM

PollTK

Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle St., Portland, Maine, any time during the day or evening, where two Pianos are for sale
and Judge tor themselves.

inarlStf

I

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

WHERRIES,

PRICES

TRUE & CO.,

Asonts,

CUT

PIANO

the beet manner, and this enables the company to furnish Pianos which, if equalled, can mot be surpassed
for quality and power ol tone, easiness ot action and

•
■V*>. M aad M
•
•
Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

F. T. CUSIII.VG,

of

CO.,

YORK

beauty.

S I NOE R’S

9—dlw

City

RAW BOftTS, FISHiNG DORIES

Particular

,

Patterns,

City of Portland,

Ten

Mill

rnUiS

BOATS,
Fisliing Boat

FANCY SHELLS,

manner

sept3dtT04

1865.

NKM

We would call the attention of the public to the superior quality of these instruments. They are equal
to Stein wavs', Chickertngs’, or those ot any other
noted manufacturer In this
country or Knrope.
The Company being composed of twenty ot the beet
workmen that could be found In the first class mamifhetortee In New York, principally InSteinway’s manufactory, every part of their instruments is done in

EXCHANGE STREET,

WOODMAN,

16th,

May

INVENTORS’ EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL ST.

I

SKIFFS,

ftept&8*04dtf

_

of

Bon-Ton

man-

S94 Mudsou Street, N. Y.,

fary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Carments.

at tbe

Yachts, Sail and

SEVERAL

abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’s Oitice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

99

received the Agency lor the Plano*
HAVING
utavtured by the

from the country promptly

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
and.
Draper.

r.

Aug

or

Tailor

$25 to $ lOO Every Day,

Julyl—eodCm

AND A

or

orders in the city'

t3T* Call one and all, and see the Bon-Ton Sifter.
State and County Rights for sale on reasoable terms

Sold

enquire of
S. H. COLESWORTHY.
92 Exchange St.

To Rent.
TENEMENT centrally located, to a family without children, at one hundred and
fifty dollars per
year. Apply to P. S. W.,
To Let

name.

fifty Vhaloii’.v—TW/.v no < tin
by drrrr"tet* generally.

Ash-

corner

junelOtl

lYom

Beware of Counterfeits.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

Aug 4—d4w

if*

Flower

(lit-

Constantly on hand, or built to order, by the subsc; it-

the
SITUATED
Streets, about 160 feet
the
a

ISeuiif iiiil

(kiiii

BRACKETT.

Manufactures to order and in the best

OF ANY SIZE.

Portland, April 26,1865.—dtf

Fulton House,

l>i»ttlir«l

Manufactured only by PISA V<0!Y & A© V

ELEVEN

and four Stores.
For particulars

*

It is one oi the greatest curiosities in the way of a
domestic article ever seen. For its cheapness, simplicity and merit, nothing can equal it. An opportunity is here oifered to make from

Exqni«ilr, Drlirnle «»u«l I'ruPerfume,

whlfli

House Lots.

ing

filled.

HENBY EAILEY & 00.

Patented

House Lota, comprising 45,000 feet of !
Land, on Emery, Cushman ami Lewis at. for !
W. H. STEPHENSON.
by

on

All

our

may.rteotiftm

No. 105 Middle Street.

Sifter!

lirnnl
It a re

A*

that

!

Bags

Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

DURAN

lant Is desired our Port is excellent.
The “Muscatel" U without doubt the tines* Wine
of its class in the country, and as a Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
For a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is deservedly popuSee

—

Traveling

t*oi

due

lar.

VALISES

Aim

Wines,

their superior merits and undoubted purity.
For the sick chamber the “Ang- lk a” will commend
itself. Where « highly tonic and invigorating stimu-

to

July 17—eodtf

TRUNKS,

Wines.

unexampled popoularity achieved by
rjlHE
X brands o» these now celebrated
I

famish Parties, Pic-Nlcs, &c., wit!:
IStheprepare*l
choicest CAKES and PASTRY, at tali pricer.

Wedding

WM. M. TOBEY,
Agent lor Maine.

July 29—eodAwlm

CHARLES W. LUCY,
No. 1)1

Olapp’s Block, Congress St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

$10 per Share.

16—dtf

June

No. 20 PREBLE STREET,
m*rlT dtf
PORTLAND, MAINE.
P.

•

Manufacturer ol and Dealer in

MANUFACTORyTi

CARRIAGE

Esq.,('ashler State Bank

ENGINEER,

BLOCK,
Temple Btreet.

MAINE.

Work executed in every part of the Stajte.
Juoeldh

Treasurer of Hartford.

CODMAN

dawtf

Portland, Maine.

THOMPSON, Boston.
ROLAND WORTHINGTON, Esq., Boston.
Treasurer and Secretary.
F. A. BROWN, Esq.
Agent and Transfer Clerk.
W. R. STOCKBRIDGE,
Office, 49 Washington Street.

Commercial Street.

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

a

FRYEBURG ACADEMY

OFFICE,
mch 17

( HAN. J.

LOOKING FOR BUSINESS to investigate

To Let.

apl9dti

for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style or packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,
popular

JOHN F. ANDERSON.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL

Col. NEWELL A.

Tilden’s

Street, Boston; and ill John Street, New
York.ap32U6m

lylldtiM

that cannot be
excelled, furnished at
notice.
All Orders promptly attended to.

MEN
the merit#

11

been taken in one season.
The location is a tine one, with
plenty of shadetrees. Mills, school house, &c., near by.
For further particulars inquire on the premises.
juue3eod3m*
SAM’L H. SWEETS IK.

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

Corn Starch !

And other Norway and Swedes Iron.

147 Milk

PORTLAND. ME,

Luther Dana,
Woodbury S. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.
June ldtl‘

Exchange Street.

ot

IB./EB.CF.OF

2 Free Street Block,

PORTLAND,

Importers

And

Fish and S alt,

BATTERS ON, Esq., President Traveler*
Insurance Co.
A. N. CLARK, Esq., Editor “Dally Couraut.”
ROSWELL BLODGETT, Esq., Boston.

STEPHENSON,
121

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION I
KINGSFORD’S

Steel Manufacturers !

l^TsT^efc CO.,

Company

Vortta

WM. JEM SOP & SON,

JAS. G.

Wanted

SITUATED

by Hand.

«

j!p.lIwi1;}

Collection O/fioc,

and

Vo. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. IS—dtl

(Over H. J. Libby A Co.**)

$350,000.
85,000.
50,000.

Esq., City

At a D. Verrill’s
Law

AND FURNISHING GOODS.
1 and

a.

Leave Your Demands for Collection

READY-MADE CLOTHING
Chamber*, No*.

V

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell Jt
Semcr; Qerrish £ Pearson; John Dennis & ( o.;
Clark, Read £ Co., Portland, Me.
msy-gadtim

Lewis & Co.,

T.

“T*r0L».

IT" Consignments solicited.

Sllrer Plated Cocke.

&

ou

Offioo.—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf.

Bring in your Baskets and get them filled with jut t
what yon want for a Lunch at the Islands.
Also constantly on hand the best of Ice Cream, So
da Water, and Confectionery.

W. H. D. CALLENDER,
of Hartford.

«y Merchandise ot all Umls bought and .old
Northern account.

Manuihcturers and Wholesale Dealers In

PRESIDENT.
THOMAS BELKNAP, Esq., President State Bank
of Hartford.
TRUSTEES.
Hon. HENRY C. DEMING, M. C. 1st Congressional District.
HENRY A. REDFIELD, Esq., Cashier Phmnlx

August 8.—dtf

Farm tor Sale.
in North Yarmouth, on tlie Gloucester road, formerly known as the “Col. Cushman
Place,” within two miles of tw o depots on the G. T.
R. K., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
wood laud: fences mostly stone wall.
Buildinggood two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
100 fee.t by 39, cut full of
last year. Orchard—
hay
consisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in *62, 1500 bushels, and in *64 we have
sold $60o 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supfor a large family. Pear, plum anti cherry trees
ply
in bearing, w ith a
variety of other fruit.
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have

It is the only practical Button-Hole Sewing Machine known to exist. An examination of it at our
Room will convince you of its value.
Samples of work sent by mail whenever re-

'il.'

J.

C.

Bank.
F. A. BROWN,

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

«c., arranged and set up In the best maimer? andalf
m town or country faithfully executed
*11
kinds of JOBBlNUpromptly attended to. (,'onstantSHEET LEAD and BEER
I7PK8.
PUMPS oi all description*.
apr9dtt

COST!

Capita! Stock,
Number of Shares,
Working Capital,
Subscription Price,

R!

OP

orders

dtf

AT

HENRY P.
WORCESTER,
oenbkal
Commission and

Stores lorDwelEVS?Yi?®"crip‘£'\,YW*t»r
ling Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Shone

Charter Oak Mutual Coal Co.

WM. OXNARD,
174 Cumberland St.

Apply

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land.
unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of

Sewing Machine!

may30eod3m

Bawl*, Brsw

LITTLE, Agent,

COAL

Portland, me.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

The Policies are Non-Ferfeitablo in the true
sense of the term, and ean always be disposed of to
the Company for their equitable'value in Ca*h.
Manv Policies taken out at this Agency have Increased more than Fifty per cent, of the sum
originally insured, as numbers of our best citizens

31

Clapp’s Block, Congresr Bt.,

March 28—du

P(>«Tr,ANU, ME.

paid.

Office

DentiMt,
No. 11

Pumps and Water Closets,
124 EXCAANGE
STREET,

OO

insurance a9 heretofore.
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
other Company presents such advantages; as thin
gives more than compound interest for the money

—

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

to._Jnnel4d*w3«u

NO.

Dividends are now declared Annually and may be
applied inpayment of Premiums, or to augment the

on

For Sale or to Let.
new French Cottage, on tlie Cape Cottage
rpHE
1 road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

UNION

We have also llrst class Sewing Machines for family use and manufacturing purposes.
ff’F" Agency for Maine 137£ Middle Street, Portland.

00

protupt-

Orders from oat ot town solicited

May ‘JU—dtt

Force

$3,000*000.

11

attended to.

*y

MERRILL,

maker

Gmh Assets being
$13,500,000
Its A nnual Incomes more than
$3,500,000
Its Net Increase In 1S&1 nearly
$ t ,HOO ,000
Its Sui plus Dividends to Policy Holders the lasts yrs.

on

Examine

the Best Work Done

7-Hitt_

PLUMBE

Its

D.

POBTLAND, ME.
Coloring. Whitening and White-Wash isl-

MELOHKb
HK“'

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Life Clo. are constantly increasing in amount, and
always have a Cask value on surrender.
While
those ol the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums arc paid up in cash.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
We regrettlic necessity forthns showing the ialslty
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but if
they still persist in thus deceiving the public, wc can

W.

ST.

H. g.

MAINE.
wlU> 018 Dep*rtmentg at
Waghington at-

tended

“The Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE CO. liave
more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
paid, while thoso of the Benefit Co. have never been
mure than 50 per cent.
The Policies ot the Mutual

on

BUSINESS

COMMERCIAL

W0EKEE3,

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
St-.,

PORTLAND'

been

cheerfully given

STUOOO AND MASTIO

of

(MuggBY’g Block,)

to other ages.

testify.

on

co.,

office No. 117 Middle Street,J

year plan, with the Benefit Co. it wiU cost
*57 81
while with the Mutual Life Co.
only
*31 Ol
20
being #6
less, with the same difference of Rate us

All needful information
cation to

&

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,

them, than any
Is alleged by its

years.

To Let.

beauty and durability,

Surpasses

as

plasterers,

un-

PLAIN AND OBNAMBNTAL

ivxoe

CUAS. B.

tdF"Each Share of Stock in this Company entitles
the holder to receive One Ton of Coal per annum, at
its annual cost of production, for the term of
twenty

Fruit trees, wood lot,
Apply to MaJ. W. MITCH
Price $300,0*1.
jy20dtl

or more acres.

and water convenient.
KLL^rn the premises.

THE

Far

of

more

Allgugt

ROSS & EE Elf Y,

on

crowning invention in the Sewing Machine line, substantial in construction, simple in
arrangement, and perfectly successful in its operation, doing the most difficult branch of sewing work
with an incredible rapidity, and in a manner which,

for both

AT 63

and its expenses only
#256,106 00
Any Life Co. which does not inoease its Assets in
the same ratio as it
cannot
be considered
Liability,
the safest.
I he Benefit Co. is not t/te
Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends muck
less.
For instance, at the ago of 35, for
#1000, on the 10

is

Button-Hole

and

<wp<wtnerahip

BICE.

V. T. g.

*19,445,204 OO
The Benefit Co. had (gross assets)
1,1 34,790 OO
#5,042,037 00 only, being Cash Assets; the balance
being in Premium Notes, with an outstanding liability on Policies in force of #03,037,384 00, or nearly as
large as that ol the Mutual Life Co.
The expenses of the Benefit Co in 1864 were,

Hobson’s

Seot<*h Canvas,

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
The house is
one mile from Portland Bridge.
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
2i)S ConyrcHH Sr.t
Portland, Me.
july25dtf

Jersey,

jy “Comparisons wiU eonytsm these facts."
On the 31st
December, 1SG4, as appears by the Commissioners Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW YORK, had assets
(all cash)

August

OAA BOLTS of “David C'orsar & Son’s” Leitli,
a sail-cloth of superior
quality, just received direct from Liverpool, and for sale by
McGILVnpfRY, RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Commercial Street.
sept24dtf

Street.

larger Dividends,

Agent.

Scotch Canvass.

Danforth Sts.,

58

bei a

other Co. in the United
States,”

RUFUS DEER1NG,
Wharf, 291 Commercial St.

times, by
mayl7d3m

cor-

Real Estate tor Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

THE

on

Lumber,

THE

not

s.

For the carrying

Safest ! Is not THE Cheapest 1
‘'Because its net Assets I dm uot)exceed those
ol any Other Life Ins.
Co. in the United States.”
2d—“Because it is (not) paying back to Us mem-

Lumber.

FEET Pine Plank, suitable for
fJ»Uv7\J Cisterns, 12 feet long.
100 M Clear Pine Shingles,
100 M No. 1 Cedar Shingles,
500 M Pine and Spruce Laths to arrive in a few days.
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to
Order. Doors, Sashes and Blinds constantly on hand
and made to order.
For sale at prices to suit the

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtf

and

of

Her

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Office

as

Is

r.

Business Cards.

Notice.

A GENERAL COMMISSION

^8t

can

Sugar and Molasses.
BOXES Light Havana SUGAR; 50 libds
Ov/U Superior Southside Muscovado MOLASfor
sale
H. I. ROBINSON,
SES,
by
No. 1 Portland Pier,
ju]y25 1m

SALE.

finely located Real Estate,

MTlie
State and,

wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerftilly offered to understand the
whole subject.

30

Fore Street.
August 4.—dtf

v

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Go., of New

*

xj.

no

176

Valuable Heal Estate!

insure

really

State

is

Lot corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
Sts. Terms easy,* to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37* Middle St.
julylldll

Confirm these Facts.

SPARROW,

already located

Beal Kstate for Sale.
and LO r No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

Comparisons will

streets

Potatoes !

wishing to Contract lor Potatoes l'or ShiprpHOSE
1 ping or other purposes, can be supplied at shoit
notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S.
DYER, Cape Elizabeth, E. O. CON ANT & CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOT1IROP. No.

offered at the above named prices for the purpose of
encouraging the building of Houses, thus giving to
parHes who make t V first purchase the advantage of
the rise on the land which is sure to follow the improvements.
For plans of Lot* and Streets, apply to
MOSES GOULD,
No. 74 Middle Street, up stairs.
julyl4—6w

2nd,—ITIS THECHEAPEST;

LESS to

^n new

K. U I HUE IN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
to purchase, HOOPS and

Potatoes,

LOTS at from 10 to 114 cts. per foot,
w)Q HOUSE
within from 10 to 15 minutes walk of the Post
Office, and only from 1* to 3 minutes walk of Hie
Horse Railroad. TV above limited number of Alternate House Lots

FLOUR!

August t*-d3m

Alternate House Lots for Sale.

T^er

If seekers alter truth are
disposed to examine Into
jacta and figures, they can easily satisfy themselves
that the

Mutual Life Insurance
Of New York,

now

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.

Copartnership

TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !

furnish other facts of the “same sort.”
There are many reasons for insuring with
THE GREAT

LARGE assortment ol all grades of FLOUR
arriving and for Kale by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

A

&c.;

SAFEST;

it costs

For Sale.
hall story House, centrally located

A containing 7 finished

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

The necessary result Is,
in it than in any other.

a

nor

Merchandise.

SITUATED
Sts,

dtf is

can-

LADIES’
OUT IDE.
ever offered to the
ubllc
for CUTTING DRESSES. Ladies
wanting employment can obtain a lucrative
business.
Address
MRS. C. H. SANFORD,
Portland. Maine.
( all at No. 3 Brattle
St., or <52 Middle St. agldlm

Aug. 4—dtf

BENEFIT

IS THE

Call

Wanted.
A GENTS wanted in every town in Maine to
vass for the

corner of

ELEGANT

Insurance Co.

Central

a
family without children, a small genteel tenement, near the central part ol the eitv.
Address X. Y. Z., Press OlHce,
ang5eodtl

Harness.

DECEIVED!

*2,(120,801

for Custom and Ready
work and good nav giv-

Wanted.

>Y

To Let.

50

NOT

#271,367

I

Chambers lor
business
purposes,
wholesale or retail, iu the new block, 147 Middle
Street. For terms apply at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

-IN THE-

WARREN

Work. Constant
Address Box 1906.
August 6—iltf

en.

SCU’R

July25

BE

Business Cards.

while its Cash receipts were only
#1,715,875 00
The Cash Receipts of the Mutual Life Co.
beiag

Wanted.

THOSE WHO

s e

some

5—d2w*

✓

Fop Sale.
CONVOY, carries 75 tons, well found in
Sails, Rigging, Anchors, Chains, &c. Price
$1100. Apply to
D. T. CHASE, Head Long Wharf.
J uly 29—st&t tf

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

1st,-IT

a

BLACK’S Livery Stable,

Enquire
Lime and Federal Sts.

the next be-

REASONS
W i

aug8dlw*

9

A LIND, nearly new, and

Cent.

17—dt?

Life

Aug.

NICE second-hand, Portland built, JENNY

22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.

I

finder
Path-

references given and required.
Address It., care P. O. Box 1645.

Aug 9—dlw

J. T. d IK LANGFORD, Agents,

e

same

a

Horse for Sale.
MARE, nine years old, sound and
weighs 620 lbs.
Inquire of JAMES GREENHALCH, Carriage
Maker, corner of Hanover and Portland Sts.

ing February 1st, I860, and may be used as cabh in
payment of the premium tor any current year, which
gives all the advantages o 1 the note system without
having to pay interest on notes.
F. 8. WINSTON, President.
HALE REMINGTON,
Gen. Agent tor the New England States.
I3P* All information given by application in person
or by letter, to

WHY

The
at Rev.

$3,000. Business Wanted.
having the above amount, wishes to
A PARTY
invest the
in
reliable business. Best

For Sale.

payable annually,

TWO

Street,

of

corner

of money.

er

RED

at

CHASE, ROGERS & HALL,
et

UirrJryJS? containing a sum

ONE
kind;

Lite Insurance Com-

tion.

FOR SALE BY

on

Made

And all important to persons who wish to in-

70

AN

Lost!

Oof
Sunday, Gth iust., between the Sugar
L„q_
.“Ouse and St. Dominick’s Church, A LADIES'

NUTT Ell,
92 Middle St.

RICHARD CROCKETT,
No, 4 High Street.

Aug. 10-dlw*

sure, our Dividend for the last five years was larger
in amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than
declared

the

near

has had

Good referfurnish Capital.
given. Address Box 1963, Portland P. O.
Aug. 9.—dlwis*
ana can

taxes.

Companies, as may be seen by reference to our
published tables, while the Dividends are larger.

Those who

experience,

interest

or an
one who

ences

gas
chandeliers, good cistern,cemented
and furnace iu the cellar, and water. Rent $250, and

other

•‘A

as an

a

Street,
High
ONgood tenement
containing thirteen finished rooms,
fiooi
with
and

&13,000,000.

2nd—The Rates tor I m»a ring

June

Wanted.

accountant,
A SITUATION
in
good paying business, by

House to Let.

Over

pany in

—

August 12th—d3w*
York

was ever

f
®}lPer*or works for salesmen. Deeds of territory
given, guaranteeing exclusive right of sile.—
Apply to C. E. HORTON, General Superintendent,
Washington St., up
* stairs. Room No. 15, Boston,
Mass.
aiigikllm

of

being now

Mess, Er. Mess, und Plate Beef.

Sunni'

inquire

E.

1st—It has more than double the CASH ASSET’S
of any Lite Insurance Company iu the United States,

3d

States,” &c., (Price $3, $3,50, $4,25 and $5, accordstyle of binding. The best Biography to be
») aaJ tlie Great National Engraving,—
Rwvi
v\
ashing ton and his Family,”—a new work, lYom
scnusseles master painting, engraved by Sartain.—
0

Lease,

or

Wanted

£b&AHAM LINCOLN, by Dr. L. P. Brockett,
Biographer and Historian, Author of “Philanthropic Results of the War in America,” “Our Great
Captains,” “History of the Civil War in the United

ClOlt a term of yearB. The Store and tenement on
r Center St. now occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
poesession given August 22d. For further par tic u

YORK.

lars

1

RODDIS' LARD, IN TIERCES.

very desirablo place for a residence

a

Miscellaneous.

the

a Wood-Dot or loo
acres, one mile from the village. There Is not less than 2000 cords of wood and
Umber on this lot. The whole will be sold at a great
bargain ii'anplle I for soon.
Apply to E. W. JACKSON, at Gorham Corner, or
the Press Office, Portland.
Aug. 12, 1866_d2w*

Also

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Heavy Mess, Clear, and Ex. Clear

*

spect

Found.

solcit and fill orders for the life and times of

!

For Sale at Gorliam Corner.
the Depot, a House with a Garden containing more than an acre; it Is In every re-

mNear

Lost and

Business Men

TWO GOOD HOUSES, on a>lot SO by 100,
ll centrally located. Price $3,000'.
JL For further particulars apply at
NO. 17 WINTER STREET.
Aug. 9—cod2w*

MUTUAL

Flour !

St. Louis Family Flour,

FOR
A BARGAIN

AT

I.IVKS

NEW

Wants,

SALE_

IN THE

OF

-lertns $8 p«r
annum, in advance.

■■.■t.i—

For Sale and to Let.

INSURE

■

day, a certain point a remthe Pagan
spring festivals. On

of
these days the whole population of
Pestli and
lluda migrate partly to the romantic mountain of Hilda, and partly to the
woods near
Pestli, where spacious meadows olTer room
of
for
thousands
enough
people. There are
gathered hosts of organ players, sellers of Yi
iniscence

— ■—■—

REASONS
Why IPersons

AUGUST 18, 1865.

..

in

Miscellaneous.

Academy!

PHIS Institution will enter upon its seventh year,
A ip August, under the management of Its present
Principal. More than seven hundred students have
been in attendance within the past year. The Trustees encouraged by its success, and not unmindful ol
the demands of the age lor educated business men,
educated mechanics, meu educated with special reference to this practical age and uation, have «iecided to

PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING,

f

■

ter of their inhabitants.
Be that as it may, the Hungarians have
their national festivals, which, however, have
lost much of their former splendor.
This is
attributed partly to the greatly increased taxes which make living very expensive in a country formerly renowned for its fabulous cheapness, and partly to political circumstances.—
But neither explanation holds good; for railroad communications have raised the price of
food, where formerly it was superabundant;
and ou the other hand, the leveling character
of our times abolishes more and more national particularities and modifies popular customs
and festivals.
As a Catholic country, Hungary has many
festivals and holidays, which are celebrated by
processions and a good deal of eating and
drinking. As a general thing, the Hungarian
is very tond of rich and plentilul fare, and in
particular, on feast days. The common Hungarian is greatly pleased with entertaining his
family on such occasions by his narrations of
his travels in Germany, where he tells them,
he was regaled with thin eoll'ee, small slices of
meat, and compar atively sober drinking. Germany thus appears to him like a poor, starving
country, and this explains to him how so many
Germans go to Hungary in order there to eal
their liil. This he does not grudge them, for
Hungary is rich enough; only he wishes thu
Germans would speak Hungarian.
It vcxc..
him above all that the “Suabians, as he calls
ail Germans, should obtrude upon him their
In Hungary every person of
own language.
some education speaks German; a natural consequence of the higher developed civilization
of Germany, whose language oifers means for
a better and more complete education than
the national idiom.
To the Hungarian the processions are real
spectacles. The feast of the national Saint is
celebrated in the capital with great pomp, firing of cannons, ringing of bells and music.—
The highest civil authorities, the garrison, the
trades, with their many-colored banners, the
eiergy and the public schools of the capital,
form the cortege which, starting Irom' the
Church of the Castle, moves to the parochial
church, and H orn these back again.
The so-called ‘-pilgrimages” are only made
by the peasants. They very frequently take
place in the spring season, when rain is needed, for which they pray to Saint Mother Mary.
In the larger processions, the clergy, in thenofficial attire take the lead; but usually the
peasant themselves conduct them, wtih a
number of boys or peasants lads dressed in
red or white gowns, carrying the cross and the
many colored banners of their parishes. The
men, with uncovered heads, follow in couples
and behind them come the women. Sometimes the women alone undertake a
pilgrimage, accompauied by some lads as conductors
and banner bearers.
Each woman carries on her back a wallet
with provisions and other indispensable necessaries, as they often pass several days In travelling and mostly during the night, encamp in
the open air or in barns and similar localities.
During the march they pray out of a prayerbook, or sing canticles and psalms, while they
keep time with the melody. Usually an experienced peasant takes the part ol precentor
and the rest respond to his words; but as the
procession is sometime*, of great length, the
last ranks cannot keep time with those preceding them, which causes a great and most
ridiculous confusion of voices. Whosoever
meets with a procession, is obliged to uncover
himself before the cross; a custom which also
takes place before every funeral cortege.
German Protestants are said to have introduced into Hungary the custom of the Christmas
tree; even the Jews have adopted this
custom, and talk of their Christ’s tree. Gifts
are not
exchanged on Christmas, but on New
Years day. The high ecclesiastical festivals
are not so much celebrated as
elsewhere, probably because there are so many oilier holyoays. Every festival extends over two days,
though business people shorten them to one
and a hail.
rue
festivals are Easter

i
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Island.
on Beak’s
subscriber is prepared to accommodate several boarder* a: bis house on Peak’s Island. Hie
residence is located near the Montreal House, In a
will be
spared that
pleasant situation, and no labor
of bis boarders.—
can contribute to the enjoyment
Charges moderate.
Board

THE

Aug. 9—dlw#

ROBKKT k\ SKILLINGS.

MECHANICS*

HALL.

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiWELL
tions.
may be obtained
applicaLevees,
on

tion

junel&dti

COLE, Superintendent,

No. 3 Talman Clasc.
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ott>eu
all men, the preservation of th*
vl^or as
ernment in Us whole eons£itut,oua
at home and
sheet anchor of our peace

__----

The
lie !

Ti

'lolly issue of the Press is larger than the
circulation of all <«£ other dailies in the

rui8

—

$Sf00

yror

Mesmeric spell to which we have referred, to
force Thomas Jefferson to speak for them, by
the
malting an extract from life first Inangur.il
C%ief resolution of their ceries. The reagm_
will please note how that old anti-slaveiy
a°U”'
statesman demands equal and e*»ct

corn-

' the

in udvancc.

the people, the honest
of election by
of our <lebts anb saerp<l preservation

right

payment

the diffusion of informaof the public faith,
of religion and of the press, with
tion, (freedom
no rifling of mails by southern democrats, no
destruction of anti-slavery presses by democratic mobs, anil no tearing of clergymen from
lhe
their pulpits by northern politicians,
resolution was in these words:

NOMINATION.

TOR

GOVERNOR.

COdSTY-

SA-Is^EXJEXj

Cuakcrlaii Couatf.

5. Retolvcd, That the Democracy of Malue do here
P*.
re-aeeert ana dedare their fonOaioenw
action to be “equal and exact juBtice to all mini, ol
whatever State or persuasion, religious or pobticiU,
irlenustup with all iapeace, commerce and honest
the support of
tions—entangling alliances with noMi;
:ls the most
the State tlovernmeiiUlB ail their rights,
our
c mcerne.
domestic
for
competent a min stratl.ms
tcuagainst
bulwarks
surest
and the
ot tlicsdcTnTalttovoniniciit
denc^i; the preservation
in its " hole constitutional vigor, as the sheet anchor
ofourpoao® at home and satiny abroad; a jealous
election by the people; a mild
care of the right of
and safe corrective of abuses which are lopped by
the sword of revolution win*re peaceable remedies

SENATORS:

GEO. W. WOODMAN, Portland.
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK, Freeport.
GEURGEPIEUJE, Harrison.Baldwin.
DANIEL T. RIOHABDSON,
COUNTY attoknby:

NATHAN WEBB, Portland.
county treasurer:

PETER R. HALL, Windliam.
oou-nty commissioner;
JAMES PENNELL, Westbrook.

anti-r^dihcan

1>

unprovided;

absrTOte acquiescence in the decisare
ions of the majority—the vital principle of republics
is
no appeal but to force, the vital
for which there
orinciple and immediate parent of despotism; a well
disciplined militia, our best reliance in peace and in
the nrst moments of war; the supremacy of the civil
.over the notary authority; economy in .the public
*cxn*nse, that labor may be lightly burthehed; the
honest payment of our debts, and sacred preservation
of the
faith; encouragement 01 agriculture, and
oi eommoreeas its iiaudmaiu; the (1 illusion of iuformation and the arraignment oi all abuse.4 at the bar ol
public opinion; freedom of religion, freedom of the
pres*; fre edom of person under tlie protection of the
habeas corpus, and trial by juries impartially selected.” The faithful adherence to these principles will

HBM.ASKABLE CASE OP POLITICAL
MB3MEB.IB1L

part of the design of this article to
defend the theory of Mesmer;—
that one human mind has power to control*,
per fzrez, the thoughts and purposes of an
other; that one human will, mb Meatto, may
control other wills, and that a thousand and
one queer antic s may l>e produced by the siIt is no

advocate

or

public

leat power of A’s volition in the actionsof all
perpetuate peace, liberty and safety.
the other members of the alphabet.
Of the general merits of this theory it is I
If the reader is not already overwhelmed
not our present purpose to speak. We only
with astonishment at the^e wonderful Mespropose now to call attention to a remarkable meric phenomena, we wish him to look at
political phenomenon, witnessed in this city a one more. The speakers in the convention of
few days since—that of an assembly of men
being so far controlled by sheer will-power that
thoj swallowed and apparently relished a series
of podtical enunciations which, for severe j
hours they had bean denouncing, and the denunciation of which they had been applauding
up to the utmost capacity of feet, hands and
V»\4. W‘)\A
lungs.
Perhaps the reader has seen some of the
Mesmeric, or Biologetic, phenomena which a

dozen years since

were more common

Tuesday made themselves hoarse in denouncing the men who insist that every free citizen,
untainted by crime, should have the right to
a voice iu chosing the men to rule over liim

making the laws to which he is to render obedtenee, and yet the Convention closed
its eyes, opened ite mouth—on the old Scotch
and in

principle of “gape, sinner, and swallow”—and
took down, without a word or a wrinkle oi
the face or a contraction of the muscles, the
sixth resolution, which reads as follows:

than at

6. lie solved, That the ballot is the right of every
manipulator, after certain myscitizen, to be restricted only by such limimanipulations, woukl ac- American
tations as the public safety may require; and that
quire, seemingly, perfect control over the sub- idle constitution recognizes the right of the people ol
each State to
the qualiucations of electors,
ject, and make him apparently only an ap- a power the prescribe
people of the separate States compristhe
Federal
Union
have
to
or
instrument
of
his
ing
own will.
rightfully exercised from
pendage
the origin of the Government to the present time.
Brought to the requisite condition of passiveHere is “negro suffrage” clear up to the hub
ness and impressibility, the subject is seated in
—!$>r the highest authority now treats the
a chair, on the stage, in view of the audience,
freedmanas a citizen—only it is contended
and then the manipulator’s power is displayed.
His thought and will seem to pass into the that the State should provide for its exercise
subject, so that volition in the former finds its instead of the general government; a stateappropriate manifestation only in the latter- ment which we have no purpose to quarrel
with or controvert.
For example;—the operator puts In the hand
of the subject a stone and wills it to be a feathAnother resolution ealis for a brief notice.—
Andrew Johnson has been denounced by the
er, and at once it becomes divested of weight
and the law's of gravity seem to lose their powso-called Democrats of Maine more than any
other man, probably, Gen. Butler alone exer; or, he lays upon his lap a feather and wills
it to be a blacksmith’s anvil, and forthwith cepted- They denounced him as a renegade,
those well developed knees smite against each
charged him as Governor of Tennessee with
other and give way, and down fie comes upon
getting up “iron-clad oaths” unknown to the
the fioor with a crash and a groan as though
constitution, and forcing them upon the peopcrushed beneath the massive lump of iron.
le of that State,—requiring them even to apToe manipulator touches the Ups of the sub- prove Mr. Lincoln’s Emancipation proclamaject with a drop of honey and wills it worm- tion,—and the reader knows how brutally a
wood and gall, and at once the face contorts, few months ago were their slurs and taunts
and ail the usual signs of nausea are manifestabout his disgracing the nation on he day ot
ed. The experiment is changed; a drop of
his inauguration; and yet, under the Mesmerbeef ’s gall is substituted for the honey, with a ic influence to which we have so often refercorresponding change of will on the part of red, we find them opening their mouths and
the operator, and the subject smacks liis lips,
taking down the following:
hb countenance lights up, and zest and gusto
9. Resolved, That banishing all minor party consid-

The

present.

terious passes and

erations,

acting in the spirit of an enlarged ana
patriotism, we will cordially support Prewitt Johnson in the policy which he has avowed, to
Sierouts

exhibited in every act and manifestation.
These iUustrations are sufficient to show

are

jonstitutional

tion of this article refers.

Tuesday last, as our readers have already
been apprised, a State Convention was held at
the City Hall. Daring the day a great amount
of speech making was indulged in, and aside
from the speech by Judge Rice, the whole
tone, aim, purpose and animus of the
speaking were against the war in which the
Government ha3 been engaged for the lest
four years, and its design, plainly revealed, was
to make a.l odious who had had
anything to’

to

was a

we have copied—and
slight amendment we could include the
others—arc unexceptionable; precisely such
as the Union men of Maine stand by and
support ; precisely such as they with propriety and
perfect consistency might have added, as a
mpplement, to their own Convention series,
while they are as discordant with the whole
tenor, spirit, action and influence of the Dem-

such

iicratic party for the last four years, as an angel of light is from the prince of darkness.—

was

the

in

surrounds the name of Benedict Arnold
Jefferson Davis.
But how came the Convention to pass such
resolutions? We have more than hinted at
the reason already. Under the magic influ-

speeches, it was squareedged denial of the constitutional right and
authority of the General Government to in-

national Congress, and all their former relations to the Union, was asserted and re-asserted, over and over again, ahd yet under a wonderful Mesmeric spell, produced by a manipulator of magic power—a spell that passed ofl
in a minute after the resolutions were silently
voted on—the convention resolved as follows:
4. Resolved, That It la the duty of the Federal Goveruruent, acting within the .cope of sound constitutional principles, to re-establish at the earliest practical peri d, with as little Executive and Legislative
luler/ere.ice as possible, the ru constitutional relations between itself and the late revolted States, anu
tj exert ail its legitimate power and induence to pfom >te an! perpetuate that universal harmony, fraternity aad unity, which arc essential to the peace, happiness, prosperity and glory of the Uepuolic, now

He

wa3

trying

a

ington county.

case in the courts of WashAn Irish witness was the

“lion in his path.”

To get rid of his testimony
his client.
So in the
cross-examination, Mr. Bradbury adroitly plied
the poor fellow, until he was made squarely to
contradict his own dirpet testimony. Subsequently the Judge called the attention of the
was

essential to

witness to his

save

contradiction, saying, “just

now

you said so and so.”
“Did I ?” said Rat,

“well, yer honor, when
Misther Bradbury spoke tome in tones swater
than those of me own mother, sure. I fhoui/ht
he tea* me own lawyer!"
This is it, Mr.
Bradbury, who knows how to
stand as erect as any one on
top of a sharp
fenae, and who is too shrewd a politician to
defend treason and disloyalty himself, was
anxious to save his friends from the
disgrace

the “one and indivisible" forever.

13ut a more wonderfhl phenomenon than
either of the above remains to be noticed.
In every speech of the day, with the single exception already referred to, ridicule and obloquy were poured upon those who believe in
“equal and exact justice” to the men whom the
fortunes of war have made free, and whose
blood has mingled with that of the white soldier on almost every battle-field" for the last
two years. The men were there, and on the
committee of resolutions, who, four years since
in Convention at
Augusta, denied the right of
the General
Government to use so much force
as was
neccesary to preserve its own author
ity and to put down an armed rebellion
again st the national
unity and life. The same

of their own act3, and so he
spoke to the Convention in tones “sweeter than their own moth-

er’s, and sifre, they thought he was on their
side, and swallowed the dose he had adroitly
prepared; thinking the sound, loyal resolutions, the doctrines of which they had been
denoucing all day, were in harmony with their
own disloyalty and
treason, simply because the
manipulator willed that they should taste the
honey of a pure patriotism, under the impres-

sion that it was

",le Up tlle invention wlio justified
Cn,.,ln
border ruffians” of
Missouri in going
the Kansas border
and
breaking up the
and
peaceful
legal election,
n
the

their own

ov-

the gall and wormwood of

disloyal hearts.

Husbands Must be on the Watch.—
of ,Ue
The leading men of thi,
There is a cunning wile in Cincinnati, who
**
entertained some suspicions that her tusbaud
years ago. said the South would be
in refa ing to submit should
was not exactly what he ought to be, and so
Abraham l
coin be elected President by a
she rigged herself in male attire and watched
majority, and when the South <*d refuse to the streets Am bad luck would have it, she
submit, these same politician* gave them u*. •m not aoc.wted by her husband and I shed to
benefit of tbelr sympathy and
Withheld *cr'«u|wny him, but she was arrest** l by the
support Inun the guveruumyt in it. effort* to I pu^oe ami her sex discovesed. Being a very
subdue tip? rebellion, denouncing thorn- efforts I "“pectabh. isd) of Use eky she was released
and advised
• acts of tyranny and usurpation
u> ge home,
Another
She accen ted the
Uiiug »luphattrail) prominent hi Che I onven- since, bat whether she tbund her huaband at
u si m the more than distinct Mat*
homt***• u““ •r>,o**nt does not disclose.

oLnfe

Convent^

coustltmio^l

■

<

G

>v^nuattut should repudiate it. own piodged <
«i th ani
disregard tti our* credit, and eva*
tb spaect, of
Judge Bn wa* not fra* from i
Mu. taint, a-* with
if M** M. Ingenious at-

templa u. caret up hhdaaipm Kuivkhataadtag ad three *a*iham.1>1gll
CmvaMlPMi had
a hat •« ahmdd
style the
but, for the

j

rtuoo,JT

examination it was
ascertained that tls* K,*|
^

brn-h

1aj^

ey There

Ward 2—Charles H. Osgood, Stephen Whittemore,
William G. Soule, Henry P. White, George A. Thom-

Ward 3—Joseph R. Thompson, Aaron B. Holden,
William Huse, Francis O. Thornes, John M. Stev-

Corey.
Ward 5—-Aug. E. Stevens, N. J. Miller, Wm. H.
Smith, N. A. Foster, Wm. H. Ayers.
Ward 6—Joseph C. Noyes, Thomas E. Twitchell,
N. O. Cram, William H. Fessenden, Wm. H. Stephenson.
Ward 7—Andrew Spring, Sylvan Shurtleff, Geo. F.
Foster, Ambrose Giddings, Granville M. Chase.
Pow’/ta/—Samuel L. Tryon, Asa L. Haskell, John

ty Attorney.
ATTOBNEY.

the result

the firm

121
61
68
51
2.

motion of

TBEA8UBEB.

the

&

was

COUNTY COMMI8SIONEB.

The committee that collected the ballots for

124
63
Jame3 Pennell of Westbrook had 93
Oliver D. Dyke of Sebago had
31.

The report was accepted and James Pennell
was declared the candidate for
County Commissioner.

fcl^Tbe proprietor of the Egyptian, published at Alexandria, has been compelled to
stop the issue of his paper, in consequenoe of
his Maltese compositors and workmen being

He is stationed at Galve

applause.
Judge Fox made some brief remarks and
paid a glowing tribute to the talents and industry of Mr. Webb. Hs, (Judge F.) was one
of the original friends of the Maine
Law, and

knowledge

ot

our

Whatever duty devolved upon him

statutes.—
as

County

Attorney, he (Webb) would go through Are
and water to fulfil
it; and if all the nun .ell,
ers in the
County were indicted, he would
not flinch, but would
proaeeute them to the
foil extent of the law.
The remarks of Judge Fox were
loudly ap-

plauded.
a

and Secretaries.
journed sfoa die.
Wm. H.
RKMJ A

The Convention then adJohn Wua. Chairman.
FtcaanaDU, I
ft'UMl,
|
_

on

account
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that

the

readily

MONDAY, August

intorme 1 that they
affliction

sooner

It can

they

can

be

cor0*1 of that

safely and permanently, and

have

It attended to the

GENERATOR,

DhotoyrayhyJ

The subscriber would call public attention to
New and Original process for making

a

PHO to graph s.
lnced.

r ’Ything ever before
int.roadvantage* btM *to produce a clear plcmore brillirjicy of tone, and less liable to

Its

t ire, with

ale.
For Copying and Enlarging pictures this process is !
particularly adapted.
Parsons can obtain a better picture for tlic same ;
price than by the old process.

WONDERFUL DISCOVERY OF THE AOK,
restore Gray Hair
to its original color, whether black, brown or auburn,
and being a delightful dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
promote a growi.li of new hair on bald heads, where
the gionds or roots are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above re-

its wonderful

virtues, that a Satyr, his hair dressed with Sterling's
Ambrosia, would transcend even Hyperion in beauauglSdgw
ty.
RICE BROTHERS,

or

MERCHANTS,

WISCONSIN.

MILWAOKIE,
Buy for Eastern aocount Grain, Flour, Beef,
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands of Flour on hand
N. Warren,
BEETsnv’s Best,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly wlthoht
charge.
Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at
liberal rates.
marl3eodiy

Temple

BUY ME, TEY ME k I’LL DO YOU GOOD.
Dr Lanfflef/’a Anodyne.

c.

MORSE,

FARM EL EE’S

Maine.

juneSStf
E. S.

WORMELL,

No* 00 Middle Street, Portland.
8§P“ Card Photouraphs at Three Dollars
DOZEN,—the BEST in the City.

per

Q)ay25sndt>ni

>

&e., by writing

SMITH, Hanover,

to R.

Maine.
Mr. Smith lias just returned with the 31st Regiment Maine Volunteers, and offers as references the

following

Wanted
COAX, PAKX and VEST MAKERS fc>
go to Worcester, Mass. Also Girls to do basting and
Good priced and constant
finishing on Clothing.
employment may be depended on. Inducement will
be offered, and all information obtained by addressA. P. IT.4 ft27 Jt CO.,
ing
No. 184, 163 and 170 Main St., Worcester, Mass.
Aug. 14—snd2w&w4t*
W-

power,

purity,

Yirjinia Polities— Above of Xeg root In Sort*
Carolina.
New Yoke.
Aug. 17.

dunMIUp

unequalled br any Plano known.
at coiwuucUon. together with
rimpUcltv
of

It, giving out,
tm/emobiU*
important merit.

fcff!

!

Piano!!

Mreetmow »nd

are

at

the

Hall’s Rubber Em;x>riuia
Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers* price*.
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june2ttt
IS at 147

8EELE’S

dri AIR

LI FE 1

at the

United States Ten-forties.
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds.

dag.

rnmanablo price, .bouid Impr..« tkfc rare apporI
tanUp Krerv ImUruiuent full* warranted.
*

augWan.Uwt/

M/temen t

|

proceeded.)

for Cardiff (and
Ar at Falmouth

Rangoon.

At Montevideo June 28, ship William Woodbury,
Sawyer, from Cadis, din*; barques Pilot Fb»h, Bunco,
for New York in a lew day*; St Andrew, Harrington,
for do, in 15 or 20 days.
Sid fin Kmgston, via, 22 I ult, brig Samaon, Delano,
New York.

126j

The Belt trial tor the PKIZR RIFLK wIB ho Aug.
4. TUM* fm rate at BROWN'S 4* Union 8«.
Aag H wuTw

Sheep.

Shores. Fat Hogs. Veals.
GOO
12<>0
160
700
1,00
290
Amount from Each State.
Cattle.
Speep.
76
Maine.
1217
New Hampshire.147
352
Vermdnt. 897
4003
Massachusetts. 41
Go
New York. 223
1420
Western States.1399
383
Canada.. 314
3007
Price*—Beef Cattle, extra, 13j*>13}; First quality,
consisting of good oxen, beet steers, Ac, 1‘2}« 13;
Second auality, or good fWr beef, U4@114; Third
quality, light young cattle, coaA &c., 8 @ 10,—total
weight of beef, hides, and tallow.
Cattle.

This
Last

Magical Preparation
-FOR-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,
THE

DRESSING
PRICE

FIFTY

HAIR.

CENTS.

For sale at

Wholes a le

d 11

an

e t a

i 1,

-BY-

CHARLES

GUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton

July

Block, Congress Street,

Portland.

22—sndtf

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Re new-

proved

has

er

ftse f to be the

hair

m

>st

perfect

offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, aud contains
rious properties whatever.
tion for the

prepara-

ever

no

inju-

H ILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

is a

or

young, should fail to

use

it.

USED RY THE

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
Ask for
take

Hall’s Sicilian Uair Rouewer, aud

other

no

R. P. IIALL & CO..
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.
For jae by all Druggists.
auglOsmU wbm

MRS.

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, prosents to the p itention of Mothers her
AN

Soothing Syrup,
CHILDREN

TEETHING

10,442
8887

Working Oxen—$150^250

reported.)
July 22, lat 41 X. ton 37 W, tthip Winged Hunter,
Hinckley, from Callao tor Antwerp.

New Advertisements.

For the Dictator ami Vanderbilt!

Vanderbilt.

visit both vpRaelfl.
IW* Fare for the Round

WESTBROOK SE.VIINiRV!

Milch Cows—Sales at $50 (® 75; Extra, $80 a) 100;
Farrow, 35 @ 40.
Vea! Calves—$t>a 12.
Northern. 4 atoc; Western,
Sheep and Lambs
$5(56}; Lambs, t&aAj ** head.
Swine—Shoaies. wholesale, 13 (a 15c; retail, 14al8;
Spring pigs 4>lb, 17^ 18c wholesale, and 14»c^l8 retail;

TERM begins Wednesday,
and continues twelve week*.
FALL

—

live

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening the gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
upon

it, mothers,

it

will give rest to your-

and

Health to your Infants.

We have put up and sold this article for over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to
say of any other

medicine—Sever has it /ailed in a single instance to
effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.

contrary,

all

delighted with its

ope rations,
commendation of its magical

are

weight.

lights.

G. M. STEVENS, Secretary.
Stevens’ Plains, Aug. 15, 1665.
augl8d2w*

$2,000

_MARRIED

from me, night of 15th Inst., the following
IT. S. BONDS, tIi:
STOLEN

»i>eak in terms of
effects and medical virtues. Wc speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
bdbpt is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relict
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is admir. leered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlle.
None gen line unless the fee-simile of CURTIS
A PERKINS, New York, la on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Prioo only 35 Cents per Bottle.
and

PORT I* A N I)
PHOTOGRAPHIC

GALLLERY,

-Vo,

Mi*Ur .Street,

Copying

done in Un

bent

r.+U tml. Mr.
maner.

Drearer In

piled.

aagllan d4w

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In aneb anlreraal
demand, te male front the choicest materials, la
mIM and emollient la It* nature. fragnutUv aerated,
aad extremely beneficial la Ita art u|«m the at hi.
Ar aale % all hrwryitt, am4 Anry Ooo^t Datlm.

JuneAldlyr

AniaUnt

Quarts no kiter'i

Office. D. S. A.,

PORTLAND. MAINE,
August 18th. 1M8.

Corn*!
Bunion* !

In-growing Naif* /
Honored without pain or .bedding Mood by DR.
EMANUEL, Sarg.tom CUrupediat, from Bouton, who
ho* token rooou for ana weak at Kingalrary'i Hotel,
t'angreoam.
kargn at otRm » eta each «wa.

Prapueala a ill be received at thla office until 12 M.,
Saturday, the Wth Inat., for cunatrueUng crenty-

Fre (75) Double Bunk*—Wood—tor Fort Preble,
Maine.
Plane aad Specification* can be *ecn on application
at 2MJ Congraee Street, Morten Block.
The umleralgned reeervee the right to rcloet
any
bU not deemed advantageous to the Government.
HENRY INMAN,
Aug 13—endtd
Cnpt. and A. tj. M.

Sale

of Forfeited Goods!
COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,

District

of

Portland

\

Falmouth.

and

}

Portland, Anyust 16, l<i66. )
foUowlng described Merchandise having been
rpiIE
-1- forfeited for

violation of tbe Revenue laws of llie
L nited States, public notice of said seizures
liaving
l>een given ana no claim to said
goods bavin* been
will be sold at Public Auction, at the
made,
Office of the U. S. Appraisers, 116 Fore Street, on
Sept. 20lh. MM, at 11 o’clock A.
M., to wit:
3 Bags Nutmegs; t Kegs Spirits, 5
Ullage BanvU
Potatoes, 2 Trunks containing 2 Bags Nutmegs.

they
WEDNESDAY,

IMPORTS.
Sell Margaret Alico-23 cords

ISRAEL WASlUH'LtN, Jr*
Collector.
angl8dl*wtd

August 16th,

186ft.

PASSENGERS.
In the steamer Asia, trom
Mrs S P Emmons and son, of

NAME
.«...

FOR
DATF
York. .Vera Crua... Aug IA
IB
*or*
.Aug 17
19
19
York..
Is*
York
it*
York. Nicaragua.
Aug 1!'
York.. Liverpool.Aug 23

£“)*■.New
China.....New

Liverpool.Aug

M A R I N !*;
OP

muo»

N KWs

PORTLAND.

Tkerafoy.Aegtai 11,
arrived.
U 8 revenue steamer Raiment, Penger. B -ton.
Steamer New Rrunmlek, Wine her lor. Boston lor
EiftDort ftixl St John SB.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Bos: >n.
Brig Nellie Mewe, (of Eastport) Bailey. Philadelphia.
Scb Msrganet AUee. (Br) Strum.,rut*. Cornwall!! Ns
3 h S L Stereos, Stwfley, Philadelphia.
Seb M H Rea l, Nickerson, Albany NY.
Sch Mary Johnson, Phlnnev, Albany N Y
Seb Oen Kleber, Turner, Newburyport.
S.AILKIt— Brig Wenonah. York,
Philadelphia.

wKJTKS/SftSl tS ,*S3f =» ;
r*aM
..

m
wren

“MtSTh.

-•

-'«**

f

>r

tomlly

in, fee.

-YL1?- *!* ?*** w1,h <* wRb-..it the crape jr “Ul h*
exeaan*«d Sir a Hoaae In the city
Apply to JOHN BVTrHINSdN.gr
HENRY BAILEY 41 cA., Auall*.raaci.
u
An* is—dSw
Hoti*e to Let
York Street, near the corner of High Mre*i, a
r**« tenement containing thirteen finished route*,
gas and eh ami* Iter*. good charajemnlfii U. or
hud furnace la the ertUr, oud wM«r. Itail •i.V.ui.t
taxtt.

ON

Inquire

uf

Aug. M-dtl

_

RICHARD CROCKETT,
No.lUlt|litnr(.

Wanted.

A

PARTNER with capital of 15,00# hi

piogtthle a»l roMahlo btulnno.
Aldrrw W. B. car* P. o. Box 5J».

a

tight,

Aug l»-dlw«

Found.
an

fishermen.

Pia-h.Ayer, ,lo;

1

FIRM
ah.ut

the fUy w.th a
and » half HOCSE, with aacalfb»y
laait 1 “liar, and abundant-*f pure
1
7—-'““e
bam, all near1.’ n*>
'^ 1 We hard uf (rafted fruit In.t

CAME
l two white feet.

mCHASTM RICH AMOK.

y mooceeler Mth, tc’is Lo<H, Johnson, Hay

iNL'1 LITTLE
FAUloVTH,
from

Mo the enoluoure of the tubaenb r oa S mdajr Met, a darx ruan MAKE, wlto white ifir.

•mmtfsxbtsji f iiawf
Webbet^iio****'

A

WEST

1

Mlalalare Alaiaat .Aifoii I*'
Sua rims.3.10 Moon rises. M» AM
H.3~> AM
Sunieta. .gM | High water

ur.
rnu. Ii

Farm for Sale.

Aug#»

Sep*

gUINNKII

no backward
by erery one.
uottua In allowing th.- bucket k» lower: also at lb*
am time llllln*andemptylnc with perfect eta.,_
They can be Men at tbe Inyenton* R.ohan ■* c .roar
Order, may hr left with
Federal and Lime St
S. «'. RCNTK.Er
A a*. 1*. m.
aaclMlw*

Boston.Liverpool.Aog

—

hater /

the

.Uuebec.Lhrerp
w|.a4
New
Hamburg.Aug

Germania. *11*

C.

purcha»ed
ri*ht to nianulhc
HAS
IngereolT. Patent WATER KRAWER,*>
The crank tak.ui
liked

v22Sf,*‘'""•••• w*W York..Liverpool.Aug
Virginia...New
Damaacus.
City of Boeton-.New
Erfceeou.New

Water,

•

II.

FROM

Manhattan.New

Water,

Pure
Boston, for Liverpool—
Maine, and others.

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.

graee/UI fdrf. The

ear

STEPHEN PATTEN.

..

days.

decJtHi.

article a lady can on. Caa be atdrew.
MIC* TWESTY-riVE CTS. 4 SET.
Far aale at the NEW YORK SKIRT ami CORSET
STONE, 86 Market square, Portland.
OEOROE ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mall un receipt ot price.
The Trade -up-

tached to

*9,000

may be recovered.

August IS—dtf

In Billgton, Aug 11, Louisa C, wife of Robert A
( leaves and daughter of Royal and Harriet Senter,
aged 23 years 29
In
at the Pool, Aug 12, of cholera inihntum, Harry Stewart, only child of Capt John W and
Mary A During, aged 8 months.
In Westbrook, Aug 16, Mrs Lucy H, wife ot Darius
Lowell, aged 61 years 6 months.
Funeral this (Friday) afternoon, at 1 o'clock,
from his late residence.
In Augusta, Aug 1, Mrs Lydia A, wife of Daniel
Pease, Jr, and daughter of Hiram Leighton, aged 28
years 7 months; 2d, their lnfhnt child, aged 6 weeks.

PORT

looping up Ladles’

1,000,
2,000,
1,000,
2,50o.

1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,1)67,
500 7-30 B nd No. 90,8*6.
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887,
The above reward will be paid for their recovery
and eonvletion of the thief, or a proportion for whatever

ALONZO S. DAVIS, PmtpBiirrt.it.
80

#3,000,

Series.
1st Series.
1st Series.
1st Series.

_DIED.

to master.

5-209, *1,000 Each,
loo Each,
5-20e,
7-30*, l,(ioo Each,
500 Each,
7-30s,
500 Each,
7-30*,

Among the Bond* Stolen were,
#1,000 T-30 Bond No. 75,072, let

In this city, Aug 17, Florence Gertrude, only daughter of Wyman E and Mary E Fales, aged 1 year and

York. Liverpool
Vera Crua....New York. Vera Crua.

JuneJsud&wCm

Braids,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bond*,

3
10
2
2
6

Emma S G Thome, of W.
In Portsmouth, Aug 14, Geo W Chipman and Miss
Almena Chace, both of Portland.
In Lewiston, Aug 12, Geo E Stevens and Miss Hannah R Conant.
In Wintbrop, July 27, Chas R Bartlett, of Byron,
and Mary J Wilson, of Mexico.

CORNWALLI8 NS.

Reward !
_

In this city. Aug 12, by Rev E Martin, Wilbur F
Martin, of Milton, Mass, and Miss Lydia A Partridge, of Portland.
In Westbrook, Aug 17, by Rev Mr Walker. Capt
Klbndge J Pattee, of Washington, D. C., and Miss

wood,

August 30th,

Board of Instruction consists of Rev. 8. H. McC0LLK8TER, asslrted by six ex pern-need Teachers.
Tuition irom $4,00 to 7,00.
Board per week $2 75, not including wood and

Hides—7o,8k p ft: country lots, 6}(a)7c.
Tallow—Sales at 6»«8}c lb v.
Calf Skins—At 16$18c p ft.
Pelts—37oa>l$ each.
Poultry—20c p ft, live weight.

Bidde/ord,

Trip 25 cent*.
J. S. WINSLOW, Ageut.

Aug IS—dlt

$5(Ktf70.

hogs 12}$13c,

The Steamer WARRIOR, CaptLee, will leave the End of ('astral
Wharf at 1() o’clock A. M., and 2
and 34 P. M., .« FRIDAY, Aug.
18th. tor the Steament Dictator and
Ample time will be allowed tor all to

pair; steers$80@150.

Several pairs working oxen ti-oni Maine were sold
at following prices:
One pair 7 years old, 7 feet 0 inches, 3300 lbs
$233
6 years old, 3035 lbs
215
44
5 years old, 7 feet 11 inches,. 245
44
44
6 years old, 7 feet 5 inches,. 26ft
44
3 years old, 6 feet 5 inches. 18ft
14
u
4 years old, 6 feet 4 inches. 150
44
44
8 years old, 6 feet 6 inches..
175
14
44
6 years old, 6 feet 10 inches. 188
Stores—Two years old, $3^515; three-years old,

Fat

splendid hair dressing.

week,.. 3097
week,.. 2571

domestic ports.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 7th, coming up, baruuc
N Harward, from-; Walter, from Philadelphia, wtg order*.
MuBlLE—la port 3th, barque Mary C Koeeeelt,
for New York few days.
PORT ROYAL 80—Ar 9th, sch John M Hr,email,
Douglass, Uardlner.
CHARLESTON—Ar Ilth, brig H C Brooke, Newcomb, New York.
Ar Wh, brig John Freeman, Lorlng, Hilton Head.
BALTIMORE—Ar 13th, brig Romance, Duncan,
Philadelphia; sch Rebecca C Lane, Lane, Boeton.

The

owner can

have the

name

by paving oh^e. and

Aug U—dlw*

Si

Kben Hale,

■

Aug. 14—oudlw*

SPOKEN.
July 6, lat 8 N, Ion 28 W. ship Cromwell, Hedge,
from Box ton for Batavia.
J >ily 14, lat 5 N, Ion 26 W, xhlp Charmer, Thomax,
from Aky&b for Queenstown.
July 21, lat 41, Ion 86, Rhlp Germania, of Batb, (so

at

Market.

A

Newman’ Cobb,

Sarah

infer, London.

33
Maine Railroad. 113

Brighton Lire Stock Market*
Wednesday, August 16.—Amount of Stock

4th, Rhlp

Ar at Cardiff Slat ult, ship Martha Bowker, Goodbum, Aldkandria E.
Ar at Sundorland 31st ult, ship M R Ludwig, Hard

96}

Boston and
Western Railroad.

unc.

At London Aug 1, ships Ocean Express, Cashing,
York, lug: American Eagle, llrquhart, and
Rhine, Mooie, for New York; Criterion, Stetson, anil
Bangs, Bangs, ding.
Mary
Shi (In Liverpool 3d Inst, ship Ellen A usttn,Freni-li,
for New York.
Ar at Deal 3d, ship John Bunyan, Allen, N York
for New

Stock List*
Brokers Board, Aug. 17.
American Gold.«*.. 1411
United States Coupons,. 1411
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881.. 196}
United States 7 S-lOtlis Loan, 2d series. 99
do
small...
961
United States Fire-twenties, old. 105j
Sales

Surgeon J. H. Kim hall, Bridgton,
Chaplain Geo. C. Cuawford, Readheld,
of tlie 31st Maine Yols.
aug7sn4w*

ouioug it. moot

®f
heaotlthl Intna.nU wll! b* on
eKbiUtton and tor rata (^r abw
oat,) M lb.
Photograph Roaina of A. M. M.KKSNKV apiudt.
Preble Haw*.
l'eraon. lieuroa. at obtaining . superior
Plano, at

Aag. "th, tu«b

Luzon, Robinson,

...

—

unc.

man,

Sid fin gaugor Juno 23, ship Golden Hind, Davis,
Boston; 2t)th, Recent, Hamblin, New York.
At Bombay July », ships George Turner, Higgins;
Kate Swantou, Bishop; Roeklight, Williams, and
Tlialatta, Page, unc; barques Jewess, Stevens, and

Boston

names:—

moot convenient

PIANO-FORTES
Fur

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta June 3), ships Martha Cobb.PilUbury,
for Boston, ldg, hail taken S.H> tons assorted goods at
as per ton: Kate Prince, I,lhi>y, for dc; Helvetia,
Warren, for do; Kllen Hood, Kjlhv, for New York;
Saginaw, Uoutelle, for Loudun.klg; ltlchd Busteed,
Knowles, repairing; Industry. Llnnell; H II Tucker,
Clark; Ellen Foster, Robinson; Gov Langdon,Davis;
Sapphire, Hatch; Roswell Sprague, Crosby; Kit Carton, Crowell; Chris Hall, Freeman; Tiber, Atey ;
Dashing Wave, Williams; Susan Hinks, Atwood:
Templar, Nichols; Brewster, Clark, an.l Winged
Arrow, Bevvy, nnc; barques C A Littlefield, Nichols,
for New York, at *i for general cargo; Nestor, Clout-

250 RARE RECEIPTS-coutaing man}
Secrets and much valuable information never before
made public, including over loo Receipts now In exclusive use by the celebrated Metropolitan Hotel in
this city. Price 20 cents; mailed, postage free. Address HUTCHINSON & CO., Publishers, 860 Broadway, N. Y.
auglfomeod 13t

Cuntorn

For

Patewi iMlsted

The

port.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 14th, schs EnunaT Story, McFarland, Bristol, Me; Modena, Rowe, Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th. schs Fred Hahn, Farnsworth. and Melrose, Smith, Bangor.
Ar ltith, schs Chaa Carroll, Farnsworth, Rockland;
Betsey Pierce, Billings, Bangor.
Also ar, schs E H Pray, Clark, Pembroke; Adelaide. Hark, Calais.
SUl 15th, sch PUot, Berry, Thomas ton.
BANGOR—Uhl 16ch, barque MoGihrory, Nichoh,
Searspert, to finish loading for Buenos Avres.
GARDINER—Ar 11th, brig Lincoln Webb, Greenleal, Portland, (and sld 14th lor Washington.)

already,

Xonpariel Patent Skirt Elevator»,

Ton#, thayare

Maehias.
Cld 17th, barque Hvlph, We bber, Monrovia ; brig
Sarah Goodenow, Drlsko, Philadelphia.
DANVERS—Ar 15th, sch Rachel Beals, Mooro, ftu
E!1 *.ahethi>ort.
SALEM—Ar 10th. brig Clara P Gibbs, Tapley, ftn
Flizuootliport; sch Vicksburg, Haskell, New York.
Ar 16th, bng Forest, Strout, Cherry field f»r New
York, put In leaky; sell Hepzlbah, Lunt, Elizabeth-

vertise certificates. Let It stand upon
—ttiis is the only way a gopd thing should be known.
Hence our mottoBuy me. &o., of the heading.—
m. i>.
Every person who uses it will testify, as many have
that Dr. Langley's Anodyne Is the greatest
Treats Catarrh, Bronchitis, and all affections o*
discovery of the age, and must be Queen of all Medithe Throat and Lungs, by cold Medicated Inhalation.
cines, by its groat cores. Sold by dealers. Price 40
Success unprecedented. Can refer to thousands in j cents per bottle.
For sale in this city by H. H. Hay, and W. F.
this city and State, and all parts of the United ! Phillips & Co.
Junel5eod&w3m
states.
O.tice No. 2 Smith Street, Portland.

jnne7sn3m

Special Notice.
As I leave this city Sept. 1st, all persons who have
been treated by me and have not settled for the same,
are requested to do ao before Aug. 221.
All such demands remaining unpaid at the above
date, will be fbund in the custody of B. D. Terrill,
Esq., for immediate collection.
DU. HARVEY.
Aug. 17—iindSt

Perfect

Donwortn, Drew,

A new medicine for all the summer complaints.—
of Robts, Barks and Berries, which seem
day.— Composed
for the otiick, safe and sure
spec!- I to have been designedCholera-Morbus
and Chronic
cure of Dysentery,
Diarrhu a, which are so common with all ages, and so
GEORGE M. HOWE,
We
never adseason
of
the
year.
this
at
of Art, 112 Middle Street,
j dangerous
its own merit.

mens.

On the

GO aad T1 East Water St.,

A

j

money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. WttlPPLE, Ageut for Portland. Sold by
everywhere.
maylleodfim*
Druggist*

subs

Exhibition Booms open at all hours of the
The public arc invited to call and examine

Relief

PRODUCE COMMISSION

New York for Boston; Ida, Blokt, from Portland
Philadelphia; D I*, Thompson, from Calais for do;
Billow, Was*. Addison for New York; Gentile, Henderson, Rockland for do; Tahmiroo, Collins, Bangor
for do* Erie, Sawyer, do for Hackenwu*.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, brigs .Vit*chaan•. Hutchinson,
Baltimore; Edwin,Allen, Newbury; pcha Palladium,
Ryder, New York: Wm Pope, Libby. Maehias; Mayflower, Bragdon, and Henry Clay. Moon, Franklin;
Clara, Crowell, Philadelphia.
Ar 17th, barque Laconia, Doane, Floros; brig Trindelen, Lowry. Philadelphia; schs J N M Brewer,
Smith. St Andrews NB; Mary Fletcher, Tracey, fm
PhUaaelDhla; Watchman, Libby, fm Elizabethpoif;
for

MOST
will

THE

healthy

\
!

Which is superior to

selves, and

16—-usd&wtf

are

imitations and imposture*.

DR. T1BBEJV PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.

A New Discovery in

Depend

“Hyperion to Satyr.”—Such

,5tl‘. Wque Mary, Lord,
n,“,UVY^SrU?LEoAr
for Cow
Philadelphia
Bay CB; Vincennes, Bodadon,
Kewburyport for Philadelphia; whs H K Dunton,
Jameson, Boston for Richmond; WH Mailer. RuudaU.i ow Bay CB lor do : ( apltol, Roberts, Bangor
tor uo: Valhalla, Hall, Ellsworth for do.
Sailed, brigs C H Kennedy, Clark, from Portland
for Philadelphia; Whitaker, Look, from Jonesboro
for New York; schs Albert Jameson. Jameson, from

11 months.

si£ »«

Aug.

1#tht ,,rl* Allston, Sawyer, BnnKufiwli Star, Keene,
do.
Sid lottn selts A H
Brown. Pierce, and Prudence,
Coombs, Philadelphia.
PAWTUCKET—Ar loth, sch Dnruc, Hodislon, fm
Bangor.
FALL RI Y ER—Ar 15th. brig
HumboMf, Y'eaxic,
Bangor; soli Challenge, Bullock do

j

positively

FOR

|

_,

New York House, 09 Cedar Street, N. Y.
Aug 12.—d&w2w

IMPERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS!

more

be effected.

of

ever

Try it! No eare no pay.
Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
R. 1. For sale by Druggists generally.

having children

Parents

{ Sr Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.
No Charge for consultation

to executing legislative and judicial measures
that may have been enacted since the act of
secession was passed.

ing there 10 the ground until they were relieved.
Citizens, too, have presumed to exercise the authority of masters over these people, and punish than W they saw fit. It is
also said that some of the negroes have been
killed.
Troup* are now under orders to proceed to the locality to put a stop to the abusee.

are

disagreeable

such action as may be proper to be taken in

The Kickmoud Whigofyesterday, publishes
a letter from Johnson Barbour,
accepting the
uoinillation to Congress u-udereil to him. but
declined in a former letter.
The Wilmington, N. G\, Herald of tint 15th
says the investigation made by Gena Ames
and Duncan and CoL Dunnelaw shows that
the negroes in Fayetteville. M. C, and vicinity, have been cruelly treated by u<H only civilians, but the civil authorities. Two negroes
were tied up and publicly whipped by the
other* were (ett tied until a storm
Sheriff;
pros1 trated the trees to which
they were tied, bold-

oil

.* “c*1 Banner, Albee, Calais.
lltb, brig But malt, Sherman, for Phtlailelphia:
Merrill, New
York0™ Klng* Cook> d°i

safe and

every

offered thepublic.

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

Particular attention given to Children affected with
Discharge trorn the Ear.

relation to the act of secession, adopted and
approved January Oth, 1861, by a convention
of delegates of this State. Also to
report what
legislation is necessary to be taken in regard

J

LIOHTHILL,

a

sijned by individual* of the highest standing [in
professional calling and walk of Ilf \ Beware

tery, Diarrhea, C hoiera Morbus, Summer Complaint,
Cramp in Stomach or Bowels. It Is the finest

julyl7d&w2m

as

the other tonics a JvoTtlsed in tho United States, amt
the certitioates which authenticate its usefulness are

Pain of

grown persons,

tooVI

rapid remedy tor Dyspepsia and all Its kindred complaints, this preparation
stands before the world without a rival or competitor,
Its sales to-day are equal to the combine l sales of all

Very pleasant to the taste, mild in its effect, yet sure,
reliable, and is Warranted to cure Dysen-

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hasVsoft, lustrous and silken.

21st, to remain during the w eek, wlievelie can be daily consulted on CATARRH, DEAFNESS, and all
diseases of the EYE, EAR, and THROA't.

affected

and that

sale and

as

Philadelphia.

stomachic,anti-bilious, and aperient herbs and plant*.

i)R. BIOKNELE'S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY
41 RCP, contains no opiaie or mineral substauee.

ell

none ot

things, but aro a c >mbtMtlon of pure esseinv
of Rye with the pure juices of the] most 'valuable

Waehburn,

as w

STOMACH BJTTERS contain

BRATED

maylGd&wtf

medicine lor children,

sell. Liverpool; sch* Antelope, Merton, Urcklaini;
Son, Johnson, Gardiner.
OH 151 h, brie Wm Henry, (Bernard, Groat Harbor;
sen Nancy Mills, Small, Port Royal SC.
Ar 18th, 3th» Abby Gale, McDonald, R. lftst; Andrew Peters, Murch, from Elisabethport for Boston;
William. Fletcher, do for Salem.
Cld 14th, ships Franklin, Bonder, San Francisco;
J Baker, Allen, Musquash NB; barques Ilva,
Berry,
Maracaibo and stThoma.: Merrimac. Hoyt, Sisal;
WE Anderson, Puce, Mobile; brig Iririgo, Buuiball,
Cow Bay CB; seh Sarah, Drlsko. Pldlaiielphla.
NEW' HAVEN—Ar 15th, sch Marie!, Gilpatrtek,
from Saco.
PKOVXDENCE—Ar 18th, bcIi Dr Kano, Rviler, bn
Only

these

Z. K. HAItMON,
W. S. SAWYER.
We. P. Fessenddn, U. S
senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Oovernor of Maine;
Hon. Israel
Jr., Collector of Customs.

INAL COLOR.

V. 8. HOTEL,

Will be at tlie

against

received

Attorney

DR.

invasion and domestic rebellion.
Resolved,—That two of that committee be
appointed to enquire and report to this body

with

—

References:—Hon.

No person, old

the President
appoint a
committee of fifteen to enquire and rarort to
this convention such alteration and amendment in the constitution of the State that
may
be proper and expedient to restore the State
to Its constitutional relations with the Federal
Government, and protect the citizens

iu the statute
book, and that duty he
should pursue without fear or favor. If this
was not satisfactory to such as had nominated
him, he was sorry for it.

Iiii.onie i.

informal ion free.
Office No.
j(S Exchange Street, done Block, told
stand of Bradford
A Harmon).

It

passed :
Resolved,— That

duty

indebtedness

non

id 14 tit, sob Kate Wentworth, for Boston.
NEW YOKK—Ar I6tb, ship American Union,Rus-

are

ty 3® charges unless successful.
A ll advice wii

IT

SPECIAL

ablest and most talented men of the State are
present. The following resolutions were

Induce others to abstain.
Though disagreeing with some of his temperance friends in relation to the practical
workings of the Maine law, he should, if elected to the office of County
Attorney, find his

intimate

panic-stricken and leaving the place
of the cholera.

Church invited Mr. Bolles to occupy his
pulpit.
The Methodist House was crowded to its utmost capacity.
Mr. B. preached again in the
evening, and the Union says his sermons were

certificates of
TcrmB reasonable,
aild

lniporlell ^

liquor*
impure, mid all the Tonic* containing alcohol aro
manufactured with a Herr article ©ortainlng amyl or
fusel oil, a mortal poison, HOSTETTEll’S CELE-

Officers'Accounts write the U.\luxucd, QuornmnR.ters anil ltoaxury
Dopa, t.ueau A ij..... i oil e. I. i,

late rebellion in the United

him.—[Gardiner Journal.
y Capt. Geo. E' Atwood, U. 8. V. of Gardiner, has been appointed Chief Quarter Master, by Gen. Mower, commanding Department

Saturday.

Messrs. George F. Foster of Portland, Perley of Naples, Paine of Standish, Gilman of
lirunswick and Hinkley of Gorham were ap- very favorably reoeived by persons of all the
pointed a committee to nominate and re- Christian Societies.
8aT*The roof of the Granite Church in Auport a County committee for the ensuing year.
is to be covered with slate from the BrownThe committee subsequently
gusta
the
reported
following gentlemen to constitute the County ville Slate Quarry in Piscataquis county, and
they are equal to any in the world.
committee for the year
1888, viz.:
jjyThe Steamer Daniel Webster takes her
Lewis 11. Smith, Portland,
Sam(Chairman,)
place on the route between Hallowell and Bosuel R. Jackson,
lirunswick, Charles Hum- ton on Monday next.
will
phrey, Yarmouth, Samuel Garland, Wind- doubtless be the result. Cheap travelling
ham, E. R. Staples, Ilridgton, William Small,
Raymond, Horatio Hight, Scarboro.
BY TELEGRAPH
The report was accepted, and the above
gentlemen were declared the County commit-TO THEthe for the ensuing year.
EVENING PAPERS.
Mr. Webb, the candidate for County Attorney being present, was loudly called for. He
The Mississippi Stale Convention.
responded to the call and briefly addressed the
Caibo, 111., Aug. 16.
Convention, stating that he had ever been a
A New Orleans limes’ dispatch, dated Jackpractical temperance man and friend to the
son, Miss., Aug. 15th, says that the Mississippi
cause, abstaining himself, and using efforts to
State Convention met on the 8th Inst.
The

his

of the

—Carleton,

ces; in the forenoon in the Court Houes; in the
afternoon Rev. Mr. Chase of the Methodist

COUNTY COMMITTEE.

.a’.... i,

a.

A Kit EAR ; OF PAY.
PRIZE UONfcY, l.lAST CUll'RYYn, Ac.

Fay,

S.

fear is entertained of his recovery,
though he was better when we last heard from

on

Agouti

PENSIONS, BOUNTIES,

States.

’several years.
lyThe Machias Union says Rev. E. C.
Bolles of this city, preaohed in that town on
Sunday last, to large aud appreciative audien-

choice,

he was in favor of Mr. Webb because he
would carry out the statute to Its extent.
He spoke In complimentary terms of the talents of Mr. Vinton as a lawyer, but said he
preferred Mr. Webb for County
for

history

about ten per cent, have sealed their devotion
with their blood.
Mrs. J. W. Balch aud family of Machias,
expect to leave for Washington Territory
the present week.
Mr. Balch has been there

follows:
Whole number of ballots,

were

Hon. Theodore

minister to Switzerland, and
designed to give the German public a clear and
and just view of the causes, the nature and the

inety-three students connected with
Waterville College during the last four years,
have entered their country’s service, of whom

sort and declare the ballots for a candidate for

Webb

Language, by

ble.

appointed to receive,

County Commissioner.
Having attended to that duty, (the vote3
being received in the same manner as those
for County Attorney,) the committee reported

The remarks of Mr.

Herman

** time, when tfe
floo,ie, wlth tf.

aro

ami wlmadamuttio compound
purporeiu# to be medicinal, hut u»t a whit to. perulciau., are heralded
io the world as •‘sovereign remedte*/'
that the public should understand the frets.
Bj it known then
that while all the diffusive stimulants called

Will give their exclusive attention to eolloctiu.;

late American

shoot taken from the garden of Hasti ugs Strickland, esq., which has made a growth of ten feet
eight inchee, this season. Ambitious vegeta-

Treasurer.

to a

during

y Charles W. Harding, esq., has been appointed Postmaster at West Durham, in the
place of S. W. Miller, resigned.
y The Bangor Whig has seen a willow

Peter R. Hall, Esq., of Windham was nominated by acclamation as the candu ate for

Necessary

with elegant letter-press descriptions, and a
brief history of the armory from its foundation.
—“The Slave Power: A glance at the History
of the United States in its connection with the
Rebellion of I860 and ’65,” is the title of an excellent work j ust published at Berlin, in the

the publisher, is to issue a book
written and illustrated by himself, called a
“Trip to Cuba.”

of Eastern Texas.
ton.

Mr. Garland of Windham.

as

pictorial history of the United States armory at Springfield, Mass., is to be published.
It will contain several fine photographic views
of the armory grounds, some of the principal
buildings on the hill and the water shops,

Much

Samuel A. Holbkook, Freeport,
jEOBOE Pikbce, Harrison,
Daniel T. Richabdson, Baldwin.

were

Whitmore

bleeding on Thursday aud again

W. Woodman of Portland.

County Attorney

in.
—A

y We are very sorry to learn that Rev. D.
B. Randall of Augusta, was again taken with

The old list of Senators, viz.:

County

—Bayard Taylor will spend the summer of
1866 in Europe, visiting the relations of his
wife in Germany and making a tour of Spain
and Portugal. Re will have a new novel ready
for the press before the Autumn fairly sets

following.

SENATOBS.

by acclamation, on

have been stolen

marker, oi the United
stale.
direst peieouH, under the

ZA irgEE,

a

U. S. War Claim

axpense,

!”

—Dr. Dio Lewis has issued a card denying
that he is about to engage in the publication of
a comic paper.
C. E. Brown, (Ax genius Ward)
and George Arnold were spoken of as engaged
in the same enterprise.

Hayes,
recently
thrown from his carriage, and injured, but his
injuries were considered slight until Monday
when lock-jaw set in, and he died on Thursday

torney.

COUNTY

lately

important

publications in England

past two weeks, from different towns.
Mr. Dexter Whitmore of Gardiner, of

accepted, and Nathan Webb,
Esq., of Portland was declared the nominee of
the Convention for the office of County At-

nominated

vessel

Museum,

of the crew of the
Friendship
lost on the “Roaijng Bull.”
The

one

including these,

The

The report was

wa3

to

U*bm'Wm9~^f*J*

...

Notice.
translator.
Persons who have lost friends ia'tiit- army, and are
—The Opinion Natiemale announces that Mr.'
desirous to receive their remains, can learn all the
Panizzi has resigned the direction of the British
particulars as to the best mode ot removing them, the
“one of the most
scientific

another horse was stolen from Dixmont and
another from Corinna, and no loss than nine,

The several towns in the County were called,
and the delegates deposited their ballots for a

Nathan Webb of Portland had
Warren H. Vinton of Portland,
M. M. Butler of Portland,

—Bayard Taylor’s novel of John Godfrey,
is published serially in German, in a German
magazine at Chicago. The author’s wife is the

belonging to Chas. Elliot of Knox, valued at
$150, was stolen from his pasture, and on the
same night a harness
belonging to a Mr. Clement and a gig belonging to a Mr. Rich in the
same neighborhood, were
stolen, probably by
the same thief On the same night a valuable
horse was stolen from the vicinity of Moore’s
Mills in Hampden.
A few nights previous,

and declare the vote for a candidate for Coun-

urEOBGE

be

posed

A Tim ly
Wariii.i- to the Sick,

147 Middle St.

P H O T O Cl K A P H fc 1!.

—Evert A. Duyckink is preparing a revised
edition of his Encyclopedia of American Literature.

iron)

name „

MAitJiON

Cld 15th, brig Water Witch, Knight, St Jago.
At City Point, Va. 14th. barque Sunshine, Pm Lor,
New York, to load for Europe.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15th, barque Thus 1 alielt,
Duncan, New York; kIib E A 4’onant, E’ce. Sait in;
Jas BUSH, Hatch, Providence; Kate Wentworth, Adams, New York.
Old 15th, sch Jas Blfoa, Hatch, Bangor.
Ar 14th, barque* Tho* LalletbDuncan, New York;
Sarah Hobart, troston, do; sch F A Sawjer, Bead,

--

;4

WtPOKlLM,

July21sn;f

enlarged

private

sea.—[Age.

Portland, Torrey of Westbrook and Jackson
of Brunswick were appointed to receive, sort

to a choice

publican.

The Belfast Age complains of the prevalence of horse thieves in that vicinity. It says
that on Wednesday night last week, a horse

On motion of Dr. Osgood of Portland, a
committee consisting of Messrs. Osgood of

Necessary

a

That

manlier, ntjh
»ub»tpjjb&l
—«*.
ILUi'o lltil«sER

years city editor of the New York Tribune,
has accepted a position upon the Chicago Re-

head of the corpse was gone and also one arm,
and the legs badly mangled. The clothes were
check pants, calico shirt and blue under-shirt.
Three keys and an iron ring were found in the
pockets. The body was buried at

Baymond—Charles Davis, John Witham.
Sebago—Peter C. Young, Luther Fitch.
Standish— Elisha B. Mitchell, Wm. Paine, Wm. D,
Freeman, Mark R. Came,
Scarboro—Stephen L. Waterhouse, John Larrabee.
John D. Fay bean.
Westbrook—Jabez True. Joseph Moulton, Chas. E.
Boody, Alvin B. Rand, Albion P. Ayers, Andrew
Hawes, Joseph Chenary, David Torrey.
Windham—John Webb. Samuel Garland, Charles
Rogers, Charles Jones, S. M. Baker. Wm. Smith.
Yarmouth Giles Loring, Joel Brooks, Charles D.
Brown, Jeremiah Buxton.

as

“Jules Caesar.”
—“Sunset” Cox is about to publish a book
entitled “Eight years in Congress.”
—Mr. J. W. English of Bergen, for many

y-Schoouer Mexican of Belfast, Capt. Collins, on the 5th inst., 4 miles southwest of White
Head, picked up the remains of a man, sup-

T. Lawrence.

reported the following

among the few to whom this “ill wind," the
war, has blown good.
—A full biography of President Lincoln is
announced in Germany, and three have appeared in France, where they sell better than

letter from Rev. Ebenezer
Kuowlton, from
which it learns that his health is so poor as to
compel him to give up going South again this
fall. His disease is chronic rheumatism and
diarrhfea.

Ward 4—Joseph H. Perley, M. A. Blanchard,
Andrew P. Morgan, Charles A. Gilson, John R.

of the ballot:
Whole number of ballots

three thousand applications

la?"The Belfast Age has received

ens.

committee

—A thrilling story entitled “The Confederate
Daughter, or the Tyrant of New Orleans,” has
lately been published in yellow covers in LonThe writers of cheap romances are
don.

ITEMS OF STATE NE H S.

as.

called.

Williamsburg, Va., is about to be reopened.
Some of its buildings and a portion of its fnnds
have beon saved.

in

y

Bur-

Mary College,

of

By The Mayor of Manchester, N. H., Hon.
Darwin J. Daniels, died on the 16th, after a
brief illness, at the age af 50 years.

gess.

were

are

of

press.
—The vefoerable William and

attend the Teachers’ Convention there.
ey One thousand persons were added
to the population of Great
Falls, N. H., in
three weeks, by the influx of
factory operatives.

Miltimore Watts.

towns

distinguished theologians and
England previous to the eighteenth century. The first issue, comprising
the sermons of Dr. Kobert South, is already in

pardon approved by the Attorney General,
awaiting the President’s signature.
&y*Gov. Andrew has gone to Harrisburg, to

North Yarmouth—D. G. Loring, Samuel Skillin,
Charles Mitchell.
Otisfield—Moors Hancock, Daniel Holden, Jacob
Coburn.
Portl and—At large—Edward Fox, Edward P.
Banks, J. M. Heath.
Ward 1—William A. Winship, William A. Quincy,

the

Quid is

ot

the most

preachers

for

Webber.
Harrison—Samuel Thornes, Jonathan H. Hesley,
Charles T. Thornes.
Naples—Samuel F. Pe ley, 0. C. Cole, Lyman
Hall,
New Gloucester—David W. Merrill, C. P. Haskell,

as

some of

old home.

Harpswell—Thomas Pennell, Stephen Purrington,

candidate

ing house, winch shall contain the works

Saratoga races' wore $28,-

for pardon.
gy Gen. Grant lias reached Galena,111., his

Arthur B.

COUNTY

the

Washington asking

Gorham— William H. Murch, Andrew H. Files,
Samuel S. Waterhouse. John L. Curtis, Stephen
Hinkiey, Jr.. Daniel Fogg, Jr.
Gray—R. A. Allen, John Mayail, Daniel Berry.

H.

at

villains have been arrested.
&y Ex-rebel Commissioner

Mitchell.

Brown, Henry

pretentious circumstances.
—The “Library of Old English Divines," is
to bo the title of a series, soon to be issued conjointly by a Boston and a New York publish-

thieves.

James W. Harmon
Casco—John B. Winslow, George Walker.
Cumberland— J. O. Pearson, Horace Greely, William Shaw.
Falmouth—Jeremiah Hobbs. Alvin Hall, Smith
Barbour, Seward Frye.
Freeport—Charles Waite, Edward Reed, H. B.
Means, Samuel Bliss, Cushing Mitchell, George B.

Daniel

a servant.”
The dedication ran thus :
“To Kobert Kyrie, Esq., my good master, this
volume of verses, composed in half hours
snatched from sleep, and in spare momeuts
during ‘Waiting at Table,’ is inscribed by his
obedient servant, K. A.” The verses are said
to be quite as good as many issued under more

coat.

fcy A lady

volume oi

Awde,

It is said that the Prince of Wales is
goput out of fashion the swallow-tailed

tyPoliceman Walker was killed in New
YorkonTuesday morning while tryingto rescue
a womau from a gang of ruffians.
Ten of the

On motion at CoL Win ship it Portland

; Irnw bwe. a«d

1
1

to

small

a

English

tastefully printed, with this title,
“Waiting at Table; Poems and Songs,by Kob’t

ward-

Cape Elizabeth—James M. Robinson, Reuben Higgins, Henry S. Jackson, W.C. Fickett, F. R. Jordan,

vote at thanks was passed to the President

s-mTX

ing

Furnish, E. D. Toothakcr.

Judge

black and black white; sweet bitter and bitter
sweet. An anecdote of Mr. Bradbury, published a few years since, is illustrative.

in the

e.

and

Convention was Mesmerized into
the necessary “condition” to believe white

in any way whatever, wilh the late revolted State3. Their full, perfect and complete

oe

Bradbury

Rice, the

terfere,

destine i to

of Messrs. Bion

ence

in their

000 worth of diamonds in her hair. Her husband hired a policeman to watch her against

or

nent in the Convention

their hair

wear

of

poems, very

robes.”

Baldwin—Cliristopher D. Sawyer, Sylvester S.
Strout, Alfred S. Cousins.
Bridyton—ijuxe Brown, Daniel Mayberry, C. E.
Gibbs, k C. Neisou, E. K. Staples.
Brunswick—C. J. Gilman, A. F. Cox, John L.
Swift, Daniel Elliot, Dr. Isaac Lincoln, Benjamin

Spencer Rogers,

literature is mentioned

!y A fashionable paper states that during
days last week, ladies found it con-

special notices.

interchanged.

—Among modern curiosities

diabolizing

venient “to

were

gratulations

the hot

ported that all the towns in the County were
represented by 130 delegates. The report was
accepted,
The following is the list of the delegates:

Shurtletf,

were

large number of ladies and gentlemen had
mustered to meet them. Speeches were made
and toasts drunk, and compliments and con-

man who does not
go upward in his aspirations ever stops at the
beast; he goes downward to the devil.”
Ey Robert Heller is
in Wash-

The report was accepted.
Mr. Smith from the County Committee re-

Stevenage.
Kncpwortli, whither they
invited by Sir E. B. Lytton. There a
near

Lytton,

sweepers.

ington.

of Sir E. B.
After the inspection

gift

the party went to

Coleridge says, “No

ization bs the permanent one, with the addition of Hon. Samuel F. Perley of Nap les and
Charles Hannatbrd, Esq. of Cape Elizabeth as
Vice Presidents.

Wm. L.

has built upon laud the

Philadelphia contractor, in a
severe fit of the gout, told his
physician he
suffered the pains of the wicked place.
The
dootor coolly answered “What already ?”
yyi am on the trail of a dear,” as the fellow said when he stepped on one of the female
street

ihodest indepen-

some

dence and honorable refuge, attended not by
ministerial patronage, nor by the alms of the
begging hat. On Saturday, July 20, several of
the members of the Guild ot Literature aud
Art visited the houses which the Guild

A rich

fcXV

Portland, Seward M. Baker of Windham,
David Torrey of Westbrook, N. A. Foster of
Portland and Luke Brown of Bridgton. Subsequently the committee ou permanent organization reported that the temporary organ-

now

doubt Mesmeric influence in the
phenomenon like this ?

position

these

resolutions, copied above, con“judgment seat,” tried by which the
leaders in the Convention which passed them,
would be consigned to an infamy as profouud,
as deep, as dark, as damning as that which

can

to resume their former

fact,

stitutes

If there wa3 any one thing, next to sweeping condemnation of the war, that was promi-

right

Retohal,

All the resolutions

2. Resolved, That we will sacredly cherish the memory of the c juntleM dead, who have &Ueu in the great
struggle f,v Gonsiitutioual Government, and, with
gratat.il hearts, will do honor to the living who have
perilled lile andfortnne in the same great cause.

a

who danced in

with

convention in

uproariously precisely
speeches and inculcations os these, that
male quietly and passively to take down
seeond resolution, which read as follows:

Who
flics of

to

That tJir assassination of the late Presilentofthe United States, was an act of unmitigalou
oarbarism, alike destructive to civil government, anu
abhorrent to the sentiment of Christian men tiiroii^h>ut the world, and reeeivoe the most decided reprooadoo of this convention.

consti-

the mood to cheer

On motion of Col. J. K. Thompson of Portland, a committee on permanent organization
was raised—consisting of J. R. Thompson, of

say :

11.

struggle
been,
uphold
tutional authority, but in opposition to the
Constitution, and simply and only to benefit
the “nigger”—to make the nigger the equal of
And it

inaugurate

others;
glee over his assassination, thanked God for it, and dressed
-he picture of Booth in evergreen, and yet, under the “spell” of the moment, wrought by the
wand of the great Mesmerizer, they were made
men

except Judge Rice, a: uncalled for and unnecessary. It was publicly proclaimed in them
all, that had the Democrats retained political
power, no war would have ensued; that the
not to

delegates.

of

Lincoln “/he fate of Murat and Robespierre,”
or cheered the invocation when
put forth by

blood. The war was represented in the
speeches
of Pillsbury, Dunn, Littlefield and ail others

the white man!

may

Once more and we stop.
In that Convention were those who invoked for President

do with the great movement which has involved the nation in debt and deluged our soil with

had

he

Union of the Slates.

On

whole

measures as

harmonize the country, and restore and cement the

officers took

for

by old age or poverty,

Indiana, the best manufacturing city in the
state.
The scheme is to tap the
Tippecanoe
river about twelve miles from that
city, and
the
a
wafer by canal of sufficient
bring
capacity to bo navigable for boats, and form water
power along the bluffs, on the opposite side oi
the river.

the nominations

their seats.
On motion it was voted that the County
Committee be the committee on credentials

and

.■liable the States lace in revolt to put their governments in practical operation, and in all such

by Mesmerism. Now for the
of poUtical Mesmerism to which the cap-

what we mean
case

Convention ratified
and the gentlemen named

SPECIAL NOTICES.

_’_=s£fr--A Fact Worth Kiipwinjf,
(Jaods cal be repaifStt i*i & iijA-

years age, says the Lofcdon
Mr. Charles Dickens and

afew friends to stSfcan institution called "The
Wore than
Guild of LiieraturS aud Ah.
£4000 have already been raised, aud now recently the Guild _has built three neat anti
handsome Guild houses. The object is to secure to learning aud genius, v heu bowed down

annoy ladies gwl
gentlemen who desire to witness the cidse ofthe
performance.”
uy An effort is on foot to make Lafayette,

Convention.

tourteen

oceurriito

other public entertainments would
append to
their programmes the following notice
if wight
have the effect to abate a great
nuisance; “Servants and country
people who are obliged to be
ax home before the close of the last
net arc requested to leave as quietly as possible during
the intermission, so as not to

John

The

.—About
Ttnut, it

ivy It managers of theatres, lectures, and

Committee, who nominated
and
Webb, Esq., of Windham as President,
Wm. H. Fessendep Esq. of Portland and,
Brunswick as SecreBenjamin Furbish, Esq., of
of the
organization
for the temporary

County

LITHSABT O0S3IP.
—

delegates elected to the Union Convention for Cumberland County, assembled in the
reception room in the City building, Portland,
Thursday, August 17, and were called to order by Lewis B. Smith, Esq., Chairman ol the

acquiescence m the desafety abroad, absolu* a
jealous sare for the., taries,
^ the maiority,

ZV Heading Matter qh all Four Paces.

UNION

OBjGIXAL axu selected.

COUNTY COBTYHNTION.

Divio Ji
The

Cape EUiabeth.

Wanted.
experienced Teacher an ! Oraduite, who
hae been recently must* re i out of Service, a
Situation as Principal >f an Academy or High
The most sattalhctory r**c unmen.Luious
Hc.nol.

BY

an

furnished.

Address Box 614.

Bath, August 16, 1W».

angl$dlw*w$w

Partner Wanted.
advertiser with $3,000, and some existence,
wishes a partner with an equal amount of c apital,
to engage in the manufacture of BOUTS ami Sll < >ES
In tlus city. One wllli experience In the buniness
F«»r Interview, address “It,’* care Box
profered.

THK

1646.

augUUlw*

Friday Morning, August 18,

1865.

V

TELEGRAPH

From Washington—Two Young Ladies Accidentally Shot—Statement of the Crops.

Washington, Aug. 17.
Portland and
vicinity.
The President to-day, as usual, opened doors
K> THE DAILY PRESS.
to all visitors, one-third of whom were women.
New Advertisements Te-I>*T»
T-r—rrThe throng was not near as large as yesterSPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
day, twenty or thirty persons only being in
The Lo.* of the Atlantic
Cable-Extract* fr^m. the office at 1 P. M. Their business was con“Hyperion to Satyr.”—Sterling’s Ambrosia.
the Diary of Mr. Field.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
sequently transacted.
Hjsabt’s Content. N.
Salo of Forfeited Goods—Israel Washburn, Jr.
Capt Jame3 M. Moore, to-day, telegraphed
P., Aug. 16,1
via Aspy Bay Aug. 17. 1
from Andersonvllle that he yesterday finished
§2,0 jj Re war i—Stephen Patten.
Water Drawer—C, Uuinner.
1 lie gunboat Terrible and
suitable Interment of the Union prisoners who
steamer Galetea
Wanted—Situation as Teacher.
at St. Johns
died at that prison.
WestbrOJi Seminary—Fall Term.
Tuesday
evening.
amycci
The Great Eastern returned to Sheemess on
The receipts from the Internal Revenue
Farm for Sale—Henry Bailey & Cotbe 11th. CapL
House to Let— Richard Crockett.
to-day were nearly one million dollars.
a summary,
Napier
reports
Wanted—A Partner.
as follows:
The Secretary of the Interior has issued an
MaroFounKulhs K. Jordan.
The cable parted Wednesday noon in 1950 order forbidding clerks in his department from
Warrior.
For cite Dictator auJ Vaaderbilt
j
fathoms of water. They grappled it at three going to claim agents for any information conPartner Wanted—“B.”
different times, and raised 1200, 900 and 600 cerning pending business or claims, except by
the
8WilDKN.BOBGI.AN OONVRNTION.
| fathoms respectively; each time
grappling order of himself or the Assistant SecretaryJ ot
broke, but on no account broke the cable in the Interior.
The Maine and New Hampshire AssociaMoses F. Odell, member of the late House
grappling. The Great Eastern has gone for
of Representatives from
tlon of the New Jerusalem Church, com- 1 more and better gear. Mr. Varley writes me
Brooklyn, N. Y has
been
appointed Naval Officer of the port of
■nonces it, annual session in this city this
encouragingly; he says he found no difficulty
New
to
take
effect on the first of SepYork,
i in grappling the cable whatever, even in the
■naming, at tue New Church Temple on Congreatest depth: and that probably as soon as tember.
Last night, at Camp Barry, near the c
gress street. We understand that among the the proper tackle is prepared he will grapple
ty, a
clergymen present or expected to attend the the cable 100 miles east of the break, where sentry on duty was ordered to fire on an ex1500
fathoms
is
and
in
water
The
changed
the
ouly
prisoner,
so
deep.
Association from abroad, are Rev. 8. M. Wardoing
accidentally
buov lias rode the gale well, being fastened by shot Miss Mary Good and Miss Eliza Ward,
ren, of Brookline, Mass., late of
who were walking in the
London, Eng- pieces of the condemned cable.
vicinity with a gentleman. The wound inflicted on Miss Waitl
land; Rav. Chauncey Giles, of New York;
Mr. Pield is in good health and spirits. The
is from his diary:
was slight; but Miss Good was shot
Rev. Abiel Silver, of Wilmington,
through
Del.; Rev. following
“Steamship Gnat Eastern. Atlantic Ocean, the back and lungs, and her injuries are supMr. Ager, of Brooklyn, New York, and Rev.
lat.
north
52.25, ice»t ion. 39—6 o'clock, Fri- posed to be mortal. She is a resident of BalW B. Hayden of Cincinnati, Ohio.
day evening, Aug. 11,1855:—The steamship timore.
The business meeting will commence this Great Eastern sailed from the Nore off SheerIS umerous letters are received at tlie Land
morning at lVdoclt. At 12 o’clock there will nets, Saturday. July 15th, at 12.30 M. At Office daily asking how to acquire lands under
hall past two o'clock Monday
afternoon, 17th, the Homestead and Pre-emption. As a genbe divine services, and a sermon by Rev.
overhauled the steamer
eral answer the Bureau has
that fell
Caroline,
published a circuChauncey Giles.
London on the 7th Inst., with the shore end lar giving all the required information.
on board.
Business
She had been delayed
Several
and
P.
at
2
bundled
1-2
o’clock
bad
M.,
meeting
by
applications for pardon, inWe took her in tow and arrived off cluding one from the rebel
divine sc/vIm* at 4,/clock. Sermon by Rev. weather.
Brig. Gen. CampValentia at 0.45 on Wednesday the 14th inst. bell, or'Fenn., was received to-day.
Abial Sliver, of Wilmington, Del
As the weather was unfavorable, the Caroline
The Department of
Agriculture has just
Saturday the busiuess meeting will com- went into Valentia harbor, and the Great completed its tables showing the condition of
Eastern
to
the
mence at 9 o’clock.
Banty Bay, followed the next day
crops on the 1st day of August, as reportPreaching at 12 o’clock,
by H. M. ships Terrible and Sphynx. The ed by its correspondents at that time. The
by Rev. W. li. Hayden.
miles
of
harvest
the
had not been secured. It is believed
twenty-seven
heavy shore end
The afternoon will he devoted exclusively to
were successfully laid from the
that the wheat crop bad uot received additioutowed
Caroline,
the discussion of the missionary wants and
by the steamer Hawk, on Saturday the 22d. al injuries, excepting perhaps in Wisconsin and
At a quarter past five o’clock, the next afterwork.
Minnesota, where the rains extended since the
noon the
between the main cable and first of August.
Sunday, morning and evening, there will be the shore splice
end was completed, and the Great
The department has issued another circular
preaciiing. The Lord’s Supper will be admin- Eastern, Terrible and Shynx steamed for New- which will he retui ned on the first
day of Sepistered in the afternoon.
foundland, while the Caroline and Hawk re- tember, renewing its enquiries relative to
turned to Valentia.
wheat and other crops; also to the amoont of
We have no doubt the exercises throughout
All went on In the most
satisfactory manner until 2.20 A. M. on Mon- old wheat in the country, and when this cirwill lie very interesting.
day, the 24th, when a partial loss of insolation cular shall be received, information will be
suddenly showed itself. Shortly after this the more definite and complete, but It is believed
MUNICIPAL COURT, AUGUST 17.
speed of the ships was reduced, and the cable that the deficiency will not be less than now
Wm. A. Bradford pleaded guilty to a seaicl
payed out more slowly, while tests were ap- expected. The tables formed in the August
plied to locate the fault, which was found to circulars show the following decrease in crops
and seizure process and paid the fine of
$2;
be In the water some miles astern of the Great
of 1865 Irom those of 1SC4: Crop of 1864, bushand costs.
Eastern.
At S.50 A. M. the cable was trans- els, 160„695,823. Estimated for 1865, bushels
ferred to the picking up apparatus at the bows,
Patrick Keating pleaded guilty to a seard
134,454,125. The loss is as follows: In New
and we began to haul in the cable.
This opEngland and Middle States, 657,383 bushand seizure process and
paid the fine of $2; eration was
frequently suspended by want ol els; hi Mary land and Delaware, 1,719,575; in
and costs.
steam in the boiler attached to the picking up
Western and Northwestern States 23,884,744.
To another similar complaint for keepint
Ail other crops, particuapparatus, and during the day a portable boil- Total, 26,241,698.
er
was
connected with the former.
At five
liquors in another building on the same lot, b;
larly com and potatoes. are most promising,
minutes
8
o’clock
the next morning the except tobacco, of which considerable less has
pleaded not guilty, but was adjudged guilty. fault waspast
brought on board, and found to have bee o planted. The oat crop is very large, and
Ho paid the fine of $20 and costs.
been caused by a piece of iron wire similar to a heavy crop in the West is much injured bv
Peter A. Bradley for violation of the Lord’:
that used in the manufacture of the cable wet weather, but it is still abundant. The
day by keeping his place of business open, paid about two Inches long, having been forced be- above is published by authority of the Departtween the outer wires and through the gutta
ment of Agriculture.
a line of $o and costs.
perch# into the copper wire. Ten and a quarter miles of tbe cable were recovered, the fault
Prom Texas and Mexico.
COUNTY CONVENTION.
cut out, aud a new splice made.
The cable
New Orleans. Aug. 10.
The Union county Convention held in thk was then transferred to the paying out maThe first bale of cotton from Texas arrived
chine at the stem, and at 4.10 A. M. Tuesday
was
city .yesterday,
here today, and sold at 51 l-4c per lb.
largely attended, even more the 25th, all was
again in perfect order, and
The Matamoras Kanchero of the 8th Inst,
so than we had reason to
expect—every town the telegraph fleet on its way to America, liavunderstands
Uiat Gen. Merritt, with 9,000
la the crunty being represented. The best of iug beeu detained thirty-seven hours and
fllty Federal cavalry, was
recently at Austin, Tex.,
minutes.
At
noon
on'
the
26th,
Wednesday
farting prevailed, and the nominations, with
and Is now enroute to the Rio Grande.
tbe Great Eastern was 178 miles from Valentw exceptions, were made by acclamation.
Gen.
Slaughter publishes a letter ftxlly extia, and there had been payed out, Including
Gen. Mejia and the Imperial forces
There war same contest for candidates for the shore
end, 169 miles of the cable: depth culpating
from the charge of assisting the
theo®-as of ('runty Attorney and County of water 1750 fathoms; tests very good.
Confederates,
and says that not a rifle or musket ever crossThe ship ran the last
Cm ulsiiruar, but it war ail in good nature.
Thursday, 27th.
ed
the Rio Grande, or otherwise entered the
hours 141 miles and payed out
aaJ vj bslieve the friends of the unsuccessful twenty-tour
Confedeiacy through the Imperial lines. Be158 miles of cable; water 2160 fathoms; tests
o uriidatei are satisfied and will
ing otfered some pieces of artillery, he called
a
yield hearty very good.
on
to make arrangements to get them
support to the nominees, of whom we shall
Friday, 29th.—Distance made, 155 1-2 miles; IntoMejia
Texas. The latter replied
cable payed out, 174 miles; water 1950 fathunhesitatingly
have something to say hereafter.
that he should take active
steps to maintain
oms; tests very good.
strict neutrality. Consequently the article
Saturday, 29th-—Distance run, 109 miles; was not
Aouun.nth.—Willie, son of Mr. William G. cable
purchased.
out 170 miles; water 1900 fathGoods have advanced from 50 to 100 per
DavU, was riding horseback on his pony yes- oms; payed
tests very good. At 1.26 P. M. it was
cent, in Matamoras.
terday afternoon—accompanied by his father discovered that there was a serious fault in
The detection of Gen. Carrol] and son from
the cable, which entirely cut off communicain a carriage—and in Cumberland
Street, near tion
the Liberal cause is reported.
The latter has
with the shore. The ship was stopped
Elm Street, was thrown off by the sudden
been imprisoned by the Republican Governand the cable transferred to the
Up
picking
starting of his beast. His foot caught in the gear, and commenced hauling at 0 1-i P. AL ment.
Travel on the Rio Grande is now considstirrup, and he was dragged into Preble Street, After picking up 2 1-2 miles of cable the fault
rry

|

—

where his father succeeded In stopping the
Those who witpony and releasing his son.
nessed the affair were horror-struck, snpposinc
the

boy

killed. But, strange to relate, nc
broken, although bis clothing wa
his body; and the injuries about the

was

bones were
torn from

head do not, at present, show any serious aspect.
A lad was run over yesterday afternoon or
Commercial Street by a country team.
A
crowd soon

collected, but the boy was,
parently, but slightly injured.

ap

board, and upon examination proved
to have been caused by a stout piece of wire
having been driven entirely through the cable.
The 2 1-2 miles of cable were recovered from
a depth of 1900 fathoms.
The operation of
picking up from this great depth was frequently interrupted by want of steam. The night
being very dark and foggy, the operation of
lowering the splice and transferring the cable
to the paying out machine at the stem was
The Great
postponed until next morning.
Eastern was, by the able management of Capt.
Anderson, kept all night up to the cable, and
so prevented any strain beyond the cable’s
own weight coming upon it and injuring it.—
At 8.10 A. M. the splice had been successfully
lowered, and the ship was again on liercour.-e.
The detention by this fault was 18 hours and
44 minutes, and most anxious minutes they

came on

Abbest.—The police last uight arrested one
of the crew of revenue cutter Pawtuxent fo)
being drunk and kicking up a disturbance ii
were.
Union Street, and took him to the lockup.—
Sunday, 30th.—Distance made, 24 miles, and
About a dozen of the crew went up to rescue payed out 37 miles of cable; water lQjJD fathoms ; tests very good.
their comrade, when one of them, who
ha£
Monday, 31st.—Distance made, 134 miles;
been officious in the matter, was seized by to.
cable payed out, 15S miles; water 1770 fathofficers and locked up with his companion,—
The others were threatened with the same
treatment unless they made themselves scarce

which they did in the quickest

manner.

Nominations in York County.—The following nominations were made at the Union
Convention in York County, lit.d at Alim)

yesterday :
Senators,—Charles E. Weld, Buxton; Nathaniel Hobbs, North Berwick; Jeremiah M.
Mason, Limerick.
County Treasurer,—Sylvaster Littlefield, of
Alfred.

County Commissioner,

of Biddeford.

—

Thomas Quinby,

Railway Traffic.—The
Grand Trunk

receipts

on

the

Railway,
ending
Aug. 12tb, were:
Passengers,
$50,061 00
Express Freight, Mails and Sundries, 4,036 00
62,824 00
Freight and Live Stock,
for the week

Total,
Corresponding

week last year,

Increase,

$116,92100
101,350 00
$15,418

00

The Robbery.—The notes stolen from
the safe of Messrs Patten & Hamlen on Tuesday night, have been found. They were scattered in different places on the floor of the
counting-room. No clue has yet been discovj
cml of the bonds, amounting to $9,500, for the
recovery of wlilch Mr. Patten offers
of $2,000.

a

reward

__

Rev. Mr. Lee.—The symptoms in the case
of this gentleman—who was so seriously Injured Wednesday afternoon by falling on the

Island—yesterday assumed a
iavorablo aspect, and hopes are now entertained that he will survive the injuries, although

rocks at Peak’s

his case is

a

critical
of a

his annual tour of
Real

Congress

yesterday

one

& Co. sold

the lot of land comer oi

dwelling houses—one on Congress

on

Wilmot street.

brought $4,900,
Charles Holden.

and was

cut to see whether the fault had come on
on board.
At about 12.30 P. M. the cable
caught and chafed on the mouth of the hawser pipe, and was with considerable difficulty
removed, and at 12.25 It parted on board
where it was injured, and just behind the
stoppers, and in a moment the end disappeared in the water. Distance run the last 24
hours, 116 miles; cable payed out, 132 miles.
Recovered two miles; water 1950 fathoms.—
Total distance from Valentia, 1663 miles; total distance to Heart’s Content, 600 miles; total cable payed out 1312 miles, equal to 14 par
cent of stock. Steamed back towards" Valentia about 12 miles and commenced dragging
for the cable.
Thursday, at 4 A. M., it being evident from
the strain the grapnel had caught the cable,
began to haul in, and at 11.50 A. M., when
1100 fathoms of grapnel had been got on
board, a shackle broke near the ship and 1400
fathoms of rope sank with the cable to the bottom of the Atlantic. A-buoy was lowered with
2400 fathoms of cable and a mushroom to
hold it and mark the spot During the operation of picking up the machinery gave way.—
It is supposed that a tooth broke off by the
strain, and this getting in between the spur
wheel smashed'the latter. This accident hai>pened twice, and the operation of hauling in
had to be performed by the caps tain.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday the weather
was unfavorable for recovering the cable.
Monday, 7th.—Lowered another grapnel at
12.10 P. M. Commenced dragging for the cable, and at 8 in the evening commenced hauling in, and continued to do so slowly all
was

Tuesday, 8th.—At 7.50 A. M., 1000 fathoms
of grapnel rope was hauled in, when the
shackles broke just inside the ship.
Lost in
the attempt 1500 fathoms of rope.
A second
buoy was lowered to mark the Bpot The balance of this day and all the next was
lully occupied iii having new shackles made for the
in
the
hauling
rope, altering the capstain and

The property
purchased by Hon.

17th Maine.—The anniversary of the formation of this regiment will be celebrated today (if pleasant) by an excursion to the Islands. The steamer will leave Galt’s Wharf
at 8 1-2 o’clock.
Westbrook Seminary.—The Fall Term
of this popular and flourishing Institution, under the charge of Rev. S. H. McCollister, will
See advertisecommence on the 30th Inst.
ment.

for another attempt to
Had the apparatus been
ready
Wednesday, the weather was much
too rough to attempt any operation. The two
buoys rode out the gales in this depth perfectrecover the
on

Dr. Wilkes of
Montreal, will oblige Mr.
Hewitt by sending his address to him at the
Elm House.

tisement.

to-day.

the
See adver-

trips

to

A letter from
Chicago says the present
high price of flour and grain cannot be maintained.
The crops are too
good and the sur-

plus too large.

cable.

ly.
Thursday, 10th.—At

7 A. M. commenced to
at 8.55 had payed out
2460 fathoms, and commenced dragging for
the cable, and continued to do so till the evening, when we commenced to haul in slowly.
Friday, 11th.—At 0 A. M. finished hauling in the 2460 fathoms of rope, when the

lower the

grapnel, and

grapnel came up foul with its own chain. At
11 A. M. began to lower the grapnel again, and
as soon as all the 2460 fathoms were payed cut
commenced dragging until about 3.55 P. M..
when we began to haul in slowly. It was soon
evident, by the great strain, that the grapnel
had caught the cable. At 7 P. M., when 716
fathoms had been recovered, the rope parted.
As there was not sufficient rope on board the
Great Eastern to resume grappling, it was decided that the Great Eastern should return at
once

Seizu.rf..—The Deputy Marshals yesterday
made a seizure of a small quantity of liquor in
the shop of James
McLaughlin on Fore Street,
n^r the foot of Exchange Street.

Steamer A\ arbiob will make
Vandeibilt and Dictator

pointments for Texas.
The

Pennsylvania

to

England.

Union State

Convention.
Habbisburg, Pa., Aug. 17.
The Union State Convention met in the
House of Representatives at noon to-day. The
Convention was called to order by Gen. Cam-

Hon. John Celssua was chosen temporary President. Mr. Todd offered the followeron.

ing:—
Resotoed, That this Convention, representing the loyal people of Pennsylvania, recog-

nizes the claims of our soldiers in its confidence and gratitude as superior to those of all
others, and in token of the sincerity of this
declaration it will nominate none of the candidates to office except those who have
proved
their loyalty and patriotism by service in the
field against the enemies of the republic.
Referred to the committee on resolutions.

Other committees were appointed.
The Convention re-assembled at 4 o’clock.
Resolutions were unanimously adopted, expressing confidence in President Johnson, en-

dorsing his reconstruction policy;
the

recommends

confiscation of the property of rebels

amounting to over $10,000, to pay pensions to
soldiers, favoring protection to American industry, endorsing the Monroe doctrine, and
maintaing claims of soldiers to offices, to posts
of honor and profit.

Gen. John F. Hartsuft was nominated for
Auditor General, and Jacob Campbell for SurThe candidates made short
veyor General.
addresses, and the Convention adjourned.
The Recent

Forgeries,
New Yobk, Aug. 17.
The Commercial says the check book from
which Ketchum issued his forgeries has been
found with 350 checks missing, which, if all
were used by him, would make the total issue
about $1,750,000.
The Commercial says Ketchum, Son & Co.
have made an assignment to P. C. Calhoun,
President of the Fourth National Bank, and
Mr. Bement (formerly partner In the firm of

Ketchum, Rogers & Bement).

furniture of Edward
seized

by the

The house and
Ketchum have been

sheriff.

from the Southwest.

St. Louis, Aug. 17.

A slight shock of

here this

damage

morning,

an

earthquake

felt
No

was

and also at Cairo.

done.

was

The Indian Commissioners from the eastern route to Fort Smith arrived here this afternoon.
Death

New Yobk, Aug. 17.
Washington dispatch says that
Major Herod, of the 6th Hlinois cavalry, who
was sentenced to be hanged, has had his sentence commuted to ten years in the AlbanyPenitentiary.
Base Ball Match.

Philadelphia, Aug.

17.

The athletics of New York beat the Camden
Club in a base ball match to-day.
The score
of the Athletics was 16, that of the Camden
was 10.
-V

eo'

contemplate emancipation One pro'
position is drat all foreigners shall be interacted
from purchasing or selling slaves even or
from having any
in their possession. This
and both

motion is beleived to have a great chance o
success. The other motion is broader and embraces a variety of measures,—that all negroes
enrolled in the army shall be free; that every
negress made a concubine by a Brazilian shad
be declared a free woman; that slaves shall

bequeathed by will, and lastly, that in
ten yeara every slaveaged twenty-five shall re
cover his liberty, and in fifteen
years slavery
shall cease to exist in the
country. One
“What we know of Brazil

Corn—2c higher; sales 128,000 bushels.

Beof—quiet.

Pork—sales 6,700 bbls.

Now Mess 32 00 32 50.
Lard—firmer; sales 1200 bbls at 191 ® 24Jc.
Whiskey—linn; sales 330 bbls at 2 18 ® 2 21.
Sugars—steady; sales 910 hhds. Muscovado at 12®
13c.
153 boxes Havana at 12j @ 13.

Freights—quiet.

Stock Markets.
New

York, Aug.

17.

■Second Board.—
American Gold...
1425
United States
oupon Sixies, 1881,.1061
United States 6-2o coupons.106
United States 10-40 coupons,. 967
Treasury 7-30.
United States one year Certificates.974
Canton Company.37J
Cumberland Cool Cu.
3*1
New York Central.
90
Erie.
791
>

hopes of the future.

us

good

An immense progress

has been realized in that empire within the
last 40 years; there has been a
great advance,
not only in material wealth, but in
general
intell gence. There are very many distinmen
well
versed
in
the
ideas
of
modern
guished
Europe, accustomed to political life and perfectly capable of resolving the problem of
emancipation in a pacific sense.”

The character of Don Pedro, the Emperor,
stffcng hopes that something will be done

gives

in the way of

emancipation.

He is

a

man

of highly cultivated intellect, the first Portugese poet of his time, and a great fHend to the
arts and sciences.
With such talents and
tastes as he possesses, it is a fair and legitimate inference that his heart Is human and
can “feel for another’s woe.”
He Is ambitious
too, and wisher hl3 country to stand we'.l
among the nations of the earth. Our country
has set him a good example, and we trust he
will follow it He knows very well that all the
eyes of Europe are upon him.
He has the
power to do a vast deal of good to the human
race and to place himself in the front of Sovereign who have rendered themselves famous for
their great deeds. We hope Brazil, and Spain
too, will profit by our example. We have been
through a terrible and bloody war and fought
the great battle of liberty.
Let Brazil and
Spain learn a lesson from our struggle hi the
of

Mina!,,,state Convention.
New Obleasb, Aug. 10.
The Times has the
following:
'^A.-T'he Convention reassembled
Resolutions
were passed to
the constitution so as to
amendjo-day.
require the
probate Judge of each county to act bv virtue
of his office as clerk of the
ent method of transacting the duties annertainlng to the clerk’s office being unsatisfactory. Referred to committee on the consti-

c^untf tL o^-

tution.

The convention here adjourned, pending the
action of the committee appointed yesterday
to revise the constitution.
The convention will reassemble to-morrov.
when the committee on the constitution will
make a report.

Hudson.106*
Reading.101
106
Michigan Central.
Michigan Southern.60J
Cleveland and Pittsburg.
.66
Chicago and North Western. 27
Cleveland and Toledo. 98
Chicago and Keek 1 sland.104*
Illinois Central..
Gold closed at Gallagher’s Evening Exchange at
l«j.
__

military authorities of Texas have concluded to enforce the State laws concerning
gambling, and strict orders have been issued
against the practice.

Having recently spent a few weeks in New York,
improved the opportunity of exchanging
ol<*est’ moet successful and
rinTfnrT>in5Silyr0f,the
tliat dty» up0T1 the mo8t acienrtf.“C manner of filling teeth, would announce to his
friends and patrons that he has
returned, and is
again ready to wait upon those who may wish to have
their decayed teeth filled, their
ones extracaching
ted, or artificial ones Inserted.
From the many persons of Portland fbr w hom
Dr.
J. has recently
teeth or inserted artificial ones,
he choose to select the
to whom reference
following,
may be made:—Rev. Geo. L.
Rev. Dr Chickering, Dr. I. T. Dana, Dr. Wm. C. Bobinson. Cha*.
A. Lord, Editor of the Christian Mirror.
Dr. J. s office is
229J Congress Street, 2d doors west
from the New City Hall and Court House.

ingly*
__

Walker,

Inventions & Works of Art,
UNDER THE DSECTION

MASSACHUSETTS

0HAK1TABLE ME-

la_2aw

LANCASTER

correspondent of

HALL,

Ids frionds and the
public,
years of practical experience as

would Inform
had If

Cream,

(plain

and ornamental) and refreshments of all
kinds,
be fotrnl elee where in the citv.
Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, oi a superior quality tunnelled al the shortest notice.
CAKE that cannot be beat, wili be
packed safe and sent to any )>ai t of the country.
Or Persons wishing to engage Lancaster Hall, for
Concerts, Lectures, Dances, cYc., wili anply to
fAHTlXO COX.
than

can

T

C. H.

OSGOOD,

DENTIST,
0 Clapp's Block, Market
Square,

Wo.

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite oase. All operations warranted to
$:ive s&tis-

ac*10n*

&ugU'65eodis&wly

State Normal School,
EAlt MIN G TON,

ME.

Fall Term will begin Aug. 23d, under the direction of Mr. George M. Gage, Principal, with
the Misses Smith, Assistants,
EDWARD BALLARD,

THE

Superintendent
Brunswick, July 28,1865.

Law
OF

of Common Schools.

July2<)2awtd

.School

HAH VAHD

COLLEGE !

(CHANGE OF VACATIONS.)
the Academical Year 1865-*66, there are two
terms of Nineteen Weeks each, commencing
September 18th, 1865, and March 5th, 1866.
For Catalogue and Circular address
JOEL PARKER, Royal Professor.
27w§w
Cambridge, Mass., July 1,1865.

the New York

Tribune says :
The class more immediately affected by the
new Constitution, and now in
great distress

about its adoption, are the secesh
clergymen,
who are required to take the oath that
they
have neither borne arms, or aided or
sympathized with the rebellion. Of course hundreds of them cannot
dp it without palpable
perjury, and here is where the shoe pinches
would
a
They
gladly,
majority of them, take
an oath of allegiance to Jeff. Davis; but as
they haven’t the opportunity, they must, perforce, commit perjury or quit preaching in
Missouri. The way cf the transgressor is
hard, and they are now illustrating the truth
of that text. There appears to be a division
of sentiment among thetr number as to what
is the best course to pursue. Their advocates
have set up the cry that the proposed oath is
unconstitutional, although it is a part of the
Constitution itself. A few are willing to abstain from preaching until the matter is settled. But how to settle it, is the question.
The new Supreme Court promises no relief,
as the judges are claimed to be the creatures of
arbitrary power. Turn which way they will
and there is no promise of redress. The probability is, the self-convicted preachers will
have to abandon the pulpits, but what will become of the Catholic priests remains to be
seen.

We believe it is a fact that secesh clergymen
and secesh women are the most bitter in their,
hatred of Yankees, of any class in the South.
They even seem determined to fight it out in
behalf of human bondage to the “bitter end.”
We heard the Chaplain of the 1st Maine Cavalry relate an incident which fully illustrates
the point, so far as secesh women are concerned. In the vicinity of Fredericksburg
some Union officers were at dinner in a house
principally occupied by females, who received
rations from our Government.. One of the

exceedingly outspoken and full of
spite against the Yankees, berating them with
voluable tongue, and showing her hatred of
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An Union officer could bear it no longer in
silence, and leaning back firm the table and
looking tills talkative creature full in the face,
said, with an emphasis that showed how deeply he felt the insult: “Madame, it seems to
me you might find some trouble in
uttering
sueh slanders against the Yankees when your
mouth is full ot victuals given you by the Fed-

in

her heart:

“Nothing

The women are terrible down
expressed it.

stops me.”

South,

as

the

oldier

Tills very valuable invention is
and sal.* by State and

exhibition
the

now on

County Rights

at

INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, SO FEDERAL ST.
This la the only practical
Bread-Kneading Machine in the world, and it can be sold at a price that
will insure its introduction into
every family in the
laud.

“old time” Academy and Collegiate Bearding School lor Young Ladies, will commence its
FALL TERM, on

THIS

Wednesday August 30th, 1865,
Under the management of

W. G. Lord, A. M., Principal,
With most ol his associates of the past year as
Teachers.
The Female Department will still continue under
the immediate care ol Miss F. £. LORD, of Portland.
The public are assured that the
advantages of this
school, in all branches of instruction, will be equal to
those ottered
any school in the State.
Apply for information to the principal,

by

or

J. A. WATERMAN,
Sec’y Board of Trustees.
Gorham, Aug. 4, I860—eodiw4w

Dr. .1-

R. Newton

TTTILL cure Uie Sick in Portland, at CONGRESS
7 *t HALL, Clapp’s Block, daily for five weeks, beginning TUESDAY, August 22d, at 9 o’clock.
Td^Cures in most oases instantaneous.
A cordial invitation to all who are not able to pay,
“Without money and without
price.”
No medicine is given and no
pain caused, but relief from pain, from any sickness or
cause, certain iu
a lew moments.

augl7tf
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Charge

Services!

for

U. 8. SANITARY COMMISSION

Army and Navy Claim Agency,
Street, Boston, will attend to the collection of Soldiers’

Dodge & True,

Iron Founders & Machinists,
No.

Green

lOO

Street,

End qf Deering’s Bridge,
A«g 17—dtl

South

_PORTLAND.

EXCELSIOR BURN NG OIL.
The Beat Oil in the Market!

TO

be used in both
For sale by

a.£?!'*ra*

June, 1866—33w3msn

53}

Street,

Caution

BY

using

or

Five

frost.
94 Exchange Street.

Hoard.

The

ol Rooms, furnished
unfurPLEASANT
nished, with beard, in the first class house 17
St.
moderate.
suits

School.

C. O. FILES,

the recent meeting of 'he President uml Trostees of Bates College, resolutions were
passod recognising the necessity of the separation of the ‘Seminary from the College, and it was voted to organise
immediately a Department to be denominated Bates
Seminary and Latin School.
At

THE

DAVIS BROS., Agents,
53

Exchange

St.

VLES of SILK HATS

17—dlw

CIDER
Patented

MILL!

September Is/, 1S63.

rPHlS improved Mill is now being offered to the
1 public as one of the greatest improvements of the
age. The proprietors of the above Mill visited the
State Fairs of Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin in the
Fall of 1864, when this Mill was placed in competition with the Buck Eye, Shaker, Little Giant, Saint
Louis, Clark and Utter, Gates, Louisville. Ky., and
several other mills, taking the first premium at each
of the above mentioned t airs- The Rower
Mill, with
the aid of one man and horse, will
grihd, press, and
put into the barrel the juice of one busnel of apples
per minute, expressing from three to four gallons of
.mice per bushel, while the hand machine will do
the
same work in from three to four minutes.
Its advantages over other mills are:
will
It
1st*
grind, press, and put in the barrel by the same process.
2d, It will do the same work in less than onethe time requited by
any other mill.
3d, It
will do it more
effectually. 4th, It will make from
one quart to
fifty barrels of cider, at pleasure. 5th,
it will do its work with less
expenditure oi power,
aU

durability, simplicity, and iierfectndss of exeti**tion, \|re challenge the world to produoe an equal.
The
r

above Mill Will be on exhibition at the Inventors
Exchange, SO Federal St., Aug. 19tb. All parties
interested will please call at 2 o'clock P. M., and see
the Mill in operation.
augl7d3t

Copartnership
THE
the

undersigned have formed
name

of

DAVIS, MESERVE,

Notice.
a

copartnership in

HASKELL <fc CO.,

and taken the Arcade No. IS Free
Street, for the purpose of carrying on the DltY GOODS JOBBING
BUSINESS; and are prepared to show an entire
stock of new goods.

Aug. 1, 1S65.

FREDERICK DAVIS,
CHARLES H. MESERVE,
LOWELL P. HASKELL,
ELBRIDGE CHAPMAN.

augl5d&w4w

bridgton

ACADEMY I

oi*

Greatly
liberty

call.

They

will

FOR THE

One new Locomotive Engine, 5 foot gauge.
At ALEXANDRIA, VA., on TUtSDAY, October
lTth:
(50) firet-clLss Locomotive Engines, 4 lest 81
inch gauge.

fifty

JOBBING OF

Eighteen (18) new Platform Cara, five foot gauge.
Twenty-live (25) new Box Cars, five (5) foot gauge.
three hundred and fifty (360) Box Cue, 4 feet
8J In. gauge.
About two hundred and thirty (ISO) Plstlorm do., 4

Dry Goods & Clothing.
We have taken the Store and

purchased

About

the Stock

of Messrs. G. L. STOKER & CO.
WM.
S. M.

feet 01 In. gauge.
(30) Stock

DEERING,

About

Portland, July 13,1866.—dtf

Dr. G. C. WEB BEli,

AND

3(1

our

sold.

SURGEON,

August 15—dto

Cottoh.)

or

Cash, In Government funds.
H. L. ROBINSON,

Terms:

Bray. Col. and A.
U. 9. Military

Street,

Free

(Cob.

thirty

do., 4 feet 81 In. gauge.
Twenty (20) Passenger do., 4 net 81 in. gauge.
One (1) Wrecking do., 4 feet $1 in. gauge.
Two (2) new Trucks.
trained,
Sixty do. do,
fourteen (14) Fiat*
About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad bon.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
M., and to continue Horn day to day until all are

MILLIKEN,

H. F. LOCKE,
W. H. MILLIKEN,
J. E. BLABON,
0. B, GIBBS.

LOOK

B

THIS!

Q.
Railroads.

oct 10

and

d'r.

GREAT PRICES GIVER

Second-Hand

a

first-class

FEUCHTWANGER
Middle St.,

&

near

a\ug 12 -dim*

ZUNDER,

PORTLAND,

Special Notice LEWIS,

E. STANTON,
Prop. Winthrop House, WINTHROP,

he would

son e
years we have been in
of the worst forms of disease in persons who ba\ e
cried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often

they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do uot stay cured, we will
doctor the second time.
l>r. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty*
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic disease in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia In
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption wl.en
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not ful.y
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hi )
asked, do

Immediately,

ROLLINS

Aug. 9,

BONO’S,

diseases,
of the

1865.—dtf

palsy
mering

or

To Let

or

for

Sale.

00m

plaints.

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and electricof youth; the heated graid is cooled; the (host
ity
bitten ltmbe restored, the uncouth deformities removed: Adntnees converted to vigor, weakness to

Lime Street.

strength:

the blind made to see, the deal to hear and

the

palmed form to move upright; the blemi.he.oi
youth are obliterated; the accidrxtr of mature lite

prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and
active circulation maintained.

IDxciirMions.
good Steamer CASCO can he
chartered to carry excursion parties
to the Islands or to Harpswell, on
The

LADIES

jpain
polypus,

June 29—d2m

For the

IoInikIm !

vigor of health.

The NEW and Fine Steam-

TEETH I

-er

iThfl

And Pleasure Seekers.

commence

her trips to

Cushing’s Islands,

THIS DAY, .*.ine Iftth, running as follows, until
further notice.
Leave* Burnham’* Whart ter Peak’* and Cushing's Islands, at 9 and 10.30 A. M., and 3 and S.30 P.

Railway

TEETH 1 TEETII1

Dr. D. still oontlnue* to Extract Teeth by Electricity without PAIS. Persons having decays I
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for rese.ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
.Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-ium s lor salttor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can aooommotlate a bw patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 H.; from 1
to • P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
novltl
Consultation free.

GAZELLE,

rwill

and

au

Who have cold hand, and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
In the side and back;
constipation of the bowel*;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the wimb with in
terual cancers; tumor*,
and all that long
train of disease* will find In Electricity a suie reeanof cur*.
For pataAil menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity Is a certain speed <,
and will, in a short time, restore the suilerer to the

Tuesdays, Thursdays and FeiSabbath
DAY8, oi each week.
Schools or Societies intending ta make excursions
the coming season will do well to apply.
For terms inquire of
BUBUESS. FOBES & CO..
80 Commercial St., Thomas Block.

TOU JR IS TS

5

The

7—d3w

ME.

curvatu

piles—we
asthma,

Steam-Mill and

August

swellings, spinal diseases,

By Electricity

Machinery on Commercial
Street, recently occupied as a Potato© Manufactory, well supplied with soft water. Building 70 x 80
feet, three story.
For terms inquire of JOSEPH WALKER, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,

rpHE
A

white

spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stamor hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indige:

cure
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
bronchievery case that can be presented;
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

BRICK STEAM MILL!

August a—dim*

Grand Trunk

&

announce

city. During
this city, we have cured

permanently

141 ul 143 Middle Street.

SEASON OF 1865.

Electrician,

to the
respectfully
citizens of Portland and vicinity, (hat he lius
WHERE
located in this
the two

-AT-

?>r;

"n7deming,

w.

"WM. BROWN, No.9ireder*l Street,

W anted

mHE Proprietor of the Winthrop House, WINJL THROP, Maine, would give notice that he lias
put in BOATS for sailing an l rowing In Wintrop
South Pond, and Is ready to accommodate Pleasure
Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He lias erected on Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nics, Chowder Parties, &e.
'The Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE
PERCH.
Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties of
Twenty, or more, to an l from any point between
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,
on the regular trains.
A few slimmer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Winthrop the same evening.
Winthrop Village i3 pleasantly located on the
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and Banit contains abont 2000 inhabitant?.
It has a
olograph Office, and all the conveniences ot some
large places.
The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph

!

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,

ME.

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

L

removed his office from Clapp’s Block to
174 MIDDLE STREET,

Clothing,

Coat, Pant, and Vest Makers

Post Office,

A

Of all description*, by

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Clothing bought and cold.
aug3dtf

PRI0E8 TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

Y

O

Medical

--FOE-

Cotton

M

E

Hu

Lineu

kind ol Goods usually kept in
Establishment of this kind, at

81

AT

Trices t

Goods,
Cloths for Gents’ Wear,

U.

Returning, leave* Cushing’* Island for Portland, a
9.15 A. M. and 3.45 P. M.
Manufacturers and Traders Bank.
Leave Cushing** Island, touching at Peaks, ».
.'6
/CORRESPONDENTS and Depositors are hereby
A. M., and 5.11 P. M.
V /' notified that at the close of business on MON
NIAGARA FALLS,
Tickets Down and Back 35 cts; Children 15 ct*.
1
JULY 31st, 1866, the assets and balances cl
DAY,
dune 15—tt
and Returning via. the Royal Mail Line ot Steamers,
this Bank will be transferred to THE NATIONAL
TRADERS
BANK, sf Portland, nnocr whicb name
through
and title the business of the Bank will thenceiorward
Steamboat Notice.
be conducted. All orders, checks and commnnleaLAKE ONTARIO, THE THOUSAND ISLANDS.
RAPIDS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE, SARAI tlona should be addressedaccordingly.
Stockholders are requested to hand In their certifiTOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS.
The pubbe are hereby not*'tied
cates to be exchanged
that the Boots of the
Excursion Tickets from Portland at very low ra.es. \
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
|
For Through Tickets and any information, apply to
july31d3w
Portland, July *9,1866.
all Granl Trunk Agents in Maine and New-Bruns- j
Steam
0o„
Portland
Packet
wick, or to connecting Steamboat Offices, and at
will
WANTED!
will make SIX TRIPS PER WEEK, a*
BOOK ISIRTS
appear
E. P. BEACH,
bv <heir adver iaement for Summer Arrangement,
Gen’lAg% 279 Broadway, N. Y.
1 leavin Portland and Boston on .Saturday Evening*, I
Ready its a Frtr Dapn !
WM. FLOWERS.
at 7 o’clock.
Eastern Agent, Bangor.
The
of the Rebellion l
History
L. BILU.VC9, Agent.
Or of
JAM. E. PKINDLE,
August r.—d2m
S8UED by the AUBURN PUBLISHING CO., to
two Octavo Vota., MOO pagos, 2* Poetbaito,
00 Exchany* Street, Portland.
Maps, Diaobams, *c. ThcB/BoJ, cheapest and
July 24—d4w_
TheArchimedian
beat Hiaton published. A rare clianc for Agents.
Sen fUuatraicd Order Booh now ready. Terms very
WABRANTED
For Circulars, terms, <&c., write to E.
liberal.
Y.
auglOdiw*
G. STORK, AonuBJr, N.

Chicago,

Milwaukee,

I

Special

Ventilator,

Grand Trunk Railway.

A Sure Cure for

For Tickets to all points West & South West

A.

N.

General Western Ticket

90
_B3?" Fares

Exchange

Aug 14—d«w

Small stock of Millinery Goods

from 81 to 8T lover via. the Grand

Railway, than any other route to the West.
F* J?EApH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS,
Broadway, New\ ork. j Eastern AgL, Bangor.
JA8. E. PBINDLE, Agent,

Trunk
Em
ii76

90

August 10—actn

Exchange Street,

;

POETL-VNJX

BASKETS-! |

WILLOW

Valuable Farm for Stale.

& SON,

AGENTS FOR THIS STATE.

Office,

Street.

I'

Smoky Chimneys.

NOYES

33 Exchange Street,

APPLY TO THE

The HOME FARM of tlie late
JOSHUA E. HALL, cl Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, c mtaihing about ninety acres, w ell lTided
Into wood, paetura-o and lilI
__r
| lage lanu; produces forty-five tons of h&v. Lsiul Slid
In
excellent
condition.
| buildings
A desirable property and for sale ou reasonable

o-s
t-

Inquire of the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HALL
the premises.
P. R. HALL.
County Treasurer's Office, Portland, Me.
August 3—dAwtf

on

I>i$ip4oIiitioii

McEVOY,

heretofore tudating between
E. ItOSS and WM. BOSS, .T*., under the
THEGEO.copartnership

WILLOW
to order,

TIE

No.

*344

For*

Aug 7t-<!2w*

firm

Portland.

CO.,

removed their Commission Office
taken the Store recently occupied by
HAVE
No.

owner can

63

is this

to, and !

Street,

Where they will be pleased to meet their old customaug!2dlf
\

ers.

of

ItOSH HHOTHGlt«l|
day dissolved by mutual consent
«EO. B. Rt-WS.
WB. ROSS, J“-

The undersigned will continue the business u tdo*
same Arm name ot Roes
Brothers
WM. ROSS, Jn.

A. 0. LEACH,
HENRY ROBINSON.

1866._■»'1*14,‘"

Portland, Aug. 12,

Notice.

Wissd^rTok

wnu CicturAn

rriHE Stochliolders of the
1 tag Company are hereby n°tWeo thatthen

| nualMeeting•>

the

KNIGHT & SON,
Commercial

name

*

R E 31 o V A L !
u. T. s. BICE &

from Hie firm.

POBTLABD, .August 2, Utt.

and warranted.

WILLIAM

!

partnership of LEACH St ROBINSON, Is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Robinson having transferred his Irterest to Mr. A. «•
Leach, who Is authorized to settle all debts due to or

__

Dissolution.

-s

terms.

FOB SALE!
;
I
AT NEW GLOUCESTER, LOWER CORNER.
Induceand
location
is
good
pleasant,
very
rpHE
|
I
rnents are oflered to any person wishing to enin a business well established, with no competigage
tion. For particulars apply to
^ f MARSH
New Gloucester, Aug. 8, 1865
aug^dtt

BASKETS of every’description, made J

J. M.

A,

copartnership

Milliken & Co.,

Deering,

of Inviting purchasers to give
find ail varieties of desirable

Dress Goods,

Found.

LARGE size Store Key, which the
nave by calling at this office.
Auq 15—d3t

a

name

Dry (xtxnls,

Reduced

North Bridgton, Maine.
ffTHE Fall Term of this Institution will commence
A
on
TUESDAY, Sept. 5, 1805, under the continued care ot C. E. HILTON. A. M.
THOMAS H. HEAD, Sec’y.
Aug lo, 1865.
snglS OawdawSw

formed

have

Will be sold at CITY POINT, VA., on WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o’clock A. M.: About lour
thousand (4,000) tons Railroad Iron.
At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FRIDAY, October
13, at 13 M:
rive (5) first class Locomotive Engines.
About (50) Freight Cars and one (1 Passenger Car.
At NORFOLK, VA., October 13, at 5 P. 6.:

Notice!

Copartnership

—AT—

ready at

No. 95 Middle Street.

United States Military Railroads,
Office of Assistant quartermaster,
Wathmytvn, D. V., Autjunt 11, UcS.

Aug. 4—dim*

Stock

now

COE & McCALLAR,

government'

MarLAim

undersigned
in the
THE
of

ROBINSON,

Brevet Colonel and A. Q. M.

sale of
cars,' enLarge
gines, and RAILROAD IRON.

p-'a
b

aug8d*wtcaug24

FROM
whole

july29dtd

ilORESSE,);

TO THE PUBLIC !

EXCURSION
are

Sales to commence at lo A. M.
Terms: Cash In Government fluids.

t’HJUp

Peak’s
»i

above stock Is an new, and ot the very beet

Engines are live foot gauge, five Coot drivers,
and cylinuers 18x34 inches. They can be changed to
narrow gauge at a trilling expense.
H. L.

the rate of $24,00 per year. The
year is divided into three terms of thirteen weeks
each. These terms will begin as follows:
Fall Term, Angust 24th, 1865.
Spring Term, January 11th, 1806.
Summer Term, April 26th, 1866.
For Circulars containing further particulars, address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
JOBJT A. LOWELL,
Sec. of Board o£ Trustees.

us a

Quartern aster, t
Washington. D. c, July Ids, lbbS. f
AUCTION SALr. Of ROLLING S'lGCK.
Will be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to .he highest
bidder, the following rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co. *s
Shop In Portland, Maine, Six(6) Locomotive Engti.. s.
On THURSDAY, September 21, at Hinklev A
Williams’ Shop In Boston, Mass., four (4) Locomotive Engines.
On MONDAY, Septembej 25, at Kenneit Square,
near Philadelphia, Ptmn.,
fifty (fed Box Freight
Cars, lour feet eight-ixnd-s-iiaj f-inch gauge.
On WEDNESDAY, September 2L at Wilmington, Del., Elghty-feor (84) Box freight Cars, live foot

MORNING, June 26th.

1

SCHOOL

I860.

1868.__

STATES MILITARY RAILROADS.
JJNIXED
Office of Assistant

./. H, HANSON.

5i^ZJBtrjttS

at

Lewiston, August 7th,

i-ATTEN.
anglOeoutd

E. M.

Aug. 9,

The

TUITION

charged

I

*

will have for its especial and sole
object, the preparation of students for
College—any College they may
choose. Three Instructors In addition to the President have been attached to this
school, and It will be
their effort to prepare their students for
College in the
strictest and most thorough manner. Prizes will be
given for excellence In scholarship in Oreek and
Latin.
Students in the Seminary and Latin School, will
have free access to the College Library, Gymnasium,
Lectures, &c.

FALL HATS!
The FALL

Portland, being numbered 34. 'The lot la about ‘.i
leet Iront by 113 feet deep, with a large wooden
House thereon, arranged for four tamllies. Title petfeet. Tense, one-third cash, balance in one and two
for further particulars apply to EDW’D
years,
JfOX, C. B. MERRILL, or the Auctioneer

quality.
The

to

Burglars.

on

on

Academy

successor to

MONDAY

Preceptress.

will be

seen

on

Masters and Misses of all ages and attainments, received at any time in the Term. Terms fbr Summer
Torn of live weeks, $B.oo. School Room at Union
HaQ, head of Green Street; entranoe on Free Street.
C. O. FILES, Principal, 38 Hanover St.
Post Office address, Box 1(13
June28tl

SEMINARY

LATIN

be

can

be told at public auction,
the prem'ses
Saturday, the Atth day of August, A. 1).
Bank ! WILL
1866, at 13 M, the Haskell Estate,
Cedar Street

vacation of two

THE

on

THE

!

Cotton has been ctawwd
and sampled
In bale at Atlantic
Dock, Brooklyn,
and No. 14 State St, New York.
Smnpie, «n be eeeu
at the office of the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine
St., two
days before the sale.
Aug. 16-dtd

weeks annon need by Mr. Hhaving ended, s short Sommer Term ot Ire
weeks will be commenced

(he original plan of t‘ e Maine State Seminary, embracing a Ladies ( nurse, and a miscellaneous department ol both
sexes, including instruction
in Ornamental branches, Music,
Penmanship, Phonography, Book Keeping, Asc. The Seminary will be
under the government of a separate
Principal^and
will be

the

Aug IT—dlw

Hortland

AMD

or

Charges
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Aug. 17 —dlw*

Free

Burglars.

COTTOISr
,

RATES!

National

First

SEMINARY

Latin

CAROLINA

Auction.

cents.

or

P-

Aug 17—dlw

to

TREMONT BURGLAR LOCK
PROOF SAFES.
A sure protection against

Wanted.
Coat, and Four Five Pant MakFUJR
ers, to whom the highest prioes will be paid.

Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.

SHIKLEV & HOWE,
Aug. 17—d4w*
154 & 156 Commercial St.

No. 63} Summer

and Sailors’ Claims on the Government FREE OF ALL CHARGE for services.
Hav°®ce ™ Washington, they have unusual tar
PromPt collections. Apply to FRANCIS
S. DYER, Local Agent,
Boston.
Summer

BATES

Aug 15—dlw

L. B. GRAH.M1 & CO.,

—and-

FORTH

POBTLASD, August 5, 1*®.—<t2W

F. T. CUSHING.

Successors to

AT OLD

Aug 17—(16t

on

Patent Bretvd Kneading Machine.
Patented July 20th, 1865.

Aug

GORHAM SEMINARY.

Reserved Seats CO
T, to commence at 8 o'clock.

at

About 1,000 Bales

-BY-

Mid every

eral Government”
^ She was

nonplussed for a moment, but soon
recovered, and, like Lady Gay Spanker, she

Doom open

Broadway,

Th. above

.House Furnishing

Countv

writ

order of SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Agent,

and

one

OT Aibaiwi m XI cu.

$100 per Day

women was

the North.

Will all appear In

Wc take the

$50

States_Cotton Sale.
WILL

SALE

Mammoth Latter tain men t.

August 12—eod&w3w

BUSINESS, BUSINESS !

KSIm7''

Baud!

Brass

this day until further notice, we will Bell

A Normal Class is formed in the Spring and Fall.
Board can be had with the Teachers in “Russell
Hall.** Enquire of E. S. HOYT* A. M., or
JAS. BATES, Sec’y.

Agclioticcr.

JOHN H. DRAPER &
CO-

t>v

SIZES

FOR

No.

YARMOUTH,

TILE28th.

-A. L L

ACADEMY, Great Sale of Dry Goods! PHYSICIAN

-AT-

CO.,

NE w ORLEANS

THI

AND

Excelsior

^ELlDING

July 28—mw&fBw

Drrn«H„

7-30 NOTES!

a

Loaf ami Fancy Cake,

to

Shay’s

ETHIOPIAN PERFORMERS,

Frcuch Cook and Confrftiouer,
Ice

PPAPER,

United

&

Second-

AccTiONEEia.

At tho Exchange Sales Boom, 111

QUINCUPLEXAL!

that havin

be Is ftiUv prepared to fhrnlsli
P!c-Ndcs, Excursions,
island lhoarder-Parties,
Collations, Dinners. Suppers,
eddings, Ac., with a better quality of

“•

Medicinal Use.

Climax is Coming I

An uM Friend with new Faces. The
CHAMPION
OF ALL TROUPES. The great
Troupe of Japanese

4w'IOSEi>H

JOSEPH PARTINGTON

J'

and

On Wednesday, August 23rd,
1806,

Sorcerers, $1000 Educated Tan Saune Fawng. The
Troupe of COMEDIANS, VOCALIST, DANSEUSE
KNIFE THROWERS,

from all parts of the
ol
df contributions
whatever
is new, useful and boautiful in country
Mechanl-tu
and Art, are solicited. Steam Motive Power will be
supplied for Machinery. Honorary Awards oi Gold,
Silver and Bronze Me lals, and
Diplomas, will be civen tor articles deserviug
especial uouoe.
Communications Iroin those who wish more pai ticmar Information, and from those who
wili require
large space, may be a hireseed to the subscriber.
L* BAT“» f4ec'lUr-v-

July

Crowning

Charley

AT

THE CITY OI'' BOSTON.

HENRY BAILEY

*<*•* «d » «.*«
Sponges.
Pure Wines & Liquors for
|y Particular attention paid
clans Preatriptiung.

Manufactory,

Coni/reaa Strut,

and 313

asSORTMENT of New
A^'E
Hand
CARRIAGES, Ac.

vVcu^^^Noi1^ Water., KHBINGKN,
EM»5’p^TU<iA «d
riM

augTdtd

19th,

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M„

Th-e

CHANIC ASSOCIATION,

IS

ail

sui>-

Fourth Annual Tour of the well known

Wedteaday, September 2Qtb,

.Vo*,

Aug. 22 and 23.

OF THE

Faneuil anil Quincy Malls,

At John Bussell's Carriage

«g. IS—dtd

Tuesday & Wednesday Eve’ngs,

AMERICAN MANUFACTURES,

August

AT U O'CLOCK, A. M.,

AMERICAN PERFUM-

“d

ERV

Auetiou.

SATURDAY,

IE

GENUINE medicines,

EN

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,

-OF-

On

CHEMICALS. PURE ORUGS,

deering hall.

tenth

At

Office,

the week.

i=&"“ Six Tickets $1,00.

exhibition
New

HAJLL,

And continue from 2 to 1(1 o’clock P. M. each da;

june7oodtf

the

DIALERS

MONDAY, August 21st,
during

Poet

PORTLAND, ME.,

COMMENCING ON

pled

IN

CLERGYMEN OP MISSOURI.
A St. Louis

The

Block, near the

Sales.

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, &<•.,

DRUGGISTS,
fox

FAIR!

catholics of Portland wui how
FAIR In aid 01 ST. DOMIN1CS SCHOOL, at

CITY

Auction

CROSMAfTsTcd.,
75 Middle St.,

where he

and

and treasure will be the sacrifice.
Our war has awakened a public sentiment
in the world which will yet bear down
oppression in all it3 forms, and the sooner Brazil and
Spain begin the* work of emancipation the
better it will be for them.
The time will
come—must come—when the sun in his circuit round the world will not shine on a single slave. The great decree has gone forth,
and it must be obeyed.
All nations must be-,
come free in God’s ora good time.
The leaven is at work and its power cannot be resisted. Tyrants and aristocrats must yield to the
We have been
pressure of public opinion.
made to suffer in the great work of Progress
because no nation could have borne it eo
bravely, and now let the nations of the earth
take warning and govern themselves accord-

Miscellaneous.

GRAiVl)

CATHOLIC

DENTIST,

humanity,
emancipate their
slaves without war, for if they do not, war will
surely come at some future day and much blood

cause

..

,n,,„

.DR W. R. JOHNSON,

WILL COilAIEBUB

gives

Entertainments.
__

writer says:

York Markets.

New Yoke, Aug. 17.
Cotton—1c higher; rales 201.0 bales Middling Upland at 13 ip 44c.
Flour—sales 13000 bbls.
State and Western 10c
® 2Sc higher; State 6 00 @ 7 00; Bound Hoop Ohio
8 30 ® 10 28. Western G 00 @ 7 30. Southern
higher;
sales 750 bbls at 8 25 @ 12 75.
Canada 10 ® 25c
higher; sales 450 bbls at 6 85 'a 10 00.
Wheat—1 ® 2c higher ter winter, aud 2® 3c tor
spring. Sales UO.Ooo bushels. Chicago Spring 1 40.
Milwaukee Club 143® 1 46. Amber Milwaukee 147
®149. Western 195 ® 2 00. Amber Michigan 208.
White Canada 2 15.

Miscellaneous.

not be

said

Sentence Commuted.

The Post’s

making preparations

and Wilmot
streets, on which are

two wooden

and

inspection.

Estate.—Henry Bailey

at auction

•

night.

one.

Revenue Cutter.—The
revenue steamer Pawtuxent, Capt. A. A. Fengar, arrived yesterday afternoon from Boston,
with Hon. Thomas B. Stillman, Superintend
ent of Revenue Marine on board.
He is on
Arrival

; tests very good.
Tuesday, Aug. 1st.—Distance made, 155
miles; payed out 179 miles of cable; water
1709 fathoms; tests very good.
Wednesday, 2d.—At 5.27 A. M., on resuming the insulation tests, it was discovered that
there was a partial loss of insulation.
The
ship wa3 soon afterwards stopped and the cable
transferred to the picking up gear at the bows.
The operation of hauling in commenced at
noon.
The engine used for picking up stopped for want of water for a considerable time.
Two miles had been recovered, and the cable

oms

ered safe.
The banditti of Cortinas are not allowed to
smuggle through Brownsville any longer arms
and munitions of war.
The New Orleans cotton market is unchanged, Sales to-day 1,700 bales at 41 a 42c.
Sugar dull.
Gov. Hamilton has commenced
making ap-

SLAVES IE BRAZIL.
It may now be said that Spain and Brazil
are the only Christian nation* in the world in
which slavery exists. Some forty years ago
England had freed herself from that terrible
evil and in ISIS France followed the example.
Our country and Holland have now done the
same, so that Spain and Brazil are now the
only shareholding nations. We think Brazil
will abolish the cursed institution before many
years shall have elapsed, but Spain may hold
out longer.
Movements have already been
made in Brazil looking to the emancipation
of the negroes. Last May two important propositions were made in the Brazilian Senate

*ng7da__

_

Boys’ High School.

CllchJS^mS,le ** sdmlwUon

2nd, IR9A’

o«.

Portland, August 7th,

T

,,
Aug. 11—diw

on

to the Boys- High
SATURDAY, SeptPBS OBJ)KB COM.

atlgMM

1366.

Board.
I nOOMS with Board

I

R

^August

16—dTw

can

be

obtained »i the
ALBION HOUSE,

Poetry.
For tkt Prets

where 1 feel the

Com es my saddened

sou|

cheet.

Sweet belief—that guardian angels
Watch us while wo Unger here,
Shielding us from sin and evil

ftf,^ofege

/

Till is ended life’s career.

the dazzUng gates of morning
Wide unfold their gulden bars,
(living earth a bright adorning
Melting all night’s silver stars—
When

When the glorious day is closing
And all nature sinks reposing
’Neath heaven’s canopy so brightaee

her

new

***>

Every moment through the day
beside me,
Sho is lingering
Banishing sad thoughts away.
come the glorlohs seasons,
Icy winter, flowpry spring,
Wlien the earth is filed with muaic,
Tunelol binds begin to sing;

And as

And Ibe bright and balmy summer,
Autumn with her. golden days.
Flinging o’er a world of beauty
A rich veil »f goggeoms
haze;
These aU

bring my child before
Tho’ unseen by other eyes,

me,

REFERENCES:

Everybody
*

V

Yes, wherever T may wander,
O’er the earth, or o’er the sea,
Every day I’m growing funder
Of her precious memory.

SUCTION:

Draw-

weeks.

68P**lS§8tation
f.~A. “«dl.*6P.

**
8 A.M., audio
Freight train to*'’®*
at 1 P
44.
turning is due iu Portland
at principal station*,
with
trams
oonnoot
Stages
for moat of the rowiu Worth ana Last ci this

i*

daily

*

B0*

On anil after

as

follows

AUKlVR

SALT

Quebec, Ac,

only Oinlmcut

THE
and cutaneous

for the
affections.

do

It is

Gorham for West Gorham,
Staudish, Steep Palls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. U.
A t Buxton Center, for Wot Buxton, Bonney Fla*
South Limmgton. i.imiugtou, Limerick. Newell!. Paraonsiield, and Ossipee
At Saocampp^. tor South Windham, Windham
HiB and North Windham, daily.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
dtl
Portland, April 9. 1H«6

Stages

VEGETABLE.
One trial 1b sufficient to convince the most skeptical that its efficacy in
allaying inflamatiou and reducing swellings is wonderful.
The

Kennedy’s

Salt Rheum

Ointment,

Should be in every hooeehold. Mo other Oiniment
cuu oompete with it a. a realty and
spoody mean, of
rgjjcf. ror Borns and Scald, it i. the most perfect
euro ever (mown.

nature.

A.

Spellers.—Many otherwise
accurate spellers are frequently puzzled in determining the relative position of e and i in
words ending in eive. Such will be
greatly
aided by remembering the invariable rule that
when the preceding consonant is a letter
fob

OINTMENT

connect at

'JMknowo

ijgffig
2$

miles hum
open lor the

To keep the hands aud face comfortable during the
cold weather, put a little of the ointment on when
going to bed.
Pu up in two sized bottles. The smaller

T

W

N T V-FIVE

J6

The

r

t l F T

CE N

J

S

larger

CENTS

April ‘27, 18tf&—apr2Gtf

P E It

Important

B R °

STATE

OF MAINE.

THE

RATES

4,50
3,00
3,50 | Primary Department, 2,00
Board obtained near the Academy at reasonable
rates. Applications tor board can be made to Trustees or Principal.
Desirable for students to be present at commencement oi term.
31w3w

eighty-six

containing,

„By
U. S. 1
j Rev. Stomp. [
60
(
cents.

CHARLES E. TWOMBLV,
c.

(Place of

Woodman, his Attorney.

)

State of Maine.

Cumberland,

}(—)i

Manufacturing Comp’y,
SOLE

Couy, begun

and held at

^oin«Petlt,onORDERED, that the peti-

tloMreiv^

J not»ce
^ all persons interested in the
ihereof, to appear before the Justices oi our
prome Judicial Court to be hoklen at Portland,
within aud for the County of Cumberland, on the
second Tuesday of October next, by publishing an
attested copy of said petition, and this order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press, %

in Portland, in said Counto be thirty days at least bety, the last
fore the sitting of said Court, that
may then,
and there, in our said Court appear, ana shew cause
if any they have, way the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Petition and order of Court there-

weekly newspaper, printed

publication

they

on.

Attest :-D.W.

FESSENDEN, Clork.

33w3w

Willow Basket Manufactory.
The

Only One in the State of Maine.

/'COUNTRY DEALERS supplied with Willow
Hamper*, Clothes Baskets Market Baskets
Bushel Baskets, Children's
WIL LIAM

ChJS. cSrbSJjtx?
IHoKVOY,

Wo. X44

7b

j
i

April,

w2waa*

Portland,

Me.

-Attention, Dairymen!
THE

RECIFE
sweetening rancid or strong
prize at the Fair ol the Long
Island Agricultural Association, will be sent to any
ad'h ess on receipt of One Dollar.
JOHN C. HENSLOW,
Address,
Long Island City,
and

preserving
FOR
Butter, which took

a

w3w30*

New

York.

STEAMER FOR FREEFORT.
^The steamer CASCO will leave
*'"*^>71'' Freeport for Portland every MON
WEDNESDAY and SAtfURjggga.feL^DAV Morning, at 7 o'clock.
a

House Wiiabk on
Fare each way, si
rates.

2

w’

le#T.e. »C,C.8TSM
°'ock'

*reight taken
_i
july7
Estate of John M.

at
2m

low

Wood

of Probate for Cumberland County
J°d*«
July 19th ,1865, Commissioners of
estate of John M. Wood, late of
give notice that six months from the date of sslYln
cree, is allowe 1 thereby to the creditors of said estfoT
In thctr claims and proving their debts
for
and we have appointed the 31st dav of Augus,, an<i
the last Saturdays of Sept., Oot., Nov., and Dec
1866, and the second Saturday of Jan’y, 1866, at $
as the
M., at tho otiice of E. & F. Fox,
times and place for the creditors of said estate to present and prove their claims against said estate.

*£“
1^?^*
Portlandy’h«»SIe

bringing

Portland,

p’.

EDWARD FOX.
CltAS. E. BARRETT.
33w3w

August 10, 1866.

A 4,°°?

girl tbai understands running a
Machine, can find a situation at 137J

smart

St., Portland, Me.

?augl6dtf

For the

ma--30d& wtf

RKHIOHS of Nuw
Fuhksylvama, Ohio, aid til
via the Khik Hmlway, for >ui<
at the Union Tiokft Okyiof,

‘.'wSSIffo**

OIL

atthelowoBt rates,
31 EXCHANGE

M.

Stubbs,

of

I

nmrlitlfcw'Btf

|

STREET.
I> LITT1.F,, A«enf.

STEAMBOATS.

Strong,

Franklin, Leonidas W. GoodCounty
and Julia K. OoodrMge, his wife, in her right,
and William T. Stubbs, ail of Milo, in the County of
Piscataquis, repoctfully represent that they are interested as tenants in common and in fee simple,with
persons unknown in all that portion of lot number
“twenty-seven in the one hundred acre division next
Falmouth line,” in the towu of
Cumberland, lately a
part of the town oC North Yarmouth, in said CounCumberland, which was assigned to Loraua
Alien, late widow of Abner Stubbs, late of said North
Y arrnou th, as her dower in the real estate oi said Abner, same being off the south-westerly corner of said
lot and in the form of a parallellograra
extending from
the “North-western range way or road” so called.
Nor tii-easterly (861 eight y rods and from the southerly line of said lot forty-eight (4o) rods North-wester-

ridge,

PORTLAND AND

ly-

Petitioners aver that they are entitled to
twelve thirty-second parts of said property, namely,
the said Philip M. Stubbs to niue thirty-second
parts
and the said William X. Stubbs and said Leonidas
W. Goodridgc and Julia E. Goodridge his wife, In her
right, to three thirty-seaond parts, and that your petit! men cannot er\Joy their said estate in common.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that this Hon.
And your

in severalty.

T. STUBBS,
PHILIP M. STUBBS,
LEONIDAS W. GOODBIDGE,
JULIA E. GOODBIDGE,
By Jabez O. Woodman, their Attorney.
WM.

Suminer
THE

>

State

Arrangement !
STEAMERS

Will,

until further

notice,

run as

.^
*i
-TrZTyj^ Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
-feg^^SseBM^cvcry Monday Tuesday Wednca
day> Thursday, Friday and Satur<lay, at 7 o’clock P. M and India
Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday;Thursday. Friday and Saturday, a 7 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin

1 ho

---*•>

Freight taken as usual
Company are not responsible

for

oo

baggage

to

any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every $500 additional value
L. BILLINGS Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
feb.18,1863 —dtf

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINK.

^gagjWRC'nfeSAl'KAKK.iUNi.t
b:

Cumberland, as.
Leave Frown'. Wharf.
Portland,overy WEDNESSupreme Judicial Court beaun and held at P
and leave Pier
n\ ?{*Ai3-at 4 P. M., WJ£DNKSDAy
within
said
of
CumPortlawl,
and/or
County
()
the third 'Tuesday qf April, Anno
j( L.8. J berlarul, on
) Domini, 1865.
j Hnrnh.T.VTCl,'*,e‘la"d “P »
line acoommodaUpon the foregoing petition Ordered, that the peti- j •*“
1 ,r“Imal !“# ’ hi“ the IhOBt epvedy,
notice
,br

At the

Ldeiruiuky”^ «^crP%

turners give
to all persons interested in the
prayer thereof, to appear before the Justices of our
Supreme Judicial court to be holden at Portland,
within and for the

County

of

Cumberland,

on

the

Second Tuesday of October next, by publishing an
attested copy of said petition, and this order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press, a
weekly' newspaper, printed in Portland, in said
County, the last publication to be thirty days at least
before the sitting of said “Court, that they may then,
and there, in our said Court appear, and shew cause
if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioners
should not be granted.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A ti ne copy of the Petition and order of Court
thereou.

Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

TIME subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
A
concerned, that he has been
appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of

duly

'ravclleru but ween
,n State Hoorn,
Meals <-xtra
UoodB lor warded by tins lino to anu
irom Monfinal, yuebno. Bangor, Bath, Augusta,
and

yikJUf!
P“
SS,
rtti.fki, Y°*rd
Cubiu passa.eSSOO.

F,a«t”ort

Shippers

to sakl deceased's estate to make immediate
paytueiit: and those who have any demands thereou, to
exhibit the same for settlement to
JOEL S. COBB, of Aubuni.
New
31w3w*
July 5,1865.

Gloucester,

Blacksmith’s Stand for Sale.
OITUATED In Albany, near the center of the
kj Town. $ of a mile from
Cong. Meeting, within a
tew rodsi of »tore, P.
O., and School. Said stand conwell finished, and
8°od
House
5Cx.36’
Shop well finhmed to work in in winter. Also, four
acres good land, 30 apple trees
and fruit trees.
r or further par(iculars
Inquire of Addison Loveioy
on the premises, or address
LOVE JOY, Albany, Me.
r.
9il 1865.
25,
July,
31w3w*

^otice

mHE subscriber hereby gives public
to all
A concerned, that he has.been duly appoint'd and
taken upon himself the trust of Executor of the last
Will and Testament oi
Maby Ann Nichols.
late of
of Cumberland,
Portland,bviu the County
deceased,
widow,
giving bond as the law directs;
he therefore requests all persons who are Indebted
to said deceased's estate to make immediate
payment;
and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to
HENRT D. SHED, Jr.
„
Portland, July 5, IMS.
*lw3w*

gives public
T'^^'h.crlber hereby
“ho has been duly

notice to all

appointed and
Unon'n1’that
estate op™ her*eU the trust of Administratrix of the
taken

late ot Portia a ?OHSJ MONBOE,
County 0* Cumberland, deceased, bv glvhm
htw tUrects; she tfcerefore request.
•leceased’s estatetomekJThS 6r® Indebted to the said
those who have ant dem
W“«“; «"<!
*
0«nuon, to exhibit the
same lor settlement t?™™

'd.m,tdla'e

Portland, duly 18,

I860.

ABBY MONROE.
ww30

are requested

SorUanT,ya8
For
freight

to eend their
8 F' “ °a ,ta

freight to the

<Uyii““

tlM,y

passage apply to
EMEKy k FOX, Brown’s whirl, Portland.
fl. B. CKOMWELI, t CO., No. 86 West
Street,

Mow

or

ork.

May 29, I86S.

dtf

_

International
Kastport,

Steamship

Calais and

Go.

St. John.

sufficient to

pay the

amount due

on

said

Sf6 JohnUR8DAY
ketnrninff

will leave .St. John every
Monday a d
I hnrsdays at 8 a m, for
Eastport, Portland and
Bos on.
At Ea-<tpor; the Steamer
“Quoon” will connect
for St. Andrews, Robinston and ( alais.with the New
Brnswick and Canada
for Woods’ock and
Railway
Moulton stations.
s age Coaches also connect at
for M ichim< and intermediate places.
Atst. John the stenmeEmperor w 11 connect, for
»nd Halifax, and with steamers for
Pr>
v rederio and the Kt John
River.
Through tiokrts
procured of the agent* or the cleik on board. No

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o'clock
0. C. Eaton. Agent.
Portland, March 20.1865.
mch21ti

**»•

ly
may be at the rate of twelve per cent, on each
hundred dollars of bonds and coupons secured by said
deed and mortgage of Jan. 1, 1857.
The undersigned, Trustees as aforesaid, do therefore hereby call upon all holders of said bonds and
coupons for interest or other claims, secured by said
deed of Jan. 1, 1857, to pay their several proportions
of the sum to be paid for the redemption of sail mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent, on
every hundred dollars so held by them respectively,
and they appoint the same to be paid to either of
the Trustees, at the office of Evans & Putnam, No.
74 Middle Street, P rtland, on or before the first
day
of September, 1865.
J. C. OHURCHELL, )
Trustees
N. L.
J Y. & O. R. R.
GEO. EVANS,
Co*
as

ing any deficiency

Summer Arran^ment.
*{T**s.

On

RBd aftcr

April24th the
and fast.going Steam r “KEGlP^Wtfffki7,<,"f
UL vI'oR/’ < apt. W fl
M**wrr, wi'l leave Railroad Wha
fj <ool of State Street Portland, every
Monday, Wednesday an t Friday evening, at 10
o'c’uck. countering with heS p m t.raiu from Boston*
Re urning, will leave Bangor everv Mowday,
Wednesday and Fuiiuy rnnrnmg. at 6 o’clock,
touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast. Searsport,
Bucksport Wiuterport, and Horaoen, both wavs
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston, Maine
and Eastern RaiLoad at the Depots in Boston. Salim. Lynn and Laurence.

rights which the
would have had if seasonable payment had been
made by him, subject however to the further
right ol
redemption as hereinafter provided.”
the

Portland, July 2D,

1865.—dtf

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue
First Collection District of State of Maine.

For

freigb

SARSAPARILLIA

Compound!
FOB

1st 1865
the seraoJ
provide Internal Revenue
to support the
Government, and to
interest on
tho public debt, I hereby give noticepay
that 1 have received from the Assessors of said District
the annual
list for 1865; tlmt the several
duties, taxes, and licenses assessed and enumerated in
said list have become due aud payable, and that I
will, in person or
by Deputy, attend to collecting and receiving the
aforesaid duties, taxes and licenses assessed and
payable within the County of
Cumberland, in said District, at my office, No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
from the 15 th day qf August to the 31>t day of August,
A. D., 1865, bothdayB inclusive; and at the ’jXJNTINE HOTEL, in Brunswick,
Friday, August 25th,
from 3 u> 6 o’clock P. M., aud
S
from !> o’clock A. M. to 12 M.
And I farther give notice that I will hi like iuanner
attend
and receiving
duties, taxes and
licenses as aforesaid, assessed aud payable
within the
County of York, in said District, at the fallowing
designated times and places, via: In

tocollecting

Hotel kept by Rvylts At. Lora August
lith, 1865Jrom 10 o’clock A. At., to 5 o’clock P. M.;
BIDDEFORD, at the Biddeford House, Saturday,
August nth, 1865,/rom 10 o’clock A. M„ to b o’clock
at the

LIMERICK, at the Hotel kept by Amos Fetch. Monday, August 21st, 1886, from 8 to 11 o’clock A. M.;
SANFORD, at Hotel kept by Timothy Shaw, Monday, August 21«t, lH6b, from 3 to 6 o’clock P.M.;
SO UTH BE R WICK,at Newichanwanick
House, Tues-

<ta!foAujrust22d,njS,from luo’clock

A.

JI.,

to 4

KITTER Y, at office of Frances Bacon,
Esq Wednes1865,/rom 10o'clock A.’II., to 2

l•??$&

at Hotel kept by

Woodburu A Hall

«

All persons who shall neglect to
pay the duties,
taxes aud licences assessed
upon them as more-aid

i?will
S!fi°r
°'l or
be uli.PePatf’
liable, (under the

before August 31,1865.’
provisions
of an
Act of (. ongvess, approved June 30tb, 1864 ) to nav
len per centum additional upon the
amount thereof
with a fee of twenty cents for the issuin"
and serving
of notice,” which will in all cases be exacted
No other money than United States Treasury
Ba,lk8'or Gold or Silver
w0t0S
rote
c!u,lal
Coin win
will be
received for
taxes.
Persons in York County, desirous of so doing can
their
taxes
at my office, No. 22
pay
Portland, at any time prior to September
except during the time herein specially designated
for
6
their collection elsewhere.
^jltii a.ni jb it»/. Aiiijfji'jt

of*Sec.!28,

^

run

CURB

OF

passage apply to
A. SOME* BY. Agent,
At Office on the

Wharf

1-dKo

CoLLgcTon.

Gri-eat

Inducements

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large miknHtv oi
desirable building lots In the WcndAJnd oAlni

THE

on Vaughan,
Pine, Neal®Carlton Thom-^
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Brainhail Mmm’
merit, Donlorth, Orange and Salem Struts

will sell on a credit of from
one
years
if desired by the purchasers, and to
parties who wili
build houses of
mnce, \f desired, one fourth <y the cost ofbuildino on

.They

to'ten

satisfactory' charactir.

X JS

Sfe &&SS?avSSM* *hE°Db“iia W
A.AAM »
»beJrnw± sis
particulars
be seen, and full

_Po.tland,Hay3,
sale by

Aug 12—dlw

Hoarseness,

ill relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always clear ami strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.

quantity

A.

FOR

LALE BY

CHOATE, Druggist,

erally.

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins A Co, 86 Commercial St: Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stauwood, cor.
Fore and India Sts; H. 11. Hay, junction Free ami
Middle Sts: M. S. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Win, W. Whipple No 21 Market Square, aud
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June 23—d*w3m

1865

A

1,05.

1

obtained
J'B-B«OWN &SONS.

Patent Burner,
Petroleum. Fluid,
s

A. A.

NOTES & SON,
38 Exchange

“18

1UY lHkMi

be convinced 01
e'se ol the ki: d

litir tup^riontv o/*rcvtry>hiug
ever iff red to
the pubiio ter Hr< nefutis, Coughs. Colds, HoarseSort Throat. Ca arrh and <nflnei.za
Nuineioub restimouia s iruiu toe Clcrjrv, and o'liers, tcoompanysog acb box. For gale by the price pal

DraggisiH throughoutthe city.

iuay27eotitf

St.

consumption,

some of the above named C.ergyuieu
may hare changed their Paptocftl charge aince th« publication oi th*
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
above.
j
who
cannot
consult
the
Persons,
personally
Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a
description PRICE, 60 cm AND *1 FEU IJOTTI K
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
Prepared by 6. Sea very,.

All correspondence strictly confidential,
returned, if desired.

Y. City.”

Send

113

Cash

Capital,
$1,000,000
Jan.
1, ’65, 204 188
Surplus,

40

$1,204,188

40

00

Total Liabilities, $18,500.

liquid

Whit

AND

lor

UK SHY R. COST.IR.

Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, N. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland,
July 13—dSm

of

Me.

FIRE

INSURANCE.

LEAD, Dry
LI l

C. C.

HINE, Secretary.
Olivee A. Dbake, Aiw’t Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late of
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)
*

.7. If. Munger d Co., Agents,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

June

7,1885—eodly

■cnsrxoxq-

Best of Machine

THE
Sewing Machine.
Weed, Weed,

Oil. The well-known Howe
Needles tor all kinds of Ma-

Weed ! The New Sew-

ing Machine.

New Machines exchanged for old. Florence
Sewing
Machine makes four different
stitches, and has the
Reversible teed.
Machinesto Let, and Repaired.
Sliaw & Clark s $16.00 and $20.00
Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order.
Stitching done In the
best manner. Twist to match the
goods. Oil Cans,

Screw-Drivers.

Kobing'g Shuttle Hemming Gages.
TVist and all kinds of Machine
Trimmmgs. Manuihcturing and all other first class
machines sold at low prices.
The best Cotton

Office No. 1371-2
One

>«

«

Aug 1—eodlm
J

Middle

Street,

Stairs.

W. SYKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, 8BED8, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WB8TKRN PRO DUCK generally.
Partioular attention given to
shipping by qnlekest
and oheapeet routee. No. IBS South Water
St.,
F

O BOX471

R?!?*!!'
s

Dealer

E.
In

Local

Ayent.

Glass-m

LEAD,
Red

ers*

LINSEED OIL,

Ra>

Roiled

&

Dealers

and Refined.
For sale

generally,

by Druggists

and

by

PICKETT,
Photographic Goods,

TO THE

z37 Pearl St.,

ratiou.

Tarrant’*

nJ'

Extract

Cubebs and

therein no uoe.I oi a niiueireuto ohsntroof diet
U ite approved torm of a panto, P i oatirol t*te»

lean, aa.i ea'inoe nonuple** ot vaaaa iou o the
afclon*. and uo ixpvaure
It in now ao in w,t dgi d by
too u o.-t l< arum iu the | rnfranion ’hat lu the above
a'x-s ofd Hem •»•*, t’uVL- ud Copaiba ar» the im|m
taotem die? kav«n that can be rohed
u|t>n with
any oerUl ;ty or *uoce**.

Compound

Extract *»/ Cubebs and
,V E V E H
t'JI IL N.

SSliip Chandlery.

are

eliasers.
Homestead Farm, containing about 126
very superior up-laud, being the property re
cently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t&wlf
^v/v/
Also the

acres

and Cemetery Embellish-

ments.
for the sale oi Chase & Co’s (New
IRON and TER.*.COTA
ORNAMENTED
York)
ARTICLES, such as VASES, FOUNTAINS, RUSTIC SEATS Ac., at WINSLOW’S Machine Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers Block, Union Street, Portland.
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
July 22, 1865.—d&wfw

AGENCY

Steamer for Yarmouth.
The steamer CLI PPEU will leave

Yarmouth for Portland every morning until further notice, (Sundays
excepted,) at 8 o’clock.
leave 1 ortland

Returning will
the afternoon at4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents. Freight taken at low

rilllKumland-nel li vh-g tf km t> e Store v,> tHO
X Commercial S'reel, c-rner of -.antral Wharf,
will keep coost-anriy or sJe
Hemp and Manilla
Cordage, n* all size-. by Ihe Gang or R-tUII. A so.
dnch-trs. CM Unt, CaMat, Dock, Oakum. Windlass
porch sea, mod Nival > turns 1 oge*htr wiih a com»ilate 084 rt ment of Ship Cha >d.'ery, mt w olesale 01
«rotai'
He to atoo Agent for the Revere Crpptr
Company,
and wl»l keep on liaud a lull ao t ooro^ie aKNonroeLt
of Copper and Yellow Metal Holt* and Sheathing,
Composition Spike* Kail*, $c.
All o' which is offered for Solo ftt the L we»t
Market PHcch. and to which the attont'ua oi tho»<?
wtohiog to purcha • to Invited.
O. M. MAKREIT.
Portland, May 22,lSCo.-Min

Excursion parties accommodated on application to
j W. LAWRENCE, Yarmouth.
Or, LYMAN, SON A TOBEY, Portland.
lulylStf
18(55.
13th.
July

FARM in Cumberland ot 40 acres, eight miles
from Portland and within fifteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For lurlher particulars
Inquire on the premlsef ot
MRS. A. L PETTENQILI..
July 25
31w3w*

AS D

even

dissipated speedily

CM Ulcers

es.ted

are

from young or old.
Distressing Neuralgic
Affections soon yield to its power. It dears tL*
Complexion from Blotches aud Pimples,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and Dyspepsia, aud all Eruptive Diseases, lit all easel
of Female Weakness and Irregularities produo
ing Geueral Debility, Piles, etc., its effects arc
miraculous.
QTOne trial is ail that is needed to prove the peculiar viitues of the Syrup
Its repu'utiou Is now
so well established that more need nut be said.
Its
Immense sate Is Us liest reoommundatiou.
Prioe SI 2u per bott'e.
HOWARD’S IIEALINtl SALVE. In all cases
Cancer, Cloers, Burns,Sualds, Skin Eurupliuns, etc
where au rxtrr, al n/,p tr. itvm may be nice .-ary,
this Salve, prepared expressly (br the purpose, will
be found invaluable
ltwil always be useful In th«
Household, and a box of It may save much sulletlny
and expense
Price IS cents per box.
JAME
0 BOYLE * CO., (Successors to Reddiu
4 Co.,>8 tato Mrewt, Boston Proprietors
W F PHILLIPS A 10 Ag’ts, /’.irMaud.

may3ld Im.

—^———I

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
SI Wall St,

THE BERK8Illft£

wltti Id I paitleipu Ion Id
«r

ralef, So, fc,

send

TH08. r 1-LtINKEiT, rrcei eot
Hew. Chickkbiua. Secretary.

EDWARD lHAW,

fa!!?!L'« r«'

deome?

CAR IT 4 L

comL f?

,?"5

the

John D Juum,
Charles Hona's,

Lewis 0*«rrl«.
< harles H Uwwell.
Lowe!! It* Ibrook,
K Warr*»n Wo ton,
Moyal Phelps,
♦.V*b Barstow.
A P PHIot,
Hanoi 3 Miller,

’

,,

•Jcshua J

Ageut^ At"“ “*y b# “—e thro“*h
Bo#te?*E,?*os?:*‘
70 State Street,

the

Portland, Me., Messrs.

JOHN E.

DOW A SON, Cor.

Streets.
T,,JF?ch?n*!.e..andMi'k
Biddelord,
SMALL

Me., RUFUS

oes

A SON, City

Building,
Btddeflird, Me.. THOMAS QUIMBY, Esq.,
Exeter, N H., WOODBRIDOK ODLIN, Esq.,
Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE. Esq.
WILLIAM HILL, Treasurer.
July 2Sth, 1865.
augldtl

Bryce.

John D

following

HAVID FAIRBANKS A CO., No.

HeLry,

«eorreO flobtou,
*mvid Laiit,

deHwy ofih

or on

12,003,730

13*^00

TBOniMM:
Win

Blurris, Jr.
Uourv K Bagt rf,
William K Hod*

W il H Mo >ro,
Henry ('-"11.
Wm 0 Pickera#!!!,

tncrease the Capital
Hundred Thousand bol-

ofrabacriptioji,

40

»10,t»l 03)

*11

nESP&S&ESFBE
Sasaki™
Stock ol said

h h“,e U“ b*>“ redeemed
i.y

/ *«m,

$100,000 INCREASE
INSURANCE

*»”

Comoany has Arnett, otter Kleetn .Vitlion
'W/ar*, via:_
United States and State of New-Yora
Stoek, City, H«nk and olhe- sroeke,
S4.W7I 7nt)
Loaim rooarrd
2,137 900
by Stocks and olherwBe,
Pri ntliim Not.s and Bitie Receivable.
Keal Estate, Bond and Mortaas.«. and
other -ccurit ca,
3 t4f- S30
United stat- ttol l (Join,
M1.360
’ash in Bank,
JUS.430

1OT Middle St, Portland, Me.

mayIHeo-^wOm

Y“rl 1868 4 »«<“>

Profile for 23 Yoar* amount to the

The

d.-caa^a.
r»va- le in One Eiv ,t>uur
OUprbflrm.priorfrtmfaiu*
and Poliolft non-io"ifcitmbiu for
f

Company

°**h.

is* PIC

paid,

I he whole prt#ia of the
revert to the
Ahsorkd. and are divided
Ahnoaily, npi.n the
“ **c d <* u r i n 11»,
g
and
year;
or which
t 'cr
‘"*“e<J »««ew»g intern! until rt-

,.

K'niowtueul Policies (or $1,000 L«» $10,000, nol
buhjcvl to for dlure,
Payable Twenty Years from Bate,
proportion

I ns ti «•«»» Against Marine and Inland Navi'
gallon Risks.

Tito

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS,

Animal payment#,
of premium
Mu
for a Circular

Company

William, NEW YOKE.

J c*onUt'IiJhn<,‘

LIFE INSURANCE COWPANV!

on

cor.

JiABAlT, 1366.

Pier in
rates.

CAsCkU

SYMVP,

without leaving bail effects after closing them.
The most terrible Scurvy complaints it banishes

CiOiniftission.

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’,
For Hale.
,)/ WI ACRES of Salt Marsh, in lots to suit pur-

T.BUt

Ft ti

when giveu up as incurable by
It banishes Salt Kln um entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas its effeots are surprising. All cases, however virulent, of Scrofula or Kiug’a Evil, R bite Swelling, or Tumors,

T>LEASANT to the palate, cause no gain, act
I promptly, never require Increase oi dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are Just the tbing.
tlre bowels ouoe the next morning.
Warranted
In all cases ol Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
july7eod2m&wGm.
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting of food, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Lulus, Yellowness ot the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Lossot Appetite, Debility,
Office >/ the U 8. auituru Commission, |
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
823 Vron iwny, N. Y.. Die, 20 INC-i.
1
Travelers find Ihe lozenges Just
Faintness, &c.
iSRtfcl. WASHHUKN Jr.. o' I*ortlar il.
what they need, as they are so
jompact and inoelorons
Maine, ha* con*?nfod to aoo.
V t Out u- o
General Agent of the Couuni siou f r Mane a li j that they may be carried in the rest pocket. Price 60
cents
small
per
boxes
box;
30
cents. For sale by J.
i.w hemby appointed mb ng» at by autlioi itv of tin
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Comnii.-t ion.
Bostou.
Will
Temple,
be
mailed
to any address on
Ho will be ready to turuigh advice to the tVrondt
enclosing 80 cents.
of iho Co nmiiBion’g work throughout the S**te.
JulykUy
▲11 money contributed in Maine tor tbe use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Wasbburu or to
persons designated by tim.
Hon. Mr. Washburn if tho sole agent recognised
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS.
•Iec2rtd.%w» f
General Secretary.

CO..

A

duotors.

service, and Suite of
claim is made, date
the
death,
proper t dunks will be tilled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person
applying. These can then be executed and returned to
this otlice, where the claim will be proscuted to a flnai
issue in the shortest possible time.

A

Compound

Copu ibs

Canker,

NEW YORK.

or

Msnufaotarer of Mirror A Picture Prunes,

Poutl&hd, M«.

|

cure lu
ftud **wa «

bly eradicates

CLAIM-

For Sale.

Ho, « MARKET SQUARE,

f day*,

j

il,

ut

ect

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infalliand cure* the worst cases of

General Agents,

name and
name, rank, company, regiment,
the soldier on whose account the

Harden

r

A> tin-great aid co lain cur* frr at those lent nl
aud destructive uia'sdlos wi.iol, arbe f.i m u i..
pure
stale ui tin to d.
The woudtrul nmee s « Idth
lias HI a B*a, wler, it ),»> i, en talrly tiied, followed iia mo, lenten to ruom to <!< uhl Hie b
'Ml
fact that Canoe r* may b- ear,,1.
Sufferers I rum the soouiga in ay therefore > o huger dread the fjai lul alteruatlvia o tlie Bur.eon's
kaltt or the gravr. They hare a sp edv a ui eeitain
retne >y.wh ch n moves th imrloly.ro Hand
binmeh,
nloeli In thoumndi o'nare ihe nper ling koitedoes
not. I'auo r inn t be eurert bv rimed ■ a « I t t Unis
•Highly renova e the conatiti tion. and -hat c n only
be 'out by mwif/Hia the d tie rotsu ol ih oin ul»tlie tin ill lira fstffeoled by t c Syrup, a thousands
hayo teat tied.

etc.

Agency, stating the
post oliice address of the claimant, the

Saftilttfj

l*

CASKKi:

to this

Nllrrors and Engravings

Jmneiatt

ED

ANTS.

of discharge

a

THK CKR.vr UUWOlt It EM ROY,

SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
Soldiers, Sailors, and their families fl om
usually paid for the prosecution
established this Agencv, to collect pensions, arrears ol pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without charge or exANY KIND WHATEVER

Copaiba,

inart thyaut,
ye
or ieiu.lo. 're«j<!e t y porforudtf
the »h rt *p.v e cl tire* o. our
in ha. tiniv than any ocher prapa*
in theuneol

e»th**r in the

HOWAlt,;d

the heavy expenses
ol such claims, have

OP

j*

WHITE

E

S.
rpHEU
X relieve

application-sent

3

978 Greeu vlob S
New York.
Hoi-1 by Drug#!”** all over the World.
mu’ 8 00 d 1 /

Uttce.yo* 05 Exchange Street.

8. Ci

Bewd’.eax k Co; Maynard* Bon.; H. k W. Chiokeripg; C. H. CnmnUuvs
*
Hnilett,
Davis k Co; Boston.
S° Bacon, Esq,
p- President
J. N.
Newt'n National Bank,
Newton,Mass; C. il Coffin,Esq, N.T.CIty febMdiv

J

2m

NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

ChiCa*°’ IlliB®i»*

Ngfereuws—Messrs.

july20

U. H. Sanitary Commission
ARKEY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

On

Cubebs and

T4K KA1T

HON.

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
chines.

July,*

FREEMAN CLARKE,
ol the Currency.

Comptroller

Fessenden,

*

'PHACT OP

< >tre for ft.) dta'M*
[3 # Sure, Certain, a d Speedy
1 68 of tip Madder At tin
ana Ut

Copaiba

ROBERT COLGATE 1 Co.,

f>lied

1451.__

l*’ail.w

an

mtIK KINt'.KR OF PROVIDENCE, from the
R- Teacblnrs ui txpcreoce stem to point to

and in Oil,

HARGE,

Lead,

evidence
it has been made to .appear

In the City ot Portland, in the County o Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to the requirement* ol the Act
of Congress entitled “An Aet to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof,” approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
with all the provisions of said act required to be comwith before commencing the business of Bankng under said Act:
Sow, therefore, I Freeman Clarke, Comptroller ol
the Currency, d * hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank ofPortlaml,*’ in the City of
Portland,
iu the County ol Cumberland, and State of
Maine, is
authorized tocommence the business of
unBanking
der the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness
my hand and seal of
oftice thi* seventeenth
of
1865.

pense

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-Pres't.

COMPOUND NX

rite Lead

\

Manufacturers of I’f

Also,
I

of the

day

Word

mhIi

no

TARRA isr rr

Tarrant's

of New Y

t3T“Sold by all Druggists and Retailers every where.
iy!!! Beware !! 1 ol all worthless imitations.
(^p'Seethat “Costar’s” name is on each Box,
Bottle and Flask, before you bay.

W. H.

“There in

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Buys, Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, $*c.

Is

No.

MARINE,
INLAND,

Infirmary,

Lead.

••

destroy,

“Oostar's” Electric Powder for Insects,

U*. 8-1

OCEAN,

Metro**. Mas%.

J&nl.lMSd&wly

Atlantic

or wash, used to
and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, &c.
a

KNHJIirs. Proprietor,

Mai.utucun »1 oi ly by

.“Oostar's” Bad-Binr Exterminator,
Is

K.

W K Phillips ft Co, and fl. II. Uay, Wh*d#oa'a
Areal* i’ortmnu, anti *ula ly l»»u. t’*i
n.l .» a
®t*U m-ruHy.
tnah'4f>Ao«l4i »>«>:*«

Me.

THE LADIES.
DLL HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

a paste—used for Rats,
Alice, Roaches, Black and
Red Ants, tfc., §c., tfc,

“National Traders Bank

Broadway.

Medical

K.

TO

OF PORTLAND,”

No.

I>K

Stomp for Circular.

Electtc

Is

to the
that the

Office

a

Street], Portland,

ance.

Comptroller
Currency,
INTERNATIONAL
Washington, July 17,1865. \
by satisfactory
presented
undersigned,
INSURANCE COMFY WHEREAS,
ol New York*

and will be

Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street (comer Gf Middle

Treasury Department,

Of the City

STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
a perfect cure m such cases, and a

••

warrant

can

‘Oostar's" Rat, Roach, &c., Exterminators,

Office

Stephens

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot aocount For. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often lie found,
aud sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the cofor will be of a thin mllklsh hue,
again changing to a dark ami turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignor-

from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Rats come out of their holes to die.”

KNIGHTS, Proprietor

and

they

the
and by tbeir friends supposed to
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
corn’d course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

“Free

BOTTLE.

Melrose, Masw,
For salo by W. F ) hdllpa ff Co., ant U
II. Uay
Wholesale Agents, and retailed by nil dealers
median*.
m<*luVtioe<>d4vowuin

established in N.

years

Prepared by 6. Seavery.
R.

or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak aud emaciated as though
had

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience In constant attend-

“Only infallible remedies known.”'

good

PER

sleep,—:i

purely

La rook all's t-arsaparilla Compound for two
years with the most satisfactory results. It will be
a remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula aud
incipient Consumption. It purifies the Blood, diverts humors from the lungs and at the same time
acts s a sure and
Tonic.
It will give
satisfaction whenever an Alter-

$1.00

troubled with emissions In
a bad habit in

men

youth,—treated scientifically, aud a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one

Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and supeilnr virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. 'Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obHtrneliuais after all other remedies have becu tried In
vain, it is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may Ik- taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

found

native and Purifying Jaediciue Is required.
BKNJ. F. ABBOTT.

Ulcers, for
Beauty

accommodation.
especial
Dr. H.’s Electic

Melrose, Nov. gist. 1861.
Dr. Larookah:-— I have been in the habit of pre-

E.

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

9ECOND

1865
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ant of the causo, which is the

fur the money.
the cheapest.

are

PREPARED AND

Dr. Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Componud, has been
so great a blessing in our fttmily that we class it
with Isarookob’s S> rup, the best article iu use for
what it purports to do. The f; YRC1* In the opinion
of my friends, 8.aved my life
And Mrs Seloe, has
been as greatly benefited by the use of the Sarsaparilla Compound.
REV. N. P SELEE.
Melrose, Mass., Dec. 1st.dHM*

OR.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
Ail who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it Ik? the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in inatnrer years,

I

HENRY

It will cure Nervous Affections Palsy arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It is a Tonic as well
as Alternative,
restoring the tone of the system,
thus oaring Dropsy and General Debillity, tending
to Consumption. It is a groat protection from atacks that originate in ohango of climate, season aud
of life.

lS?65,

rR

They will cure Coughs and Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights front Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early.
Are good for cold in the head.
Often care Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,

More in

diseases for which the Syrup provide*
that which ha* so often batted the
medical skill. The tacts are Un-ik
the safety ami
r*I» *5£*”J**B®*accessible,and
oajy ol the Sy rup iucoutroverlibie
the benelihaving
experienced
oia e2rUrve:r2
fleets of iPe,*»
tiie “Larookah's
Syrup.” do not ha*i.
tui to rccmuinend it to Urn
attention of the Pubiio
the best Medicine they ever used.
C Ingalls,Melrose,
Kev
C Monger •’
44
NPBuelut M«lro*e •* I " JVni II Strout ugust*
vv idou "
44
*'
A F Herrick Lynu **
^wanton Ranks Portland
J M F Barnes Ma den
Me.
J W Bui ley Louiin t r" ** A Turner \V Harps* 11
44
NP Philbr’k Taunton**
Me.
"
Dau'i Atkii.s Mil b'ry*4
J Uiee
Lisbon
M-.
44
W U Ste tson Nant’ckt“ 11 A Hatch s<>ion
*4
i£ 0 > tubbs Lawrence
D B Kendall U-wtatou "
•*
41 I
T ftllli A Aaiervillt*
Marey Dedham
44
Goo W Winchester fall '* W C Stevens Diitield4*

from inexperienced physicians in geueral practice;
a point
generally conceded by the Cest syphiiographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The Inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to niakthuuscli acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
uiie
pursues
system of treatment, in most cases mak
ing an Indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

complaint generally the result of

The large boxes

P»gfi<ve4ai4
The class of

Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to fol-

Under Revere House. Boston*, and by druggists gen-

BLOOD.

physician,

And why everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.

SYRUP.
thj
following

preparation ew ia*de for

plaint* tending to
CONSUMPTION.
The proof* of it* efiieacy are so numerous, «> well
and of such peculiar character, that
authenticated,
sufferers cannot
reasonably hesitate to receive the

and thinking persou must know
tliut remedies handed out for general use should imvt*
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
whose
educated
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
aud cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in the world,
are not
only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be particular in selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet ineontrovertabie fact, that
many syphilitic patients are mademiserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

Iiheum,
Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side aud Bowels, De-

PRICE

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

Every intelligent

low: do not wait for Unsightly
Disabled Limbs, for Ikws of
and Complexion.

Vogt table Pulmonic

(jKNKUAL Dkuilitv ttlid tile VaiiThroat Aftcotiou* and
ous
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers amis in gers ore liable and
all other com-

Jnd

The Pains and

Six Bottles for $5:

dy

complaints:
Com, CoudHs, Whoopiho Cough Croup, AnTStti
Catarrh Bronchitis,HpittiroBn«»<*i>,Pais
lilMOKN,
IN THK SiOK. NlHHT SWBATH

He would call the attention ot the anllcted to ti.
act of his long standing and well-earned lenutati.
furnishing sutheient assurance of his .Mu

MAGIC LOZENGES!

lirays cure

The best

S«.1SSaSfflR%TS- *=SB

OM OCTETS

Salt

mors,

Excham^ttvee?

And

Druggist,

Revere House, Boston; and by wholesale and
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
To be sure of the gennite notice the Circular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each botUnder

Complaint, Dyspepsia, Scrofula.
Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,
Erysipelas, Boils, Tu-

Saturday,Au^st36tl.

Symond

HENRY A. OHOATE,

Indian

lor it is

gists and apothecaries everywhere.
more In quantity, le&siu price

Liver

Portland, August

or

Portland, April 21.1866. -tf

ffil LAROOKAH'S

to the provisions
CONFORMABLY
Acts of Congress 4*to

may

o

and

m>

DR. LAROOKAH’S

enUrefi“remo»ln1<

recenUy contracted

or

Young

aforesaid, shall succeed to all
person failiug to pay as aforesaid

city, lying

-r-

Smoiander’s Extract nucha.

as

FOR

Portland and Penobscot River

diseases

IsBfcTTttR in quality,

For Aft'e by W. F PUILUPS & CO. 14d Middie
St, and Crosuian 4(o., 75Middle Street, l'ortlaud
UUKLKKiH A R/MjK»tS, Wh ileaale Dru-gi'istg,
8b JJanmr at. toslon aiuss, General Ai/uu la tor th«United States.

j

Particular attention is called to the following proof the Legislature of March 15, 1864.
“And if any
so interested shall fell to
persou
pay
his proportion by the time fixed in said
notice, then
such
deficiency arising from such failure may be
any
paid by any other person or persons holding bonds or
claims secured as aforesaid; and the
person so pay-

A“«-

BUCHU,

OF

Children.
Sold for $1 per hottle; six bottles for $"»; by all drug

$1 Per Bottle.

IT.

Myers’

mortgage, and all other claims having a priority over
the rights and claims of said consolidated bond-holdAnd they further give notice that the sum to
ers.
be
paid lor the redemption of-aid mortgage to John
G. Myers, having priority over the rights and claims
of said consolidated bond-hole*ers, is, as convenient-

KENNEBUNK,

On and after Monday, March 27. the
■BSigMiLij^iSteamer Naw York,Capt H \V Chisholm, will leave Railroad Wharf, loot of State St,
orery Monday at 6 o'clock p. a; aid the Steamer
New Bkumswiou,
Capt E B. Winchester, will leave
o clock 1> M* lor Export and

EXTRACT

7 SU

terrible
-Jr'S?
.nTi?,0' “1|-ab,u*“'
laSs wamSfijf ,bra?cl' 01
OrSK"^,W.ln

regularly

FULLER’S

Gravel, Dropsical Swellings,and all
Urinary Organs, in Men, Women

permanent

dajj^AygustHait,

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

WINTHBOP COBB,

late of New Gloucester, in the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the few directs:
he therefore requests all persons who are indebted

Bay-,

FLUID

standing

tle.

vision of the Act

rh» s, leudfd ai.d fast SleamBhlpi
W. \V. ShirSa&jTwood and FiiANCOKlA,
Capt. U.
^^^^^■Subbwood, wifi until further notice,
run us wiIob

of Maine.

CUMBERLAND R. R.

&

pggggqgp Notice is hereby given to holders of
5Sp5iBonds and Coupons for interest, issued
by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, bearing date Jan. 1, 1857, commonly called “consoledated bonds," secured by deed of
mortgage to James
Hayward and others, Trustees, that at a meeting oi
said holders, held on the twenty-tourth
day June,
1665, by adjournment from the twentieth day of June,
1865, it was voted “'That it U expedient that the
holders of the bonds Issued by tlio York «Jfc Cumberland Railrtmd Company, June 1, 1857, commonly
called “the consolidated bonds,” pay and redeem the
mortgage made by said company to John G. Myers,
bearing date Feb. 8,1851,” and that the Trustees under said deed of January 1, 1857, to Hayward and
others,” immediately proceed to take all due measures as provided by law to carry said vote into effect,
and to
levy upon and collect of said bond-holders, a
sum

complaints

scribing

WOODBURY,

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Place of Bev. Stamp. I
50 cents.

BOSTOnTiNeI

-u

ty’of

aU*p!^“‘f16

Wanted.

the O d Line
b*- neourod

1865.

underwignedl Philip
*|>HE
oi
,1 in the

(
I

A&en*.

TRY

NEW YORK-

Notice to Bond-Holders.

Through Tickets.

OF MAINE.

the Honorable Justices qf the Supreme Judicial
Court holden at Portland, within and for the
County qf Cumberland, on the third 'Tuesday of

33w4w

fore St rerot,

UTTp,

inftision;

PROPRIETORS,

■

LITTLE

f/T Califomi t, by
J’asHa^e JicVe
MR Stepi-'cr-i and Panama Railroad
»y early application at tbi* oiiice.
March 30, ISAE.
p

pur.B <>l ihu Wust.

STATE

for said County qi
fM‘U«**and
Third Tueeday of April,
KlS' °'-1866.
Anno
Dom>aii

tj:*5*
p

Middle

hay.

1>.

W. D.

supplied'

Court would cause partition o: said estate lobe made,
and twelve thirty-second parts (12-32) of said estate
to be set off to your petitioners by. metes and bounds

bb.

At the Supreme Judicial

17T

For Sale.
A Farm pleasantly situated at
North Gorham, three'and one-hall
miles from Gorham village, on the
old road lea ling from Gorliaui to
_'Standish Corner, containing 80 acres
of laud, buiuAoiy divided into mowing, pasturage and
wool-land with gome timber; a one story house, barn
and other outbuildings; well
with water.
< uts about 20 tons
Near cliuroh and schoolhouse. For farther information inquire of the subscriber on the premises.
RUFUS WHITNEY.
33w3w*

more or

beginning at the north-west cornel- thereof
thence east, thirteen degrees
north, twenty-eight ana
one-hail rods; thence south, fourteen
degrees east
eighty re;ls across the lot; thence west, thirteen degrees south, twenty-eight and one half rods, to the
four rod road; thence
north, fourteen degrees west,
eighty roils to the point of beginning, excepting therefrom a parcel sold by said Andrew
Twombly to W'dliam Burton, containing seven
acres, more or less,
and the whole of said parcel
beyond said
parcel to said William Burton, seventy-three acres,
more or less, an J being all the laud said Andrew
owned in said (iorham, on the eighth day of February, 162.
Your petitioner overs that he i* the owner of onequarter part of said lands in common, and that he
cannot enjoy Uls share of said estate in common. He
therefore prays that this Honorable Court would
cause partition of said lands to be made, and the
Bhare of your petitioner tliorem to be sot ont to him
in severalty.

TUITION.
I Common English,

OF

Language,
Higher English,

laacJ in Gorham, in said County,
namely:
One parcel called tie Hancock lot, on the
northerly
side of Queen Street, containing titteeu
acres, more or
less. Also one parcel containing
thirty
acres, more
or less, being the same thirty acre lot
numbered
in said Gorham, lying on the
northerly
side of Queen Street, being the same land that Andrew Twombly, late of said Gorham, purchased of
John C. Stincniield^ by deed dated June
filth, 1823.
Also, one other parcel of laud, bounded on Queen
Street and the Gray road, being the same land said
Andrew Twombly purchased of Willuun
Barton, Jr.,
by deed dated December 14th, 1833, containing two

less.
Also, two other parcels of land which the said Andrew lwombly purchased of Barnabas
Bangs and
Thomas Bangs by deed dated
January *jgtk. 1819,
namely: One of said parcels lying on the north side of
the road called Queen
Street, in said Gorham,
bounded
beginning at the south-west corner
at the four rod road, thence
running north, fifteen
degrees west, ninety rods to the Harding lot: thence
east, thirteen degrees north, twenty-eight rods:
thence south, fifteen degrees
east, ninety rods to saiJ
Queen Street; thence west, thirteen degrees south,
twent y
-eight rods to the first bound. And the other
nareel of land on the south side of
Queen Street,
bounde i

W.

Hair.

apl7d6ra

r« Agent lor all the Great Leading Routes to Chi
A lingo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Catena. Oshkovli, 8t. haul, LaOrosse, Green Bay,
Qui«.ov, st, L* uiLouisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fVc. an* is prepared to furnish Through Ticket*
from Portland to al. the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal btate* and the (annua?, at tho
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And al* n• odful information cheerfully foraisM.
Tr vkllers will And it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Ticket* at the
i’ortlan*’ KuilwRF Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, up staiis.)

M. P. POTTER.
The services of Assistants will bo secured as needed. Instruction given in Drawing and Music.

PEICE, $1 PEE BOTTLE.

^

Sterling’s Ambrosia

YORK

ifbslinate Ossa 01 Indigestion, Dyspepsij, Kh.umatism. Dropsy and Disease* or the Urmyry OrKuuh, which will be Ubadily Cubed.

\

needful for all

DR.

RESTORED!

hea thy and normal tone by

bility and all complaints arising from impurities of the

-S'/'

so it

•

under the instruction of

use

It prevents or
stops (ho Hair
from falling ; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, ami renders it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

rimE FALL TERM of this School will commence
X Wednesday, Aug. 28ri, and continue eleven weeks

To the Honorable Justices qf the Supreme Judicial
Court holden at Portland within and for the
County qf Cumberland, on the Third Tuesday at
April, 1866.
undersigned, Charles E. Twombly, of Concord, in the County of Merrimac, and State of
New Hampshire, respectfully represent* -hat he 1*
interested as a tenant in common with persons unknown, and in fee simple In the following parcels of

acres,

I

LIMINGTON_ACADEMY

V

The

TO THK

a

Portland, has been re-furnished and
reception of Company and Pleasure

STERLING'S

Travelers I

to

ENERGIES

MOURILJ/S CORNER,

Oldand young should

MOTTLE.

Sold by If. 1£. Hay, W. F. Phillips, and all other
Druggists.
uovi6’64 wly

inter me
and vvel

Parties. Every attention will be uRen tcthecooB
fort el guests.
JtfrTho Oars from Portland every hull hour.
WINSLOW 8c THA YEK.
Westbrook, Oct. 10— dtf

Superintendent.

Dtoesnuy.wiJI find ilieir

house,

The public are respectfully
that thin spacious, convenient
H onao, situated at

t*a or

than any other similar
preparation.
Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

KEDIC1NE

june80 eod^wSm

New Furniture ft Fixture*,

with

EH UPT1OJVS

to

thing

one

weak

a

01

buchu,

of

insidental to females. (For particulars send for circular.)

Cures

invaLua 111.13.
Thoee whose systems are rrdace l
by the foo ar
doet pursnitoi busiu.ssor
pleasure, rendering u

IMPAIRED

extract

to th3 continued n^eof

IJ\r ALL

TUB

<’,eal t)ou>",n*pHvc !(■

Temple Street,
P^ratelv, ami atwith
111

cess.

FULLER’S

pure Fluid Extract, not

Dropsy,

Incident to Infancy am! Childho d It baa been found

RKuW N AB THB

McClellan

from Poniar d ai 1 P. K, connects at Kenda l’s Mills
with the tram tor Bangor and o.her elutions cast,
sam mg* t.
Passengers from Portland desiring to
take this iou>ecun purchase tickctj to Ken. Mills
and inform the conductor iu th* oars that they go
throng'! to Bangor, and he will so arrange their
I fares ihroogh as that it shall ocst them uo more by
this route th"n b any otoer.
T»aiiiH arsdue iu t o tlsnd to connect with trains
for Boston ou Mouiiaj s ai 8 510 tA. m, and every da?
at W) i\ m.
Fright Train loavos now depot Portland at 6 46 A.
M. daily.
EDWIN NOYP:8,

ed.

L4i

fOr.MBRLY

(Jxt and at or Monday next trains will leave Portland oatlv tor Bath Augusta, Waterville, Benda I’s
Mtlis, and Skowhugan, at l p. m, and on Saturdays
The rain
only for Lath and Augusta at8 16 p. m

unsurpassed.
The Roughest Skin is made smooth.
Chapped Hands are instantly healed.
Cracked and Dried Lips are healed and soften-

“I publish the banns between this switch
and your back,” said a school-master to a delinquent pupil. “I forbid them.” “On what
grounds?” “The parties are not agreed.”—
“Bring them together and see,” said pedagague, laying it on

finely furnished hous
open toilie public,and it will 11-

FOREST AVENUE ROUS#-

fy

Is

which comes after i in the alphabet, e comes alter i in the word, believe, reprieve; but when
the preceding consonant comes before i in the
alphabet, e comes before i in the word, os receive.
-:-—4

and

a

Is the

nd

Smoiander's Extract Bucku’

and.br ugh! back

the pleasantest aud most n vine villaaeso
the State.
It is within five milos ol the celebri ted Potani
Mineral Spring, the water ol which Is kept constantly on band at tho bouse. The laoiiities tor trout
U-hinp and other sports are excellent.
March 27, 186ft —dtf

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R. R.

KENNEDY'S

SALT EHEU-I

Proprietor,
■

Bholuknt,

an

neeu

yield

very

liRkept in all respects as a first olosa .tel 11
___£■>» located »ithln a lew rods ot tl repot, Ii
one of

81o.

9

Dint incut

Family

attached.

ears

OINTMENT

Contains no merouryor other mineral substances.
It is wholly and purely

The laws of nature are just b it terrible.
There Is no weak mercy in them. Cause and
consequence are inseparable and inevitable.
The elements have no forbearance. The fire
bums, the water drowns, the air consumes, the
earth buries. And perhaps it would lie well
for our race if the punishment of crimes
against the law of man were as inevitable as
the punishment of crime against the laws of
nature—were man as unerring in his
judgment

spaciou

t

SPRING

WIN8.LOW *V THA.YDB, ProprictGJfc

Leave Saco River for Portland, an 6.46 and 9.30
A. M., and 3.46 1*. M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 7.46 A. M. and
1.50 and 6 30 P. M.
Xitel 60 P.M. train out and the 6.46 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

KENNEDY’S

RHEUM

This

dins just

Oa and after Moudav, 10th iust, 1866,
trains will leave as follows, until for'

Ringworms,

width will

me.

...

A. T. PIERCE,

i-

Scalds.

SALT

dally.

Dyspepsia

RUCHU

OE

EXTRACT

fluid
I*

—FOR—

HOTEL,

MECHANIC falls,

at! a MR It ARRANOKMKHr.

Pimples,
Burns, Chapped Hands,

fan,

22AGLE

Re-opened

will

ers,

,,

VORR .v CUMBERLAND RAILROAD.

Curb Salt Rheum. Erysipelas, Scald Head,
Piles Felons, Dicers, Sore Eyes, Chilblains,
Shingles, Boils, Cuts, Wouuds. Blist-

it

trains leave Portland and Boston

COMPOUND.

VEGETABLE

hogsl.,

FLUID

Cures Halo or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, Ac.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

DK.

Faculty!

VIC T O R Y

Impure connection or the
DoTottag his entire time
the medical profession, he
UAN1EEI.NO a CUKE IN AhL

FULvER’S

DR.
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teing especially
Recommended by the Medical

o

P. M.
UtANClB CHA8K, Bunt.
edtf
Portland, A pi il 3, 1865.

have been Ion# need

WITH

MclUTOBfl, Proprietor.
u
vr
N.
B. 1st June, 18G5—d3m
St.John

The Compauy arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value, and that personal unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
oi one passenger lor even' *6600 additional value.
O. J. BftfOGKS, Managing Director.
H. BA ILK Y, Superintendent
Pori land, June 22nd, 1866 —dtf

Ou and alter Aprils, 1866, Passenger
Trains leave af follows;
J.cuve 1'ortland forBoston,at 8.40 A.M. and 2.60
V. M.
I.oave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 3

eruptions
wholly a

WELL KNOWN IN ME01CINE

(The

2.06 P. M.

ISjSgaPgan

of all

cure

the

and

THl'KK MILKS XSOtt PORTLAND.
l'l e public are
respectfully iniormed tba
of the Proprietor that
Ittins Houtso*ntentiou
shall be kept a lirst-claas read
House,
l'he c&eiceet Suppers served.
-t*
uho. v.uuKiia.

All dl.-ea^esof the Kidneys and Bladder

various affection of the Htoinaob
CURBS
Ciiuary Organs, Rheumatism, iKuerel Debility,

WILLIAM ST.,

gapisic ponm

a til let i on

am

HUGHES

found at his

nom6^. &,£" Jffl‘ctwl>
the
prim^d-Ue^ “n'lerl“?, under*to,n

hour, daily, and

BUCKUI

above Hotel is I ho latest in tie lowProvinces, and i8 first class in all its departmelit-:, ii convenient to the United
states and Nova Sc tia Steamboat landings

Ri turn Tickets, at Kedtictd Prices, will bo issued
during the trfttf mer tfta.;ou irom Portia d to Bethel,
Go hint, 1-land Po U, Montreal and Quebec.

Freight

W'the1

er

8.17 A M.

at

RAILROAD.

OINTMENT!

RHEUM^

Bi^HOTBL
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Dropslesand Cutun-ous Diseases.
Tbe articles wliieb compose this preparation

Medical.

PRIVATE medical rooms,

—OF—

—

FOLLOWS:

AS

DR. J. B.

Fluid Extract

Compound

Monday, June 26th, 18*5

run

For

KBNNEDV’S

ISLAND,

sr.jou:i, new Brunswick.

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH!

will commence Sept. 4th.
further particulars apply to
J. H. HAN$ON, Principal.
32w3w
Waterville, July 27,1865.

resort, situated

fom thi city, is s«« open for
traaallut and permanent

PRINCE
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Medical.
can be

Opptsite the Custom Bouse,

Gorham, Island
00 A M.
Mill train tor Watervillo. Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec, at I 26P M.
both of these trains conn ct at Kcntieal with ex
pr<84 Gains for Torinto, Deficit, Ch icago, and all
other place* wor.t.

From Montreal,
From
do.

le*
“

juuj‘i3tt

train fut South Paris, Lewiston,
Pond Mjutr.al, and Quebec. 'at

TRAINS WILL

ummer

Miscellaneous.

SMOLANDER’S

Me.

Porter, in att ndance in arrh a) of Trains in Portlaud tooonvev tasBengeis and
baaaa.e to Burnhum s Wharf, wheteabteun,or
Staves for the Island
regularly.
N. B. Closed on the Sabbath to
transient visitors.
Y'
Portland, J-e

Morning * xpr<: ss

7

m

boar<w“

UMMRR ARRANGEMENT.
trains will

hall

“ “*■“ *

TRUNK RAll.VTA V,
Of Oan;*cla.

latANU

HOUSE,

CUSHING'S

STUB

C. M. MOUSE, 8o.pt.

Watcrviilc, Juno 22,18C5.

The Fall Term

Spiritualism in Court.—Colchester, the
spiritual medium who was arrested in western
New York last May for refining to take out a
license as juggler, is to be tried at Buffalo, this
week. In his medium state he shows writings
in blood on his arm, and the New York assessor regards him as a trickster like Herman or
Blitz, and wants him to pay accordingly. Colchester says the constitution of New lYork
gives every person fhe right to the free exercise and enjoyment of his religions profession
and he proposes to defend that right. Noted
magicians are to appear as witness ess for the
government, and Senators Howard of MieliiLane of Kansas, Lane of Indiana and
IcDougaU of California and Col, J. W. Forney
of Philadelphia are among Colchester’s witnesses.
Jud e Edmonds will be one of Colchester’s witnesses.

Rule

State

%

*

of Maine.

$5.00, $5.50, $6.00, per term of eleven
ing, Painting, and Alusic, extra.
Many.

as

in the

Trains leave Portland, Grand
for Lewiston and Auburn, at
M.
»t,26PM
I.J6 P. M.
staLous at
Intermediate
For Banvor and
M unc.
UartiRKise —Leave Lewiston el t>.2u A.
8.80 A. M Leave insnaor at
r. 2u.
2.16
iu
and arrive id Portland at
7 an a
Portland will; train* for
Both these trains conneoi at

Medical.
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pense.

I behold her—feel A*r prmcnct
Tho’ she lives beyond the skies.

OTTAWA

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
COMMENCE MONDAY. JUNK 20th. 1866.

TO

presertce
to

Institute

Hotels.
Portland

1

This U u old Institution <
p
with a new name, and a iSw pl»“course for College,tad
fold: embracing a preparatory
ith
years
gradmttirg
a Collegiate course of throe
honors at the close, ^u“
*
a iuefaiatfcgi
as
just two otjecta: SW"
an<! successful proaecue™y
, V. t i
for*1*0
Voting men heed
and such neeurse of
study
flafe of their ooUo*0*01™*,
&r young ladies as (a adapted to fit them
and training
women.
for
these
courses
Preparatory
fbr Amw4"®1
there will be an introductory
and Bu^isry
to Which pupil* may be admitted without recour***
ar'd to attainments. The immediate wants of young
ladies and gentlemen preparing to teach will be properly attended to, and there will be good facilities for
the study of
Drawing, Painting and Musk.
The subscriber is happy to announce that he lias
•scared the service* of Miss Habbikt C. Woodman, of Portland, late of Bates’ College, as Principal |
oi the Ladies’ Department. Of Alias Woodman he I
She is a ripe
can speak from personal knowledge.
scholar, and an exact and thorough teacher. Besides
with the Greek, Lathi,
an extensive acquaintance
French and German Classics, she Is an accomplished
lady, and a teacher of large and varied experience.—
Other competent teachers will be employed] as the
wants of the Institute shall develope themselves.
Pupils will not be received for leas than one term.
No deductions will be made for absence, except in
Tuitioii payable at the
case of protracted sickness.
middle of the term. Board In private families will
Stucost at the present time $2.50 to $3.00 a week.
dents who wish to board themselves or in clube,
can obtain room* for this
purpose at a moderate ex-

Of an angel hovering near;
Happy thought! my child irom heaven

these houra I
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Classical

A Birth-day Tribute.
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Railroads.

till I
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HEB PRESENCE.

Every

Miscellaneous.

J.

U.

Denoig Berk ns.
Jwei It (.ail*>rt Jr,
J Henry Bur*y.
Cornelius 4rnnnol?,i
C A Hand,
Watts 8hem:n.,

BJ Howland,

Beni Bab«v>« k,
Fletch f*Wce ray,
Bob B Minium. Jr,
Got don W Burnham,
Kredrrlok Chaunoey,
Janies L*w,
Clus H Marshall.
Jonkh President.
Dknmh, Vice-President.

Charles
W. U. II Moou. tu Vloo-Pn s’t.
Chapman, Actiu* Secretary.

Applications
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J. W. MONGER, 166 Fore St.
»et>21an>a llmro lkwHw
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*V~ It you are In want of auv klu.t
oatl at the Daily Press Office.
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